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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Transit in Transition 

Metropolitan transit is in transition. From its 1tatus as a 

largely private-sector conglomeration of trolleys, buses, and commuter 

rail lines prior to the 1960s, it has become predominantly public and 

intergovernmental. This transition, marked by private transit company 

failures, has seen the goals of metropolitan transit expand greatly, 

along with the associated public expenditures. The systems no longer 

simply transport paying customers for a profit, they attempt to reduce 

traffic congestion, air pollution, and noise; to conserve energy; and to 

provide improved mobility to the poor, the handicapped, the elderly, and 

others who often have not had ready access to the diverse opportunities 
1/ 

offered throughout their co~unities. These newer publicly held goals 

all have tended to expand transit services -- and have demanded rapidly 

increasing public subsidies. The level of these subsidies -- and their 

sources -- are now being questioned as public resources at all levels 

have become increasingly scarce. 

With respect to public financing, local government expenditures for 

transit have become common throughout urban America, rather than being 

1/ Journal of the American Planning Association, special issue on 
"'Emerging Themes in Transportation Policy," Vol. 48, No. 3, Summer 1982 • 
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limited to the largest areas. Federal-aid transit expenditures moved 

from zero to about $4 billion annually in the space of just two 

decades. As a condition of this federal aid, metropolitan transit 

planning has been established in all of the nation's metropolitan 

areas. And, by 1982, all 50 states had established transit programs; 

their budgets for these 
1/ 

$1.2 billion in 1980,-

mostly new programs (since 1970) totaled 
2/ 

$1.9 billion in 1982,- and $2.4 billion 
3/ 

by 1983,- largely in the form of aid to local systems. Thus, transit 

financing rapidly has become not just governmental, but intergovernmental 

as well. 

In the 1980s, another period of readjustment appears to be beginning. 

+ Public transit operating subsidies are said to be at levels 
so high that they cannot be sustained. 

+ Public transit facilities and vehicles are falling into dis
repair at an alarming rate for lack of maintenance. 

1/ Fred L. Williams, States in Public Transportation: An Analysis 

4/ 

Based on Nine Case Studies (Washington, DC: U.S Department of Transportation, 
UMTA Office of Program Evaluation, 1981), P• 7. 

2/ American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 
Survey of State Involvement in Public Transportation (Washington, DC: June 
1982), P• 7. 

3/ Letter from Francis ' B. Francois, Executive Director, American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, September 12, 
1983. 

4/ See, for example, Edward ~einer, "Redefinition of Roles and 
Responsibilities in U.S. Transportation," November 19, 1982 • 
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+ New rapid rail systems may no longer be feasible to build 
and operate. 

+ Public funds, it is charged, are being wasted on transit 
subsidies that too often benefit the affluent aore than 
the poor. 

+ Despite massive financial contributions to transit by the 
national government in recent years, some contend that 
transit is not a national responsibility and should, 
therefore, be turned back to the state and local govern
ments. Federal budget cuts in transit have begun to take 
effect (although the new gasoline tax increase could 
modify this trend), and the Reagan Administrction has 
proposed phasing out transit operating funds altogether. 

These pressures to reassess transit policies reflect the broader 

societal trends in the nation, as recently popularized by the book 
1/ 

Megatrends- and in the press. 

+ Demographic trends are producing smaller, more affluent 
families with fewer children, more job-holders, and larger 
amounts of leisure time. Job locations are dispersing 
within both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. The 
number of interstate commuting areas continues to rise. 
People are demanding and getting a greater variety of 
choices. Different parts of the nation, however, are 
experiencing varying degrees of economic and population 
growth or decline, so the general trends do not accurately 
depict conditions everywhere. 

+ Physical facilities are lagging behind needs. Public 
physical assets are not keeping pace with growth in 
new and revitalizing areas, and are falling into dis
repair in older areas. The nation's industrial plant 
is not being upgraded at an internationally competitive 
rate. Systematic capital budgeting is being practiced 
neither in enough places nor with sufficient commitment. 

1/ John Naisbitt, Hiegatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our 
Lives-(New York: Warner Books, 1982) • 
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+ New technologies are not applied as quickly at they could 
be because it takes time for people to adjust to them. 

+ The nation's economy is shifting rapidly from a highly 
structured industrial one to a much more flexible one 
based upon information generation and processing. Our 
economy is becoming much more highly integrated into the 
international marketplace, so that events in other nations 
have an immediate impact on national and local affairs at 
home. Government activity in the U.S. is leveling off 
or declining as a proportion of Gross National Product. 
The U.S. has no national economic development strategy, 
but U.S. corporate managers are beginning to think more 
about the long-term. 

+ Social institutions of many types are decentralizing. 
There is a growing sense of self-reliance in the populace, 
and rising influence by citizens, workers, and consumers 
over affairs that affect them. 

For transit, these broad trends would seem to point toward: 

+ more flexible transit systems meeting increasingly diverse 
needs in diverse ways -- relying leas on traditional 
linehaul services (often provided by a metropolitanwide 
transit authority) and more on lower capacity, less costly 
supplemental services (provided by individual local govern
ments or other smaller providers, sometimes including 
private ones); 

+ construction of fewer large new rail transit systems, but 
better maintenance and use of existing ones; 

+ increasing reliance on user fees, perhaps supplemented by 
voucher systems of some sort for the needy; 

+ proportionally less public money in transit than at 
present; 

+ greater use of private sector transit providers, and 
a rethinking of the role of public regulation over transit; 

J 
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+ a reduced federal role in transit, with greater roles played 
by the states and their subdivisions; and 

+ greater attention paid to international markets for rail 
cars, buses, and fuels. 

Thus, even the definition of transit ia changing. For purposes of 

this study, the definition is somewhat open ended. It includes the 

traditional forms of transit along with the many varieties of paratransit. 

Many changes in organizing, financing, and providing metropolitan 

transit services have been proposed in recent years, and there is some 

actual experience with most of them. Yet, the transit systems in most 

metropolitan areas remain predominantly conventional (regularly scheduled 

bus and rail services) and very expensive. Many of them now face significant 

budget shortfalls. They may need to adapt to current conditions with 

organizational, financial, and service-delivery innovations, but such 

changes often prove difficult because conditions conducive to them are 

lacking or specific impediments intervene. 

Purpose of the Study 

This study is based on the premise that an unusual amount of institutional, 

financial, and service adaptatio·1 in the field of transit is now needed 

and that many metropolitan areas and their states may need help in responding 

to this situation. This study, then, seeks to identify those factors 

that might facilitate metropolitan transit innovations in the inter~overnmental 

setting -- including needed service-delivery, financial, and institutional 

adaptations. 
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As a result of ahifte in intergovernmental aids to localities for 

traneit, it seems likely that local governments and metropolitan 

organizations will have increasing responsibilities for raising funds, 

redesigning transit services, improving productivity, and cooperating 

with the private sector. This study explores how the intergovernmental 

system is likely to react to transit needs during the coming stressful 

years. 

ACIR's Approach to the Study 

The Office of Strategic Planning in the U.S. Urban Mass Transportation 

Administration (UMTA) requested ACIR's assistance in studying the process 

of adapting metropolitan transit to current needs. Under terms 

of the agreement with UMTA, ACIR considered (1) metropolitan transit goal 

setting processes, (2) mechanisms for financing metropolitan transit, 

(3) methods of sharing transit costs among local jurisdictions within 

metropolitan areas, and (4) processes for setting transit fares in 

metropolitan areas. The research method included a cross-sectional 

survey of 56 metropolitan areas across the nation supplemented by 

intensive interviews with several types of local and metropolitan 

officials in three diverse metropolitan areas -- New York, Chicago, 

and Seattle. 

In preparing for the metropolitan survey and interviews, ACIR staff 

members (1) reviewed the literature on transit finances and economics, 
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on transit politics and organizations, and on current proposals for 

transit service innovations, (2) identified existing transportation case 

studies of metropolitan areas and their states -- to enrich its own 

sample, and (3) examined many characteristics of the metropolitan areas 

that differentiated them by size, type, location and transit needs. 

The literature reviews provided background for focusing the metro

politan survey and interviews on key questions concerning: 

+ existing goal-setting, financing, cost-sharing, and fare
setting processes; 

+ awareness of the need for changes in present policies, 
services, and institutions; 

+ awareness of available options and attitudes toward 
them; 

+ factors conducive to adapting metropolitan transit to 
current conditions; and 

+ awareness of impediments to change and the capacity to 
overcome them. 

1/ 
When ACIR last studied metropolitan transportation (in 1974),-

it recommended comprehensive areawide decisionmaking and service delivery 

1/ Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Toward More 
Balanced Transportation: New Intergovernmental Proposals (Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975) • 
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organizations (with assured sources of tran1portation funda and with 

flexibility to take advantage of a range of subordinate 1ervice providers) • 

• 
This metropolitan structure, it was recommended, should be backed up by 

flexible federal block grants and supportive state Departments of Tran~

portation. Finally, it was recommended that independent state and local 

regulatory bodies with metropolitan transportation re1ponsibilities be 

reformed to encompass related transportation ■odes and broad public 

policy objectives like equal opportunity, enviroranental protection, and 

energy conservation in addition to their traditional concerns with economics 

and safety. Because many conditions have changed in metropolitan areas 

since 1974, it is time to reevaluate these previously adopted ACIR 

recommendations to see how well they suit the needs of the 1980s. 

The cross-sectional questionnaire survey of 56 metropolitan areas 

encompasses the 26 largest ones in the nation and at least one from each 

state (except Vermont and Wyoming where metropolitan areas have only 

recently been designated). It uses the same areas studied by ACIR for 

UMTA in 1982 to determine their relative taxing capacities and abilities 
}_/ 

to absorb cuts in federal aid for transit operations. This congruity 

was designed to enrich ACIR's current work. 

1/ ACIR, "The Relative Dependency of 56 Metropolitan Areas on UMTA 
Operating Subsidies," Staff Working Paper, Washington, DC, February 1983, 
reprinted herein as Appendix H • 
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ACIR's "1983 Survey of Metropolitan Transit Adaptations" asked six 

questions: 

). Which of 28 specifically listed means of adapting to 
changing metropolitan transit needs are being pursued 
currently in the respondent's own area, and how important 
is each practice likely to be in the future? (The 
practices listed encompassed operational, financial, 
institutional, and policy-process adaptations.) 

2. What types of transit fare policies are currently in 
effect, and how are these likely to change in the 
future? (This question was asked separately for bus, 
rapid transit, and commuter railroad systems.) 

3. What methods, if any, are currently used to share inter
local responsibilities for financing areawide transit 
costs, and how might such methods change in the future? 
(This question was asked separately for bus, rapid transit, 
and commuter railroad systems.) 

4. If formulas are used for interlocal sharing of transit 
financial responsibilities, what factors are currently 
used in the formulas and what factors are most likely to 
be used in the future? (This question was asked separately 
for bus, rapid transit, and commuter railroad systems.) 

S. To what degree might 30 specifically listed factors impede 
needed transit system adaptations in the respondent's own 
metropolitan area? (The factors listed encompassed potential 
regulatory, organizational, political, physical, financial, 
and other difficulties.) 

6. How well would the respondent's own metropolitan area be able 
to meet its transit needs in the 1980s? (This question was 
asked separately assuming federal aid (a) would continue at 
current levels and (b) would be discontinued.) 

The full questionnaire is reprinted in Appendix A. A response rate of 

78% was achieved (see Appendix C), and the survey data greatly enhanced 

all chapters of this report. The detailed tables appear in Appendix B, 
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They show differences in current practices and views of the future from 

one section of the nation to another, for different sized areas, and by 

six different target groups (namely, city, county, metropolitan planning, 

transit union, transit agency executive, and transit agency governing 

board officials). 

The three case studies supplied greater understanding to many 

of the institutional issues emerging from the survey findings. The same 

target groups surveyed by questionnaire also were interviewed, except 

that citizen or business representatives were added and transit agency 

governing board officials were omitted. The three cases are presented 

in Appendices D, E, and F. 

Scope of This Report 

The remainder of this report is divided into four chapters: 

Chapter 2. Transit Financing 

Chapter 3. Transit Services 

Chapter 4. Transit Institutions and Decision Processes 

Chapters. Findings, Issues, and Recommendations 

Research findings by others as well as from ACIR's survey are reflected 

in each chapter, and the ACIR case study findings are integrated into 

Chapter 4. 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of transit revenue and expenditure 

trends, evaluates the components of transit benefits and costs, describes 
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the current transit financing roles of the three levels of government 

and the private sector, explores the effects of public transit subsidies, 

and examines the relative levels of funding provided by fares and the 

three levels of government. 

Chapter 3 evaluates potentials for controlling transit expenditures 

by trimming services, by substituting non-conventional "paratransit" 

services for conventional regularly scheduled bus and rail services, by 

improving the productivity of conventional transit through better marketing 

and service adjustments, and by pursuing traditional measures to eliminate 

waste and to increase ?perating efficiencies within transit systems. 

Chapter 4 reviews the present organizational structures in metropolitan 

areas for planning and providing transit services, traces the evolution 

of the urban transportation planning process over the past two-and-a-half 

decades, and evaluates various proposals for adapting transit institutions 

and processes to current conditions. 

Chapter 5 summarizes findings from the three preceding chapters, 

identifies the key intergovernmental issues, and presents the Commission's 

recommendations for responding to these issues. The recommendations 

address transit service-delivery diversification and organization, the 

financing roles of the farebox and of the three governmental levels, 

organizations and processes for metropolitan transportation planning 
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and policymaking, and the need for continued research and infonution

aharing by all levels of government involved with metropolitan transit. 

These recommendations are aensitive to the growing revenue-cost aqueez~ 

confronting the urban transit industry and have been designed to help 

manage fiscal scarcity in the oost constructive manner • 
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CHAPTER 2. TRANSIT FINANCES 

Introduction 

Fiscal and economic concerns dominate current discussions of public 

transit in the United States. Across the nation, transit systems, in

cluding both bus and rail services, are being forced into difficult de

cisions as increasingly severe financial pressures push against needed 

transit services. This chapter provides an intergovernmental perspective 

on the costs, benefits, and revenue sources of transit. 

Each of the three levels o~ government plays an important role in 

transit finance. Crucial issues at the local level include fare policy, 

other local mechanisms for raising transit revenues, and interlocal 

financial arrangements. State issues include defining the state role, 

making budgetary commitments, and assisting localities to provide effec

t i ve transit programs. At the federal level, the issues focus on current 

debates about the amounts and forms of future financial assistance. 

The seven facets of transit finance explored in this chapter are: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

trends in transit expenditures and revenues; 

exploration of transit benefits; 

evaluation of transit costs; 

examination of the local role; 

• 

• 
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analysis of the state role; 

appralsal of the federal role; and 

effects of subsidies on transit. 

Analyzing these aspects of transit finance provides a comprehensive 

background for considering of major current issues. 

This chapter concludes with particular attention to issues of 

lmmedlate policy concern. Paramount are questions of the appropriate 

transit responsibilities of the local, state, and national levels of 

~overnment. Transit syetems are actively considering adjustments they 

may need to make if federal operating subsidies continue to decrease or 

are eliminated. States and localitles are considering a variety of 

expanded and new financing mechanisms and arrangements. The financial 

choices made by the three levels of government and the transit agencies 

will profoundly affect the future of transit in the United States. 
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Overview of Transit Revenues and Expenditures 

Public transit in the United States is a aulti-billion-dollar a year 

industry, including both operating and capital expenditures. It consumed 

an estimated $12.5 billion in 1982 according to the leading transit 
1/ 

assoclation,-and spent about $15 billion the same year according to 
2/ 

the U.S. Census.- These estimates of total expenditure represent the 

combined spending of fare and other operating revenues plus subsidies 

frorn the local, state, and national governments. 

This section summarizes national patterns of transit expenditures 

and revenues. It is concerned both with the number of dollars raised and 

spent for transit, and with changes in the proportions of revenues coming 

from the various sources and going to the two major categories of expense 

capital and operating. 

Total nationwide transit expenditures (in nominal dollars) have 

risen continuously since 1940. Total nationwide transit system revenues, 

l.e. fares and other revenues raised through system operations, have 

also increased, but at a much slower rate than transit expenses (see 

Table 2-1). On a nationwide basls, expenditures overtook revenues in 

the 1960-1965 period. Since then, public buy-outs of ailing private 

transit companies accelerated, and subsidies have climbed steeply. 

1/ American Public Transit Association, An Overview of State 
Transit Funding (Washington, DC: American Public Transit Association, 
1982), p. 4. 

2/ 
See Table 4-2 in Chapter 4 of this report. 

• 



Year 

1940 
l 945 
1950 
19 55 
1960 
19 65 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
19 74 
19 75 
19 7 ') 
19 77 
19 78 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
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TABLE 2-1 

Growth in Transit 0 

Total Transit Expense 
(Operating) 

Percentage 
Dollars Change 

$ 660.7 
1,231.7 +86.4% 
1,385.7 +12.5 
1,370.7 - 1.1 
1,376.5 + .4 
1,454.4 + 5.6 
1,995.6 +37.2 
2,152.1 + 7.8 
2,241.6 + 4.2 
2,536.1 +13.1 
3,239.3 +27.7 
3,752.5 +15.8 
4,082.6 + 8.8 
4,366.6 + 7.0 
4,788.9 + 9.7 
5,611.4 +17.2 
6,710.6 +19.6 
7,621.7* +13.6 
8,324.3* + 9.2 

and S stem Revenues 

Total System Revenues 
(primarily fares) 

Percentage 
Dollars Change 

$ 737.0 
1,380.4 +87.3% 
1,452.1 + 5.2 
1,426.4 - 1.8 
1,407.2 - 1.3 
1,443.8 + 2.6 
1,707.4 +18.2 
1,740.7 +19.5 
1,728.5 + .7 
1,797.7 + 4.0 
1,939.7 + 7.9 
2,043.0 + 5.3 
2,236.1 + 9.4 
2,353.6 + 5.2 
2,449.9 + 4.1 
2,647.8 + 8.1 
2,805.1 + 5.3 
3,045.1 + 8.6 
3,456.9 +13.5 

* Since 1981 this figure is termed "Total Expense,• and includes growing 
"expenses" for depreciation, amortization and other reconciling itell6. 

Source: American Public Transit Association, APTA Statistical Department, 
Transit Fact Book~ 1981 (Washington, DC: American Public Transit 
Association, 1981 , p. 47. 
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Taken together, system revenues and local subsidies covered approxi

mately 70% of total operating expenses in 1980, while state and federal sub

sidles made up the remainder (see Table 2-2). Fares traditionally con

tributed the largest percentage of funds to transit operating revenues 

(an<l even produced a profit !n bygone eras), but the percentage of transit 

operating expenses covered by passenger fares has decreased steadily over 

the last four decades. 

Growing government subsidies have filled the gap between system gen

erated operating revenues and expenses. Total funds from local, state, 

and national governments have increased both in dollar value and as a 

proportion of transit operating expenses (see Appendix G Table G-1). 

Local government subsidies still constitute the largest proportion of 

government funds for transit operating expenses, while federal subsidies 

provide the bulk of funds for capital expenses (see Table 2-3). 

In addition to the major transit programs, there are several re

lated "human service" programs providing special transportation services 

largely for the elderly and handicapped. These programs are funded 

through a variety of local, state, and federal sources, but no current 

estimate of their overall costs exists. All that is known is one report's 

estimate that North Carolina and Kentucky, respectively, spent $4.S and 

$7.5 million annually in local, state, and federal money for such "human 
1/ 

service" transportation services. 

1/ U.S. Department of HEW (Atlanta), Transportation Authorities in 
Federal Human Service Programs, Office of the Regional Director, January 
1976. • 
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TABLE 2-2 
Proportional Provision of Operating Revenue. 1980 

Fares 
Other Operating Revenue 
Local Governments 
Federal Government 
State Governments 

Source: APTA. Transit Fact Book 1981. p. 45. 

41% 
2% 

27% 
17% 
131. 
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1979 
1980 
19 81 

Source: 
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TABLE 2-3 
Sources of Capital Funds for Urban Transit 

Local State 
% % 

9.7% 9.6i. 
12.3 9.0 
11.5 10. l 

Federal 
% 

80.8% 
78.7 
78.4 

U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration, National Urban Mass Transportation Statistics 
Section 15 Report, May 1981, June 1982, and November 1982. 

Note: These data ignore capital projects that are carried out without 
federal support, notably substantial capital activity in the New York City 
area • 

• 
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Fares 

Fares and other system revenues produced approximately $2.6 billion 

in 1980, covering approximately 41% of total transit operating expenses. 

While total revenues from fares increased 54.5% between 1971 and 1980, 

the inflation rate of 86.1% between these years caused the apparent in

crea~e to be an actual decrease in real dollars (see Table 2-4). The 

proportion of total transit operating expenses covered by fare revenue 

slipped steadily as a result of the combined effect of decreased real 

values of fare revenues plus substantially increased operating costs (see 

Table 2-5). This trend was fueled by the federal Section 5 program 

objective of maintaining low fares to attract greater ridership • 

Total system revenues are a product of ridership levels and average 

fares. The major trends in transit ridership levels since the turn of 

the century are illustrated in Figure 1. Transit ridership increased 

from the turn of the century almost until 1930, and then decreased 

drastically during the Great Depression, Ridership soared during World 

War tI, because of a relatively high level of production activity and 

restricted automobile usage, but then dropped dramatically after the end 

of the war. Transit ridership continued to decline through the 1950s, 

1960s, a~d early 1970s, spurred by the convenience of the automobile, 



Year 

1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
l 982 
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TABLE 2-4 
Nominal vs. Real Change in Total Passenger Revenue 

Total Passenger 
Revenue 

(millions) 

$1,661.9 
1,650.7 
1,683.7 
1,805.2 
1,860.5 
2,025.6 
2,157.1 
2,271.0 
2,436.3 
2,556.8 
2,701.4 
3,076.9 

Increase of 857. 
in nominal dollars 

Total Passenger Revenue 
in 1972 Dollars* 

(millions) 

$1,731.0 
1,650.7 
1,592.2 
1,568.6 
1,479.1 
1,530.6 
1,450.2 
1,509.8 
1,490.8 
1,431.2 
1,381.7 
1,573.7 

Decrease of 9% 
in real dollars 

" Based on GNP Implicit Price Deflator, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
October 1982, vol. 62, no. 10, p. 43. 

Source: ACIR staff calculations based upon APTA, Transit Fact Book 
1981, p. 51, and unpublished APTA data. 

• 



Year 

194 0 
194 5 
1950 
19 5 5 
1960 
1965 
1970 
1971 
19 72 
19 73 
197 4 
19 75 
19 76 
1977 
19 78 
19 79 
19~0 
19 81 
19 82 
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TABLE 2-5 
System Revenue as a Percentage of Total Operating Expenses 

( $ in millions) 

System Revenue* 
Total Operating as a percentage of 

Expenses System Revenue total operating expenses 

$ 660.7 $ 737.0 111.5% 
1,231.7 1,380.4 112. 1 
1,385.7 1,452.1 104.8 
1,370.7 1,426.4 104.1 
1,376.5 1,407.2 102.2 
1,454.4 1,443.8 99.2 
1,995.6 1,707.4 85.6 
2,152.1 1,740.7 80.9 
2,241.6 1,728.5 77.1 
2,536.1 1,797.7 70.9 
3,239.4 1,939.7 59.8 
3,757.6 2,043. 0 54.4 
4,082.6 2,236.1 54.8 
4,366.6 2,353.6 53.9 
4,788.9 2,449.9 51.2 
5,558.2 2,647.8 47.6 
6,71 0.6 2,805.1 41. 8 
7,621.7** 3,045.1 40.0 
8,324.3** 3,456.9 41. 5 

Note: Table excludes automated guideway transit, commuter railroad, 
and urban ferry boat. 

* 

** 

System Revenue ls used to include passenger fares, operating revenue, 
and non-operating and auxiliary revenue. In 1980, passenger fares 
constituted over 91% of system revenues. 

Note that as of 1981 this figure is termed "Total Expense," and in
cludes growing "expenses" for depniciation, amortization and other 
other reconciling Items. 

Source: ACIR staff calculations based upon APTA, Transit Fact Book 1981, 
and unpublished APTA data. 
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preferences for suburban living, increased average incomes allowing 

massive suburbanization of both homes and jobs, cheap gasoline for auto

mobiles, extensive highway construction, and other government policies 

encouraging low density suburban growth. Transit ridership began to 

rl~e again in the early 1970s, probably due to gasoline price hikes and 

shortages, improvements in the quantity and quality of federally sup

ported transit services, and the maintenance of relatively low fares on 

many systems. 

Although average fares generally have not kept pace with inflation 

over the last decade, this trend has changed in the last few years. 

AverRge adult fares increased from 35.7t in 1979 to 52.St in 1982, 

an increase of over 41% in nominal dollars,* well in excess of the in

flation rate of 24.7% (see Table 2-6). Total fare revenue also has been 

increasing at a rate faster than inflation, rising 18% between 1980 and 

* Unfortunately, these averages are the result of averaged un
weighted system fares, in which each U.S. system is counted as one 
equal piece of data. This statistic probably understates true average 
fares, because fares tend to be higher in the big cities, and more people 
in the big cities use transit. It would also tend to distort the degree 
of fare changes. However, the predominate direction of change ls clearly 
upward. 

-~ . • ,; 
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TABLE 2-6 
Increases in Average Adult Fares* 

Mean** Adult 
Year Cash Fare 

1976-1977 32.6t 
1977-1978 33.6 
1978-1979 35.7 
1979-1980 40.3 
1980-198lp 46. 3 
June 1982p 52.5 

p - Preliminary figures. 

* Base period fares • 

Percentage Change 
(nominal dollars) 

3.1% 
6.3 

12.9 
14.9 
13.4 

Inflation Rate 

7.4% 
8.6 
9.3 
9.4 
6.0 

** Unweighted average of adult case fares, each system counted equally. 

Source: ACIR staff calculations based upon APTA, Transit Fact Book 1981, 
p. 60, Table 14, unpublished APTA data, and GNP Implicit 
Price Deflator, U.S. Department of Commerce, October 1982, 
vol. 62, no. 10, p. 43 • 

• 
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1/ 
1981, and another 13% between 1981 and 1982. Again, these increases are 

substantially greater than the rates of inflation of 9.4% and 6.0% for 
2/ 

those two years. 

Such summary flgures, however, conceal a high degree of variation 

ln baslc fares, in the direction of change in fares, and in the degree to 

whlch operating expenses are covered by fares. For example, basic adult 

fares vary from $1.00 to nothing. Also, while most transit systems are 

ralslng basic fare levels, a few have recently reduced fares. Coverage 

of operating expenses by fares, likewise, varies greatly -- from a few 

pr oflt-making enterprises (like chartered suburban commuter buses), 

to systems that are almost completely subsidized. 

Subsidies 

The Local Role. Historically, local jurisdictions provided the earli

e s t public subsidies for transit, and they continue to provlde the largest 

amount of government asslstance for transit operations. Direct local 

spending for transit operations increased from $231 million in 1970 to 

$1.7 billion in 1980. The percentage of operating expenses covered by 

dlrect local subsidies also rose substantially, from 11.5% in 1970 to 

over 26% in 1980 (see Appendix G, Table G-1). 

1/ APTA, An Overview of State Transit Funding, p. S. 

2/ GNP Implicit Price Deflator, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
October 1982, vol. 62, no. 10, p. 43. 
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Many local jurisdictions also provide funds for capital expenses. 

In some cases, substantial amounts of local funds are used. For example, 

over 50% of the public capital funds for San Francisco's BART system come 

from this source. Hore commonly, however, much smaller proportions of 

capital expenses are provided by local funds. The latter often are used 

principally to match federal capital grants. 

Finally, local assistance frequently helps fund transit planning, 

administration, management, lobbying, grant preparation, and contacting 

with the private sector. 

The State Role. The states provided an estimated $2.4 billion in 

capital and operating assistance for public transit in 1983, an increase 

over the $1.9, $1.7, and $1.2 billion they provided in 1982, 1981, and 
1/ 

1980 , respectively. With respect to operating expenses, direct state aid 

1/ Letter from Francis B. Francois, Executive Director, American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, September 12, 
1983; APTA, An Overview of State Transit Funding. 

• 
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increased substantially over the last decade -- in the number of 

states participating. in the dollars involved, and in the proportion of 
1/ 

expenses covered. Only two states had significant programs in 1971,-

compared with 27 states in 1982 that had transit budgets of $1 million 
2/ 

or more. Furthermore, all 40 state departments of transportation 
3/ 

existing as of 1981 had transit responsibilities.- The estimated $820.4 

million that the states spent in 1980 on direct subsidies for transit 
4/ 

operations provided 13% of operating revenues.- This growing effort 

still produces less operating aid than the other levels of government, 

and the average hides great variations amng the states. Several states 

provide very substantial assistance, while others provide very little or 

none. For instance, the top Rix states together accounted for 80% of 
5/ 

these dollars, and the top ten provided 91%.-

1__/ Fred L. Williams, States in Public Transportation, Report No. 
UMTA-MA-06-0109-81-2, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Transpor
tation, UMTA, Office of Program Evaluation, 1981), p. 27. 

2/ American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 
Survey of State Involvement in Public Transportation, (Washington, D.C.: 
June 1982), p. 7. 

3/ The Council of State Governments, The Book of the States: 1982-
1983 (Lexington, Ky: The Council of State Governments, 1982), p. 470. 

4/ APTA, Transit Fact Book: 1981, pp. 45-46. 

5/ 
p. 7.-

AASHTO, Survey of State Involvement in Public Transportation, 
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Other stale aid for transit helps to meet expenses for plan

ning, research, administration, federal relations, information ex

change, issuing bonds, and developing legislation. 

The Federal Role. After steady real dollar increases ln federal 

transit grants each year since the early 1960s, the inflation-adjusted 

amount approved decreased between 1980 and 1981, as did the amount 

between 1981 and 1982 (see Appendix G, Table G-2), and the future is 

uncertain. Although Congress authorized subsidy increases of al1110st 15% 

in nominal terms for FY 1984, over 1983 ($4.2 billion) - backed by the 

one-cent portion of the increased gas tax dedicated to transit -- actual 

appropriations of this magnitude did not materialize. The Administration 

asked for even less in FY 1985. 

Federal funding of transit has always emphasized capital rather 

than operating subsidies, and continues to do so. Even in the years 

since 1978, when federal funding of operations was well established, 

almost three-quarters (727.) of federal subsidies have gone to capital 

expenses. These federal grants account for roughly 80% of all the nation's 

capital expenses for transit, wtile federal aid provides only about 12% 

of all operating expenses (see previous Table 2-3 and Table 2-7). Current 

Administration proposals to phase-out federal operating subsidies would 

move toward a federal role oriented exclusively to capital rather than 

operating concerns. 

• 
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TABLE 2-7 
Federal Operati~ Assistance Revenues 

Total Operating Federal $ Federal Subsidies as 
Year Expenses (millions) a % of Operations 

1975 $3,757.6 $ 301.8 8.0% 
1976 4,082.6 422.9 10.4 
1977 4,366.6 584.5 13.4 
1978 4,788.9 689.5 14.4 
1979 5,513.8 855.8 15.5 
1980 6,710.6 1,093.9 16.8 
1981 7,621.7* 1,095.1 14.4 
1982 8,324.3* 1,005.4 12.1 

* As of 1981 this figure is termed "Total Expense," and includes growing 
"expenses" for depreciation, amorization and other reconciling items. 

Note: Table excludes automated guideway transit, commuter railroad, 
and urban ferry boat. 

Source: ACIR staff calculations based upon APTA, Transit Fact Book 1981, 
and unpublished APTA data • 
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The Reagan proposal for phasing-out federal transit operating 

subsidies origina:ly sought a two-thirds cut in such funding for FY 

1984 from the FY 1983 level ($275 million instead of $875 million), 

and a complete eli~ination o~ federal funds for operations by 1985. 

Both the House and Senate Appropriations CommittP.es, however, rejected 

this proposal end appropriated funds for operating assistance at 
1/ 

approximately $873 million, a very slight decrease from FY 1983. 

Subsequently, the Administration proposed a four-year phase-out of 

operating fund~. The debate continues, leaving the future of federal 

funrlin g for transit operations uncertain. 

Benefits of Transit 

Transit benefits are both direct and indirect. They affect 

society-at-large as well as transit users and private businesses, and 

they are associated with direct and indirect costs. 

Transit improvements allow riders to increase their mobility 

without as many negative side-effects as would accompany an equivalent 

expansi on of highways for automobile use. The indirect transit benefits 

to the general puhlic related to decreased automobile use, however, are 

1/ U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, The Federal 
Gover-;ment in a Federal System: Current Intergovernmental Programs 
and Op~ions for Change , August 1983, p. 39. 

• 
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difficult to determine. They include reduced air pollution, congestion, 

land use inefficiencies, and energy waste, but they depend upon how much 

people Mctually will reduce their use of cars by shifting to transit. 

Although increased transit services will generally induce some such 

shifts they also are likely to simply increase the total amount of travel, 

unless they are coupled with disincentives for automobile use. Such 

disincentives, however, are seldom applied because they limit total 

mobility and raise great controversy. Thus, transit may do more to 
1/ 

increase accessibility to congested areas than to reduce congestion. 

The largest increases in transit benefits may be realized in areas 

of substantial population growth. Many such areas are using their existing 

transportation systems at peak capacity, or more, and foresee escalating 

congestion problems that will waste commuters' time and tend to dampen 

the rate of population increase. Improved transit services might allow 

such areas to grow without experiencing as severe automobile-related and 

other transportation problems as would be the case without expanded 

transit. However, the transit expansion itself may accelerate the area's 

growth so much that there may be little or no overall reduction in con

gestion. For example, places like Houston, Dallas, Los Angeles, and San 

Jose have continued growing despite their worsening transportation 

problems. Notwithstanding these uncertainties, a major overarching goal 

1/ 
Politics 
p. 435. 

Alan Alt~huler, et al, The Urban Transportation System: 
and Policy Innovation, (Cambridge, MA; The MIT Press, 1979), 
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of transit remains that of city building - expanrling the tranaporta

tion capacity of the area to benefit transit riders. to make businesses 

and other private sector establishments more acceseible and successful. 

and to benefit the ~eneral public hy limiting the ne~stive consequences 

that would accompany equivalent levels of automobile travel. A fuller 

exploration of benefits to these three sectors is warranted. 

Benefits to Transit Riders 

Clearly the most direct of the many benefits conventional mass 

transit provides is increased mobility for individuals. In 1980. 

Americans took approximately 8.2 billion transit trips by bus. rail 

(not including commuter railroad). and trolley coaches. Transit use 

declined steadily following World War II until 1972 (see previous Figure 

1 and Appendix G. Table G-3) and has generally been increasing since 

then. 

The most common purpose of transit trips may have shifted somewhat 

in the 1970s. It appears from a 1977 survey that the proportion of 

transit trips made for non-work purposes ~as gro\offi while the proportion 

of such trips for work purposes has decreased - at least through the 
1/ 

period of 1969-1977. This period was a rather unusual one for transit. 

1/ U.S. Department of Transportation. National Personal Transpor
tation Study Reports published ln the course of years following the 
surveys of 1969 and 1970 and 1977 and additional tabulations prepared 
for UBP and Fm,IA. 

• 
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however, because lts use reached an all tlme low around 1972, and then 

started its first increase since the end of World War II. With transit 

use increasing since 1977, the earlier evidence of a decrease in the 

proportion and number of transit worktrips may not be a valid indicator 

of current conditions. Unfortunately, more recent data concerning non

work trips are not available, so it is difficult to appraise the propor

tions of transit trip purposes at this time. 

The 1980 Census did gather information for work-related transit 

trips, however. It appears that the number of workers using transit as 

their primary means of transportation to work continued to decrease 

through the earlier part of the 1970s, but increased in the later part 

of that - decade. The turning point may have been around 1973 or 1974. 

The Census estimates that the number of workers using transit as their 

primary means of traveling to work decreased from 6.1 million in 1970 

to 4.8 million in 1975, but rebcunded back to 6.1 million workers by 

1980. Nevertheless, conventional transit's share of worktrips de

clined over the decade from 9% to 6.4%. 

Older urban areas of the Northeast and North Central parts of the 

country have the highest percentages of workers using transit. New 

York City has both the highest number of transit commuters of any 

U.S. city and the highest percentage of its workers using transit. 

Transit use is next highest, in terms of number of workers using it to 

commute, in Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Washington, DC, Los 

Angel~s, and Boston, in that order. 
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The citles that are experienclng the largest increases in the numbers 

of people using translt to get to work are generally those that are ex

periencing substantial growth in population. These cities are mostly 

located in the South and West, including Washington, DC, Atlanta, Fort 

Lauderdale, and San Antonio in the South, and almost all the major urban 

areas of the West, especially San Franclsco, San Jose, Sacramento, Los 

Angeles, Anaheim, Riverside, San Diego, Denver, Seattle, Phoenix, and 

Portland. Additionally, transit use in Minneapolis-St. Paul is rislng 

aA its population grows. 

Appendix G, Table G-4 indicates how the numbers and percentages of 

workers using transit to commute have changed between 1970 and 1980, COG

pared with population changes in that decade for American metropolitan 

areas of over one million population. A close relationship emerges 

between areas that have experienced signlficant population growth in 

the 1970s and areas that have experienced an increased number of workers 

using transit to get to work. Thus, as the population has shifted toward 

the South and West, the growth in transit use for commuting has also 

shifted in the same direction. The Northeast region still has by far 

the highest percentage of workers using transit, and still has six 

major cities where over 10% of the workforce uses transit as the primary 

• 
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TABLE 2-8 
Reasons for Not Using Public Transportation by Workers 

Who Use a Car, Truck or Van to Get to Work, 1980 

Public transportation is 
nol available 

Available transit does 
not go to place of work 

Time schedule is not con
venient 

Takes too long to get to 
work 

Transit stop is too far 
from residence 

Rather use a car, truck 
or van 

Need car, truck or van 
for work 

Too expensive 

Physical and/or mental 
lmpainnent 

Other reason 

10.4 

8.4 

5.1 

1.2 

All Workers Using 
Cart Truck 2 or Van 

49.4~ 

25.1 

12.7 

8.9 

.6 

.2 

3.2 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Journey-to-Work Supplement to the 
1980 Annual Housing Survey," unpublished preliminary data, as 
cited In Fulton, p. 19. 
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means of transportation. However, only the West experienced an increase 
1/ 

in both the number and percentage of workers using transit.-

Availability is a major factor affecting transit use hy individuals. 

When the Census Bureau asked car, truck, and van users why they did not 

use public transportation, almost half replied that such service was not 

available to them (see Table 2-8). Another quarter answered that the 

a,·ailable trans i L did not go to their place of work, or took too long, 

or was too inconvenient. "Thus, in sum, about 75 percent of all the 

workers who commute in a private vehicle did not use public transporta

tion b~cause it was either not available or it could not conveniently 
2/ 

get them to work." Only 12.7% responded that they would rather use a 

car, truck, or van. Another 8.9% reported that they needed their vehicle 

for work, and only 0.6% said that expense was the reason they did not use 

transit. 

Of course, expanding conventional transit to make its services 

available to larger proportions of today's scattered worksites and 

homesites would be very costly and uneconomic. This reality suggests 

the need for increased attention to paratransit t00des, especially 

rldeshar1ng. This non-conventional mode now is more heavily used than 

1/ Philip Fulton, "Public Transportation: Solving the Commuting 
Problem?" Presented at the annual meeting of the Transportation Re
search Board (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
the Census, January 18, 1983), p. 7. 

2/ Ibid., p. 19. 

• 
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conventional transit in many places, according to 1980 Census 
1/ 

data.- In fact, nearly 201. of all employees in the nation carpool 

to work. 

To the extent that transit benefits accrue directly to individuals 

who can afford to pay the assoclaterl costs of providing the service, a 

case can be made that commensurate fares should be charged. Thie eelf

financlng ls done, in fact, on some long distance subscription buses and 

rall lines charglng dlstance-based fares and covering all or most of 
2/ 

their costs. 

Benefits to the General Public 

There are a great many benefits attributed to mass transit that ac

crue to the general public rather than to specific identifiable individ

uals. Many cities, particularly the older, larger ones with extensive 

transit services, could not function as they now do without their transit 

systems. Cities such as New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and San Francisco 

simply do not have the street capacity to accommdate the numbers of 

people who work in their downtown areas. Their transit systems carry 

1/ Stephen J. -:-... ynton, "Census Shows Washington is Carpool Capital 
of Nation," Washington Post, Sunday, May 20, 1984, pp. Cl, C7. 

2/ Philip A. Viton, Redundancy in Public Transit, vol. II, •the 
Profits of Competition in Public Transit," prepared for U.S. DOT/UMTA 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Institute of Urban and 
Regional Development, August 1980), p. 10. 
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large numbers of people into their downtown areas and the direct eco

nomic benefits from transit in these cities is very greet. Collapse of 

their transit systems would be catastrophic. 

Transit benefits other than increased n>bility include: 

l. Equal opportunities for mobility of the "transportation 
disadvantaged," including individuals who cannot own or 
drive cars, like the young, elderly, poor, and handi
capped; 

2. Ability of the urban population to respond to personal or 
national emergencies requiring mobility through the 
"optional m::>de" of transit; 

3. Economic stimulus, development, and support for the area, 
especially for business activity and employment in central 
cl ties; 

4. lmprov~d land use through a reduced use of lend for streets, 
high"1ays, and parking for a given level of transportation 
capacity; 

S. Improved environmental quality through a reduction in automobile 
related pollution; 

6. Increased safety through a reduction in automobile usage; 

7. Decreased congestion in the inner city and in major traffic 
corridors; and 

8. Decreased energy use, especially for imported oil. 

Most of the interrelated transit benefits listed above accrue to 

large groups or to the general public. They cannot be divided, nor can 

individuals decide to have more or less of them than is true of the 

general public. Because of the collective nature of these benefits, 

society needs mechanioms other than market-type pricing and profit 

maximization for detennining their value. 

• 
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For example, any reduction in air pollution resulting from greater 

reliance upon transit benefits everyone. However, the value of clean air 

to individuals not using transit could not be captured as revenues for a 

purely private transit system. 

The primary analytical question, then, is to what extent mass 

transit actually produces public benefits for which society is willing 

to pay. The indirect benefits of public transit, however, are more 

difficult to measure or attribute to transit than direct ones. Direct 

benefits like increased mbility can be surveyed fairly easily, while 

indirect benefits like reduced highway congestion that may occur 

are hard to predict. Table 2-9 classifies the commnly purported bene

fits of transit according to whether they are predominately private or 

pubHc and whether they are direct or indirect. 

The evidence that mass transit actually provides each of these bene

fits, especially those that are public and indirect, is somewhat mixed, 

ranging from quite convincing to inconclusive. 

0 Equal Opportunitie~ 

The "transportation disadvantaged" portion of the population 
uses public transit for a higher percentage of its trips 
than does the general public, increasing its mobility. 

Individuals from households with incomes below $5,000 used 
public transit for almost 14% of their travel in 1970, while 
household~ from all higher income levels used public transit 
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TABLE 2-9 
Classification of Transit Benefits 

Increased Mobility for 
Individual Members of the 
General Public 

Increased Mobil! ty for the 
"Transportation Dis-
Advantaged" 

Provision of an Optional Mode 
to the private automobile 

Economic Stimulus, development 
and support 

Improved land use 

Improved environmental quality, 
especially air pollution 

Increased Safety 

De c reased highway congestion 

Decreased energy usage 

Private Public 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Direct Indirect 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

• 
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for less than 51. of their travel in 1970, (see Table 2-10). 1/ 
Although the poor make fewer tripe of all kinda than do other 
income groups, a disproportionately high percenta~ of their 
trips are T!lllde on transit. Households making less the $7,500 
constituted approximately 29% of the population in SMSAs in 
1977 and took only 171. of all trips on all -.>des but consti
tuted 31%, a disproportionately high level, of all transit 
ridership. 2/ However, middle income persons do not appear 
to use transit for significantly m>re of their trips than do 
hi~h income persons, who constitute a high percentage of com
muter train trips. In addition, females, non-whites, and 
elderly travel less but use transit for a relatively higher 
percentage of their trips than does the population at large, 
(see Table 2-11). 

In sum, mass transit does not provide all of the transportation
disadvantaged population with mobility equal to the rest of the 
population. However, the evidence is convincing that transit 
does increase their mobility and is relied upon more heavily by 
this portion of the population than by the general public. 

Provision of an Optional Mode 

Clearly the ability to use transit provides an optional aode 
of travel for many individuals. Transit is used as an optional 
toode when people have trouble with their cars, carpools, and van
pools. Additionally, transit provides an optional mode for large 
numbers of people in the case of planned events, like a football 
game, or unplanned events, like bridge or highway trouble or foul 
weather. 

1/ John Pucher, "Equity in Transit Financing," (Ph.D. dissertation 
MIT, 1978), p. 28, as citec in Alan Altshuler, The Urban Transportation 
System (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1979), p. 272. 

2/ U.S. Department of Transportation, National Personal Transpor
tation Study Reports, p. 1.4. 
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Income <S 7, 500 
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Non-whites 
Over 60 
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TABLE 2-11 

Percentage of Total Trips 
on all modes 

16.8% 
49.3 
9.7 

10.0 

Percentage of Trips 
on Transit 

31.1% 
54.1 
28.7 
12.0 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Mode of Transportation and 
Personal Characteristics of Tripmakers, NPTS, Report No. 9 
(November, 1973) Appendix C. 
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Economic Stimulus and Land Use Effects 

There is some evidence that transit systems, designed to bring 
commuters i~to a central business district, increase land values 
in the central business district and in certain suburban housing 
developments. Such systems have generally been supported by 
central city business and suburban land developers. Yet, the 
extent to which this pattern can be viewed as socially important 
economic development is unclear. The impact of transit on land 
use historically has been dramatic because the older cities 
developed largely around their transportation systems. The 
effects of recent and proposed transit systems on the urban 
landscape, however, are unclear both in size and type of impact. 
Transit systems may encourage denser city development, but 
they also may encourage deveJ0prnent of housing at more distant 
locations from work places than would otherwise be the case. 
Major disagreements about favored land use arrangements leave it 
unclear whether such effects, even if they were clarified, 
should be considered as benefits. 

"There ls a general consensus that public transit materially 
benefits an area's physical environment," according to a recent 
study. I/ Certainly, increased intra-urban transit allows for a 
higher degree of mobility with a given level of streets and 
parking in an area. 

Improved Environmental Quality 

Significant reductions in air pollution have been found to be 
attained through increased bus service in several areas including 
Atlanta, Washington, DC, San Diego, and Orange County. 2/ Because 
automobiles produce very large percentages of the pollution in 

}_I Robert Cervera, Intergovernmental Responsibilities for Financing 
Public Tran~ : t Services, U.S. Department of Transportation, Report No. UMTA
CA-11-0023 (November, 1982), p. 60. 

2/ James P. Curry, Case Studies of Transit Ent~rgy and Air Pollution 
Impacts, Washington, OC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1976, as 
cited in Cervera, Intergovernmental Responsibilities, p. 61. 

• 
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most metropolitan areas, including 80% of the carbon 1110noxlde 
and lead emissions, 70% of the hydrocarbon emissions, and SOX 
of the nitro~en oxide emlssions, 1/ it aeelll6 evldent that a re
duction in the use of automobiles-would reduce pollution levels. 
Thus, to the extent that mass transit reduces the use of auto
mobiles it will help reduce air pollution levels, or limit in
creases in growing areas. 

Increased Saftey 

There is strong evidence that the fatality rate for passengers 
on buses and rapld transit is much lover than for occupants of 
automobiles and trucks. There are approximately .07 and .25 
fatalities per 100 million passenger miles (HMPM) traveled on 
buses and rapid transit, respectively, versus .53 for automobiles 
and trucks. 2/ However, other more complex analyses suggest that 
the fatality-rates for nonoccupants are fa i rly similar for buses 
and for automobiles and trucks per HMPM (.SI and .43 respectively), 
but higher for rall rapid transit (1.65). 1/ 

Decreased Highway Congestion 

Transit has the inherent advantage of being capable of trans
porting more people in less space than required by automobiles. 
The earliest arguments for transit were largely based upon thi s 
potential. Conversely, it is clear that major reductions in 
transit can dramatically increase street and highway congestion, 

1/ Alan Altshuler, The Urban Transportation System (Cambridge, KA: 
The MIT Press, 1981), p. 207 

2/ Ibid., p. 224. 

3/ Ibid. 

• 
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as has been shown in studies of transit atrikes in New York City, 
Washington, DC, and Los Angeles. 1/ 

However, the long-term effect of transit on street congestion 
levels is much less clear. The ability of expanded transit 
services to decongest automobile traffic is far from proven. 
Many of the new rapid transit systems of the 1970s appear to 
have simply increa1ed the transportation capacity of the area 
without having major long-term effects upon highway and street 
congestion. Thus, if one considers some ratio of the amount of 
street and highway congestion to the number of people traveling 
in a given area, clearly transit reduces •per commuter conges
tion." However, if one simply measures the use and over-use of 
highway capacity in an area, it is not at all clear that the 
introduction or expansion of a transit system has a long-term 
significant effect upon highway congestion levels. 

Energy Conservation 

Energy conservation in the transportation sector, including 
vehicle fabrication and system construction, is an important 
public goal because this sector consumes over 40% of all energy 
consumed in the United States. Transportation vehicles use 
approximately 53% of the petroleum and natural gas liquids con
sumed in the United States, with almost 70% of this fuel used by 
highway vehicles. Automobiles use roughly three-quarters of this 
amount, and only two-thirds of 1% of energy consumed by the 
transportation sector was used by urban commn carriers (bus 
and rail). 2/ 

1/ Barrington and Co., •The Effect of the 1966 New York City Transit 
Strlke on the Travel Behavior of Regular Transit Users,• (New York, NY: 
unpublished report); U.S. Depart!Df'nt of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Administration, "The Effect of a Suspension of Bus Service on Local Peak 
Hour Traff!: Congestion," (Washington, DC: Highway Planning Technical 
Report 25, 1971); and John Crain and Sydwell Flynn, •southern California 
Rapid Transit District 1974 Strike Impact Study," (Sacramento, CA: State of 
California Business and Transportation Agency, 1975), as citied in Robert 
Cervero, Intergovernmental Responsibilities, p. 53. 

2/ S. Sokolsky, "Energy Case Studies," in Public Transportation: 
Planning, Operations and Management, eds. George Gray and Lester Hoel 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Pretince-Hall, Inc., 1979), pp. 550-551. 

• 
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Thus, most transit is highly energy efficient in operation. Peak 
hour rail transit is potentially the moat energy efficient 110de 
of transportation, although some analysts have pointed out the 
large energy requirements for constructing such systems that aay 
off-set any anticipated energy savings from operations for years 
to come. Rapid transit operating efficiency is followed closely 
by intercity rail, peak-hour transit bus, and intercity bus. 

Conversely, "on the other end of the energy-efficiency spectrum 
is the typical automobile used for com.muting, which many analysts 
have found exhibits an energy efficiency well below that of com
mercial jet aircraft." }_/ Most automobile transportation is for 
home-to-work and other urban personal trips. A large fraction of 
these urban trips involve continual stop-and-go driving, are made 
with automobiles carrying only one occupant, and are thus very in
efficient. Some studies have attempted to estimate the energy 
savlngs potential of moderate public policy initiatives designed 
to induce commuters to use transit. One study that estimated the 
effects of translt time-line improvements, fare reductions, and 
cost increases for private automobiles on the use of energy found 
the degree of potential energy savings to be fairly small and city
specific. Energy savings were estimated between 5% and 6% in 
Baltimore and Chicago, but less than 1% in Albuquerque and San 
Diego. Both transit improvements and automobile disincentives 
were relatively effective in the first two cities, largely due 
to their large distinctive central business districts and well
developed transit systems. However, energy savings were minimal 
in the latter two cities, where the central business district 
and the transit system were both less well developed, and the 
road system less congested. l:./ 

Most studies tend to be skeptical about the abiltiy of transit 
improvements to significantly decrease energy use largely because 

1/ Sokolsky, Ibid., p. 554. 

2/ R.H. Pratt Associates, Inc., The Potential for Transit as an 
Energy Saving Option, prepared for FEA (Kensington, MD: R.H. Pratt 
Associates, Inc., March 1976), now available as PB 263 087, as cited 
in S. Sokolsky, "Energy: Case Studies," p. 556. (This study apparently 
did not include introduction of new translt systems as an option in its 
analysis). 

• 
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of a high degree of preference by the public for automobile use. 
Substantial energy eavings are only thought possible along high 
density corridors and in the long-term, when transit a.lght affect 
land use and travel demand patterns. Disincentives for automobile 
use are potentially effective in reducing energy use but very dif
ficult to impose in most settings. Carpools and vanpools seem 
more realistically able to save substantial amounts of energy in 
the near future without requiring major investments in transit and 
disincentives for automobile use. 

From this recitation of factual findings, it is clear that there are 

public transit goals worth subsidizing, but not all of those frequently 

cited by transit proponents have demonstrable benefits. In addition, not 

all the goals can be pursued at the same time or by the same means. Cru

cial interactions among transit benefits are important to recognize. Where 

conventional transit proves too costly for the benefits it produces, ride

sharing and other non-conventional modes may offer more realistic alter

natives. Further research may ~rovide better guidance in the future, 

but for now there is no substitute for careful route-by-route analysis 

an d ultimately for political judgment on some of these points. 

Benefits to the Private Sector 

A number of important benefits of transit accrue to various compo

nents of the private sector. In addition to direct profits for private 

transit companies, these benefits can include: 

0 Increased mobility for the workforce, providing private companies 
with access to a larger proportion of the workforce, Pn optional 
mode of transportation for employees, and a reduced need for 
parking places. 

• 

• 
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Increased mobility for consumers, creating a larger market to 
which private companies can sell their goods and eervices. Some 
111Bjor stores rely heavily upon transit. For example, 75% and 
60% of the customers at Gimbels in New York City and J.C. Penny 
in Portland, Oregon, respectively, arrive by transit.]:_/ 

Economic development of downtown areas, benefiting private busi
ness in both direct and indirect ways. Increased demand and 
value for downtown land can directly profit downtown companies. 
An increased economic base can provide more servlces and limit 
the need for tax increases. In addition, city growth, often en
couraged by transit expansion, can increase the population of 
an area, thus increasing the potential markets. ~or example, 
the BART rail system has been credited with stimulating S1.4 
billion worth of construction in San Francisco since it opened, 
and estimates are ~hat the Metro system in Washington, DC will 
generate $6 billion of private development.!:../ 

Housing development in the suburbs can be made mre profitable 
for developers by transit expansions that increase hou~ing demand 
in specific areas. 

Since there ar~ a variety of benefits of transit for the private 

sector, some degree of financing by the private sector makes sense. The 

increased involvement in public transit by private (non-transit) cooipanies 

suggests that these benefits are being recognized. 

These benefits, to transit users, to the local citizenry, to the 

state and federal governments, and to the private sector, are not free 

they cost significant sums of money. Costs are the next topic to which 

this discussion will turn. 

Costs of Transit 

As noted earlier, the total direct costs of public transit in the 

United States (including public and private expenditures for both capital 

1/ APTA, Transit Fact Book 1981, p. 22. 

2/ Ibid. • 

...... 
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and operating purposes) now amount to $12-$15 billion annually. The 

$12.S billion estimate by APTA equals a nationwide cost of roughly $54 

per capita (although the costs obviously are not evenly distributed). 

Of course, there are additional indirect costs that are extremely 

difficult to quantify, including the noise and inconvenience of construc

tion and operation, the disruption of communities, and the influence on 

land use patterns. For some individuals and neighborhoods the •city 

building" effects of transit expansion are a cost rather than a benefit. 

Although these costs are importHnt, no attempt is aade here to quantify 

theffi. Only the direct costs (both capital and operating) are analyzed 

below • 

Capital Costs 

Capital costs for individual transit systems are highly dependent 

upon the stage of development of the system and the metropolitan area. 

CApital costs are very high when systems are being established or ex

panded to accommodate new population growth, particularly if rail systems 

are used. 

Nationally, the bulk of capital costs for transit has been paid for 

recently by federal subsidies. Estimates suggest that approximately 80% 

of capital costs for the recent years were paid through federal subsidies 

(see previous Table 2-3). However, this source of funds is shrinking. 

In 1982 the federal government approved about $2.6 billion for this 

• 
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purpose, a decrease from 1981 of approximately 17% in real inflation

adjusted dollars. 

The major factors that affect the need for future capital investments 

in mase transit are (1) a large pent-up physical necessity to prevent or 

reduce the deterioration of existing facilities, particularly in the 

older cities, and (2) the demand for new or expanded transit capacity, 

particularly in the newer cities that are experiencing substantial in

creases in population. 

The condition of established transit facilities in the older cities 

varies widely, in accordance with factors like facility age, patterns and 

intensity of transit service, levels of maintenance, topography, and 

weather. Some of the older systems are in especially bad physical con

dition, including those in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston. 

Many of the severe problems on these systems reflect a backlog of post

ponec work, as well as normally ~xpected vehicle replacement. Many 

systems probably will require rehabilitation or replacement of rail 

track, buses, rail cars, or bus and rall car garages within the next 

decade. These physical problems can huve strong effects upon both rider

ship and finances because th~y reduce service levels. As a recent CBO 

report pointed out: 

High (mechanical) failure rates can have important implications 
for transit authority finances, because ridership -- hence fare 
revenues -- is considerably more sensitive to passengers' comfort 
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and convenience that it is to fare levels. Thus continuing to 
neglect repair and maintenance needs could result in increased 
road traffic congestion and wasted fuel, and in greater expenses 
for businesses and private individuals alike. Over the long 
term, an area's economic development can suffer. These coats 
are likely to be concentrated in the older, densely populated 
cities that depend most on transit. 1/ 

The second major source of demand for capital investment in transit 

comes from the new and expanding cities. Several new systems have been 

started in recent years that are not yet complete, including the systems 

ln Washington, DC, Baltimore, San Dlego, Atlanta, and Portland, Oregon. 

According to one analysis, there are only four or five urban areas left 

in the United States that are strong candidates for new rapid transit: 

Los Angeles, Seattle, Honolulu, Houston, and possibly Dallas. Each 

of these areas is working on plans for rapid rail systems. However, 

"[W]e need not fear that there will be a 'bottomless pit' of rapid 

transit construction or 'little BART's' proliferating all over the 
2/ 

country," because other areas do not have the necessary travel-

dema~d conditions. There are more nul!ll~rous serious candidates for 

1/ U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Public Works Infra
structure: Policy Considerations for the 1980s, April 1983, p. 39. 

2/ Boris S. Puskarev, Jeffrey M. Zupan, and Robert S. Cumella, 
Urban Rail in America: An Ex loration of Criteria for Fixed-Guidewa, 
a Regional Plan Association book Bloomington, IN: Indiana University 
Press, 1982), p. 195. 

• 
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light rail, because of lower ridership requirements for coat effec-
1/ 

tiveness, totaling perhaps 20 additional areas.-

A recent CBO report estimated transit capital needs of $3.6 to 

$5.5 billion annually, as shown on Table 2-12. This estimate was 

based upon an UMTA estimate of about $3.3 billion needed annually to repair, 

modernize, or replace existing transit facilities, and an APTA estimate 

of $2.2 billion for new and expanded rail systems. The aum of these 

figures equals the high CBO estimate, and the low estimate was scaled-back 

to suggest that economies could be achieved. 

Operating Costs 

Increasing the overall productivity, or cost-effectiveness, of regu

larly scheduled bus and rail systems is the most commonly cited need of 

transit systems, according to a recent ACIR survey of officials in metropo

litan ar~as (see Appendix Table B-1). A number of cost components combine 

to affect transit operating efficiency. These components include demographic 

trends, capital structures, governmental policies, management skill, and 

labor productivity. Although there is little consensus about the effect 

of these factors on system productivity, it was not generally thought by 

1/ Ibid. 
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TABLE 2-12 
Annual Public Tran.sit Capital Needs, 1983-1990 

(In millions of dollars) 

AnnUiAI Nttd1 

RE PAIi-i., MODERNIZATION, AND REPLACE.ME.NT 

Bu~ Reh.lbtl1t• t 1on 
•nd Repl•cement 

Bu~ M.inten.a nc e 
f• c il , t1es Mockrn1z.at 1on 

R•il Rolling Stock 
Repl•cem~t •nd 
Mod('rn1u t ,on 

Tr•c k and S1grw l 
lmpro.,ement s 

R•il M.t ,ntena :-.c e 
f•c il,t,es Modern1z..at1on 

~ubtot.t l ~ 

Rail Syuem E1ten,u>ns 

New R.td Synem, 

To t .ti Nttds 

~OUR CE~ : ~ note, belo..., , 

,,o !/ f, l 0 

SOD !I ).ttQ 

~ o ! I 2)0 

l ,200 a/ 1,200 

soo • I _2Q.Q --- -
(), 310) (2,900) 

ADDITIONAL CAPACITY 

I, 191 c I 

-'..a..Q.!1 5. I 

(2,20)) 

,00 

_1QQ 

(700) 

•· Congreu1ona l BudgPt O11 ,ce from Urb.an M&H Tran,port•t1on Adm1n1-
1tr.tt1on, 10-Ye•r Feder•I/State/Loc•I Tr&n11t lnwenrnent Require 
ments, 1912 . 

b. Det•il, rn•y not •dd tc• 101, t~ bec•u,e of rOUl'\dang. 

c . C01'1gren1()(\,jl BudgPt O11 ,ce lrorn AmPric•n Public Tr.ns1t Auoci,1101'1, 
R&il C&p•t•I Neelh, Febru&ry 1982 U~te . 

d . C01'1greo1()(\,il BudgPt Off,ce modd1c&t1on ol high eu,m•tu. 

As cited in U.S. Congre11s, Cc,ngressional Budget Office, Public Works 
Inf rast r u c ture, p. 51. 

• 
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respondents to the ACIR survey that a lack of aufficient incentives for 

productivity is a serious problem (see Appendix Table B-6). 

The largest component of operating costs is labor. The transit 

industry is labor intensive and seems likely to remain so. Estimates of 

the percentage of transit operating costs devoted to labor range from 

60% to over 80%, but vary considerably between systems. Yet, labor 

cost~ are largely determined by the transit industry itself, while other 

operating costs, like gasoline prices, are determined almost completely by 

forces outside the industry. 

Transit costs are high partly because of the wide variation in 

the level of demand for services - hence, for labor and equipment -

during the day and week. Most service demand is in morning and evening 

peakR for five days a week. Cities with the greatest differences 

between rush hour and non-rush hour service demands tend to have the 

highest costs. Peak demand in some cities is four times as high as 

non-peak demand, requiring enough drivers, operators, buses, and rail 

lines (in some cases) to serve the peak, even though they are not 
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used during the off-peak times. Peaks that are closer together cause 

less idle labor than widely spread ones, but transit peaks differ in 

this respect from place-to-place. The further spread apa~t and broader 

the peaks are, the longer the work shift• and higher the overtime pay, 

or the greater the need to hire two shifts of workers. Part-time 

workers have been used infrequently, and often are prohibited in 

labor union contracts. 

As the transit industry in the United States changed over from 

almost complete private ownership to almost complete public owner

ship, the national government required that the heavily unionized 

patterns established in the private sector be continued. Collectively 

bargained transit workers' wages, fringe benefits, and work 

rules (usually conducted sepa~ately from those for other public 

employees) have a strong impact on transit costs. 

The total number of public transit workers decreased continuously 

from WW II until 1970, but has increased from 1972 to the present, 

roughly paralleling the trends in transit ridership. Estimates of 

the average number of transit employees, total salaries and wages, 

• 
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fringe benefit costs, and total labor costs are ahown in Appendix G, 

Table G-5. 

Although labor costs -- including wages, fringe benefits, and work 

rules - vary from one system to another, the average percentage of 

operating expenses attributable to labor appears to have been decreasing 

gradually over the last several years, as shown in Table 2-13. 

The following conclusions can be drawn about transit wage trends: 

1. Public transit wages, like other public and private wages in 
general, have increased in nominal dollar terms but have de
creased in real dollar terms (i.e. controlled for the CPI) 
between 1970 and 1981 (see Appendix G, Table G-6). 

2. The rate of increase in earnings for municipal transit 
workers was similar, but slightly lower, than the rate of 
increase in earnings for all private workers (see Table 
2-14). Nevertheless, comparisons between public transit 
workers and private workers are difficult to make because 
some data: 

(a) include wages for supervisory personnel that 
others do not; 

(b) are based upon "Full-Time Employment Equivalents" 
rather than actual full-time workers; 

(c) may include part-time earnings in their calculation 
of average weekly earnings; 

(d) are not avallable by city size (a highly signi
ficant determinant of wages); and 

(e) are for different time periods (e.g. a week, a year) 
that are not directly comparable, (e.g. weekly 
earnings X 52 appears to fall short of annual 
earnings). 
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Year 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981** 
1982** 
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TABLE 2-13 
LABOR COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE 

OF TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

Labor Costs u a Percentage of 
Total Operating Costs* 

80.6% 
79.9 
81.5 
81.6 
78.7 
74.2 
73.2 
72.7 

Es t imated using a weighted sampling technique . 
Preliminary estimates. 

Source: Telephone conversation with John Neff of APTA on September 1, 
1983. 

• 
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TABLE 2-14 
Comparison of Earnings of Municipal Kass Transit Workers, 

Private Production Workers in Manufacturing Industries, 
and Full-time Wage and Salary Workers 

1tage change 
12-1981 
' S-19 81 

lot Available 

(nominal dollars) 

Municipal Maes Transit 
Workers* (a) (Monthly) 

$ 955 
1305 
1569 
1765 
1895 

98% 
45% 

Private Production 
Workers** (b) (Weekly) 

$ 155 
191 
269 
289 
318 

105% 
66% 

rage October earnings. Includes supervisory workers. 

rage weekly earnings. Figures do not include supervisory wages. 

Full-Time Wage 
and Salary Workers 

(c) (Weekly) 

NA 
$ 185 

244 
266 
289 

NA 
56% 

s: a) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Public Employment in 
1965 - Public Employment in 1981, Series GE65-GE81, (Washington, DC: U.S. 
~rnment Printing Office), October wages. 

b) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract 
of the United States 1982-83, Table No. 668, p. 402. 

c) Ibid, Table No. 671, p. 404. 
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3. Municipal transit employees' wages appear to have increased at 
a eimilar, but elightly higher, rate (in nominal dollare) than 
the wages of average local government employees between 1965 and 
1981, and at almost the identical rate as those of other local 
government employees eince 1974 (see Table 2-15). 

4. Local transit union vage rates continue to be significantly 
lower than average union wage rates for 110tor truck drivers 
and helpers, and for a.any other union wage rates (see Appendix 
G, Table G-7). 

5. Public transit earnings are higher than those of most categories 
of municipal employees, even in the biggest cities, but are not 
the highest. (Workers ln large cities have higher earnings than 
do workers in other size cities, and transit workers are dispro
portionately concentrated in the largest cities.) City-employed 
hlgher education teachers, police officers, and electrical power 
workers in the largest cities have higher average monthly earnings 
than do transit workers in these jurisdictions (see Appendix G, 
Table G-8). 

With respect to the costs of frlnge benefits for translt workers 

(the second component of labor costs) about all that can be said is 

that they are rising (one study says by three times the rate of infla

tion in recent years). Much of the hike in these costs, however, is 

attributable to the increase in Social Security taxes and to the escala

tion of medical care costs rather than to expanded benefits. The costs 

• 
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TABLE 2-15 
Percentage Increase in Earnings* for Municipal Employees 

and all Local Government Employees 
(Nominal dollars) 

Year Transit** All Local Government Functions 

1965-1966 + 7% + 4% 
1966-1967 +15% + 9% 
1967-1968 +10% + 8% 
1968-1969 - 6% + 6% 
1969-1970 +10% + 8% 
197Cr-1971 + 7% + 5% 
1971-1972 + 4% + 5% 
1972-1973 +17% +10% 
1973-1974 + 4% + 6% 
1974-1975 +12% + 7% 
1975-1976 + 2% + 6% 
1976-1977 + 7% + 5% 
1977-1978 + 8% + 5% 
1978-1979 + 2% + 8% 
1979-1980 +12% + 9% 
1980-1981*** + 7% + 9% 

Percentase Chanse 

1965-1973 + 81% + 71% 
19 7 4-1981 + 63% + 61% 
1965-1981 +207% +192% 

* Average October wages. 
** Includes both state and local full-time employees 1965-1973. 
*** The increase in average city earnings between 1980 and 1981 is largely 

due to the cessation of the CETA program and the widespread layoffs 
of many other workers, rather than to an actual gain for the re
:naining workers. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Public Employment in 1965 -- Public 
Employment in 1981, Series GE65-GE81. 
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of these fringe benefits probably have increased in proportion to 

most other employment categories over the last decade, although no 

etatistical comparisons of them are available. 

With respect to work rules (the third c011ponent of transit labor 

coats), 110St are governed by current contracts aiailar to the 

previously operative ones developed between the private tranist com

panies and the unions. These rules reflect the epread-out peak 

demands for transit created by commuters. Such rules include extra pay 

for long shift hours -- called spread premium pay - and limits 

on maximum spread width. Although some eystems do not have such 

provisions, most of the major ones do. 

A typical contract with such provisions, for example, aight specify 

time-and-a-half pay for hours worked after the eleventh hour epread 

threshold, and a maximum run time (spread time) of 13 hours for regular 

drivers (see Appendix G, Table G-9). It is less comnr:>n to have such pro

visions for workers who fill in for sick or absent operators (called _ 

extra-boards), and even when such provisions apply the allowable run 

times are longer for these workers. A typical driver with a split shift 

may regularly work a run consisting of a four-hour -,rning shift, a five-

• 
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hour break, and a four-hour evening shift, corresponding to the aornlng 

and evening commute hours. In this example, for the four hour• of driving 

during the first shift the driver receives regular pay. Then there 

are five hours of break tlme, for whlch the driver receives no pay, but 

which are included for the maximum spread rule. The driver then receives 

regular pay for the next two hours of driving (up to the eleventh hour). 

After this point the driver receives "overtime .. pay at a time-and-a-half 

rate, in this case for the last two hours of driving. In this example, 

then, the driver would receive the equivalent of nine hours regular-time 

pay (six hours regular time pay plus two hours of tiae-and-a-half pay) for 

a thirteen hour shift that included eight hours of active work (see 
1/ 

Table 2-16).-

If a driver worked a four-hour shift followed by a three-hour break 

and another four-hour shift, generally he or she would only receive pay for 

eight hours work, since the total hours on the run did not exceed the 

spread premium threshold of eleven hours. Provisions eometiaes are made 

for workers to receive a full-day's pay (i.e. eight hours pay) for shifts 

1/ Chomitz, and Lave, "Forecasting the Financial Effects of Work 
Rule Changes," Transportation Quarterly, 37, July 1983. 
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TABLE 2-16 
An Illustration of a Typical Spread Time Premium 

and Maximum Spread Time Arrangement 

Running Total of 
Hours Worked 

8 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

Hours Work 

Spread Time 
"Clock" 

Rate of Pay 
(X hourly wage rate) 

1 1.0 
2 1.0 
3 1.0 
4 1.0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 

10 1.0 
11 - Premium Threshold 1.0 
12 1.5 
13 - Maximum Threshold 1.5 

Equivalent to 9 Hours 
Straight Time Pay 
(6 Hours Straight Time 
Pay Plus 2 Hours Time
and-a-Half Pay) 

• 
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that include less than 8 hours work but are widely apread, for example 

a shift of three hours' work followed by a five-hour break and another 

three hours of work. 

The effect on costs of changing these premium pay and maximum thres

hold rules, is related to the specific characteristics of transit demands 

and services in a given area. Such changes tend to have little effect 

upon costs for systems with little difference between peak and non-peak 

riderships and with shorter periods between peaks or narrower peaks. 

Systems that have large, widely spaced, broad peaks will be more strongly 
1/ 

affected by such work rule changes. 

Significant increases in the use of part-time labor have occurred over 

the last few years, although many labor contracts ltmit the extent to 

whlch part-time labor may be utilized (see Appendix G, Table G-10). Com

monly, the number of part-time workers ls restricted to 10% of the nuaber 

of full-tioe drivers, although at least one system (Seattle) allows as 

many part-time drivers as full-time ones. New and expanded authority 

to use part-time drivers has been recently established in such systems as 

Gary, Grand Rapids, Peoria, Kansas City, South Bend, Youngstown, Los 

Angeles, Denver, Spokane, Portland (Oregon), and suburbs of Philadelphia 
2/ 

and Chicago.- Table 2-17 shows the dramatic increase in the use of 

1/ Ibid. 

2/ New York Times, Octobe:. 24, 1982. 
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TABLE 2-17 
Full-Time and Part-Time Transit Employment 

Average Number of Emeloiees Part-Time Workers 
as a Percentage of 

Year Full-Time Part-Time Full-Time Workers 

1979 177,000 1,750 1.0% 
1980 184,700 4,600 2.5 
1981* 188,070 5,890 3.1 
1982* 190,240 6,660 3.5 

+13, 240 +4,910 

Increase of 7.5% Increase of 280.6% 

* Preliminary data. 

Source: ACIR staff calculations based upon APTA, Transit Fact Book 1981, and 
unpublished APTA data. 

• 
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part-time labor in recent years, as compared to the percentage growth of 

full-time workers. One study estimates that the use of part-time labor, 
1/ 

given typical contracts, might save 1.5% to 4% of total operating costs. 

This estimate, however, relies on an ideal set of assumptions that may 

overstate actual savings. Despite this general trend toward part-time 

labor in most of the major systems, the smaller transit systems seldom 

use such drivers, perhaps because of their typically low, narrow, and 

close-together peaks. 

Organized labor generally resists the use of part-time labor 

while simultaneously attempting to organize the part-timers to bring 

them basic benefits like health care and pensions. Presently many part

time drivers receive no fringe benefits, or lower ones than full-time 

drivers (even on a prorated basis). The fear of some unions is that 

part-time labor will be used increasingly to displace full-time workers 

and to lower wages and fringe benefits. 

Central to these various aspects of labor costs is the controversy 

about the productivity of transit labor. High labor costs, difficult work 

rules, and labor disputes are considered to be serious problems by most 

transit managers, city governments and metropolitan transportation planning 

1 / Chomitz and Lawe, "Work Rule Changes, " p. 4 72. 
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organizations (MPOs) eurveyed by ACIR - (eee Appendix B, Table B-7). 

Moat of the responding officials reported a need to tie labor productivity 

to labor contracts (aee Appendix B, Table B-5). 

It is difficult, however to establish and use appropriate aeasures 

of labor productivity. Two traditional 2asures of transit labor produc

tivity are (1) the number of passengers carried per transit employee and 

(2) the vehicle miles of service per employee. Passengers carried per 

transit employee fell by 16%, and vehicle miles of service per employee 
1/ 

fell by 10% between 1970 and 1978.- Yet, it is unclear, how auch 

labor itself contributes to these results, as compared to under

capitalization and mismanagement in the industry, or exogenous changes 
2/ 

affecting ridership levels.-

1,./ U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey 
of Current Business (Wasliington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1980) as cited in John Pucher, "Equity in Transit Finance," Journal of 
the American Planning Association, vol. 47, no. 4, October 1981, pp. 387-
407. 

2/ Pucher, "Equity in Transit Finance." 

• 
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Undoubtedly, some measures of productivity are affected by the be

havior of transit workers. A recent study found that absenteeiaa among 

transit employees averaged 29 days per employee per year, costing U.S. 
1/ 

transit systems $287 million.- Such absences have increased signifi-

cantly over the past several years, with the rate of absenteeism due to 
2/ 

illness alone increasing by 24% from 1974 to 1978.- No comparisons were 

found, however, concerning the level or change in absenteeism of public 

transit workers compared to other workers. 

No consensus exists on the effects of public ownership on labor or 

transit system productivity. Some analysts have stated that public 

transit productivity has not risen at the same rate as average productivity 

in the private market. However, this lack of increase in productivity is 

cornioon to many labor-intensive .services. It has been charged that labor 

costs are higher on public than private systems, but there is little 

conclusive evidence. In fact one study concluded, through a statistical 

analysis of productivity in bus transit systems over the last decade, 
3/ 

that public ownership and smaller size lead to higher productivity.-

l/ Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., Study of Operator 
Absenteeism and Workers' Compensation Trends in the Urban Mass Trans
portation Industry, Report prepared for UMTA, Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Department of Transportation, February, 1980, as cited in Pucher, p. 393. 

2/ Pucher, "Equity in Transit Finance," p. 393. 

3/ Barnum, Darold T., From Public to Private: Labor Relations in 
Urban-Mass Transit (Lubbock, TX: Texas Tech University Press, 1977). 
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A variety of suggestions have been advanced for ways to improve the 

productivity of transit eystems in general. although aany of these pro

posals are controversial. Many of them emphasize reorienting public 

transit services toward a more traditional business approach. including: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

increased use of part-time labor; 

increased maximum spread times; 

encouraging private ridesharing to help flatten the peaks in 
public transit ridership; 

more flexible work rules allowing drivers to be assigned other 
tasks in the transit system while they are not driving; 

increased special and demand-sensitive systems. for exaaple dial
s-ride systems during the off-peak hours; 

technological changes, including priority entry. special lanes 
for buses, and larger buses during peak hours; 

pricing strategies to both reduce peak demand and increase non
peak demand; 

reducing or discontinuing less profitable services, and 
concentrating on the more highly used routes, i.e. concentration 
on radial trips to the centers of large dense metropolitan areas 
and on inner city services in the densely populated areas; 

market differentiation, including providing better services 
for those who are willing to pay for them (e.g. suburban to city 
commuters), and lower levels of service for those who prefer lower 
prices. (e.g. inner city users); and 

contracting self-sustaining or subsidized services to the 
private sector. l,./ 

1/ Many of these suggestions are from Jose Gomez-Ibanez, and 
John R. Meyer, "Growth of Productivity and Labor Relations in Urban 
Mass Transit," Urban Transportation Economics (Washington. DC: 
National Academy of Sciences, 1978). 

• 
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Clearly problems arise with some of these suggestions because transit 

is a publicly supported service. For example, many people aight be upset 

if their public transit system, supported with their tax .:>nies, had an 

explicit policy to run low-quality transit in the inner cities and high 

quality transit in the suburbs, even if the prices were differen-

tiated. There also are significant controversies over the suggestions 

that involve reducing the number of workers and changing their work rule~. 

Transit labor is governed by Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Trans

portation Act of 1964 (see box). This provision inhibits using federal 

ftmde to damage labor agreements reached with private management before 

public takeovers. Section 13(c) requires that: 

1. existing labor rights, privileges, and benefits be preserved; 

2. collective bargaining rights be continued; 

3. indi vidual employees be protected against a worsening of their 
positions with respect to their employment; 

4. employees of acqJired mass transportation systeas be assured 
continued employment or priori ty for reemployment if laid off; 
and 

5. paid training or retraining programs be provided. 

Considerable debate has emerged over the effects of 13(c). It is 

commnly charged by transit managements that 13(c) has caused them con

siderable expense. However, a major study, completed in 1978 by the 
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Labor Protection Section of 
Urban Mau Transportation 
Act 

•ttaDfl U(c) It 11\alJ k • caid.itKll'I or 1r1y autAncr _., •C'tian > ., 11w 
Act shat fan~ tq11111blr 11rw1,rnvftU 111 made.• •tcrffi&Nd ~y 1M ken • 
llr>' or t.bot. to "011'1 w 9111mta or employea afhcttd ~ euc.ti -&anc:it 

"'"' pr O It t Ci ¥t arrat\ lit mir1'I U 111h alJ and~ t . WI"'°" I Mini Wftl ted to, a.di "°" · 
lions • N)' k MCIUMI) for (I} &ht p,ntmtiofl or n;iu . pnfiM1u. •d 
'-nrfiu {1t1cludAn1 cClfltinlAltJOfl or pcrwOfl rtrta and ~fiu) llfUkr u&ala'I& 
collrcti"' ~..,~, 11,Tttmtnu or othcrwut. (2) &ht «111tin1i11t1ar1 or colk:uw 
krpwna ri,,u. (3) 1hr protacoori or1r1dmd~ rmployui aawiu • •orwruna 
of &Jiu, po11t1ocs wHh , .. pe,1 10 lhtir ffllploymcnt. (4} aaur1ticn or l'mploy 
wnt 10 1mploytt1 or acqw1rtd mau transporutiori ayumu and pnonty or 
•rnploymtnt of nnployft, tarmi.Nttd or wd orr. and (S) ,..d uawna or 
n11.mun1 P'OlfWTI' Such ananatrntnta atwJ ir,cludc pro'l'il,ona prottcuna 
a,dividu.&l 1mployw, ap:1111 a •orvn1111 of lllru poliuoru W1UI rtipect 10 &Jlw 
employmmt which lh&lJ an no '"'n t p,o.,dr bcnrfiu ~" t.h&n U.011 Htablahtd 
pwr~t 10 •ci,ori S(j•f') of~ Act of FtbNI')' 4 . 1115'7 (24 Stat J79) . a1 

ammdcd Th, eot1tr1ct for 1hr lf&nWI& of 111y audl aawtancr lh&lJ •c1fy &he 
ltmu 111d cCll'ld.itJON of Ille pro1cct1w anan~rMnu . 

S.Vn:ir U,t,,.~ IIMJ ~q,o,,vr,o,, Atr •f IH-1 . M a,91ffidlllf atouat, h~rw~ S. ltl6 . 
\IS c;o .. ,_.,. , ,.,._Ila& Orr.ca . •uhal'•. D.C 
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U.S Department of Labor concluded"• •• that while Section (c) has not 

been cost- less, neither has it been a major burden to the systems.• The 

report stated that Section 13(c) is not a particularly important aspect 

of overall labor-management relations in most systems. Yet, the study 

also indicated that in systems where conflict between labor and management 

is more common, problems with 13(c) were more frequent. The study con

cluded " ••• that the major cost imposed on management has been the 
1/ 

area of uncertainty" rather than in tangible monetary costs. In ACIR's 

1983 survey, almost three-quarters (73%) of the transit system managers 

considered federal labor requirements under Sec. 13(c) to be a serious or 

intractable difficulty, limiting their ability to adapt to current needs 

(see Appendix B, Table B-47). 

From an economic perspective, one final aspect of labor costs de

serves mention. Although wages are a major cost to the transit industry, 

they also are an economic benefit to the community. As stated by David 

Jones, "to the extent that transit wages are spent for consumer goods 

1/ Frederic B. Siskind, and Ernest W. Stromsdorfer, The Economic 
Cost Impact of the Labor Protection Provisions of Section 13(c) of the 
Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, (Office of the Assistant Secretary 
for Policy, Evaluation and Research, U.S. Department of Labor, May 1978), 
p. xiii. 
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anrl cycled through local economies, they represent a boon to the service 
1/ 

sector and the local economy. • • • " 

The Local Role in Financing Transit 

As stated earlier, local citizens pay the preponderance of ope ratlnR 

costs for local transit systems. Of total operating revenues, 70! col!les 

from fares plus other revenues generated by system operations (like adv~r

tJsing on transit vehicles) and local taxes. The majority of the se 

revenues are provided by fares, sales taxes, anrl property taxes. Loca l 

financing also may include other taxes and fees, borrowing, anc prlvb!.~ 

se~tor involvement. In addlt!on, many local jurisdictions also ar e 

Involved In interlocal financing arrangements to support transit. 

Local jurisdictions have some choice about the extent to which th ey 

rely upon each of these funding sources. For example, Los Ange les County 

voters recently approved a referendum to increase the sales tax and to 

dedicate the pr oc eeds to reducing bus fares immediately while establ ishing 

the financial base for a rapid transit system in future years. 

However, states set llmits on the financing methods that may be us ec 

by local ~overnments and transit agenc!es. Such provisi on s limit. both 

the tax rates that may be levied and the types of taxes that may he 

enacted and used for or dedicated to transit (see Appendix G, Table s 

1/ David Jones, "Conventional Transit: Financing and Budget!~ 
Constraints, " University of California, Berkeley, n.d. p. 4 • 

• 
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G-11 and G-12). Legal restrictions on local taxes are eeen as a &erlous 

problem by most transit providers, local governments, KPOs, and transit 

unions respondlng to the ACIR survey (see Appendix B, Table B-41). So~ 

states also require minimum farebox recovery ra t ios as a condition f o r 

receiving state funding for transit. 

Transit Fares 

Almost all fare structures differentiate price by the age of t ht. 

rider (i.e. youth and senlor citizens pay a reduc ed rate ) , provide 

special services at subsidized rates for the handi cappe d , elder l y, o r 

both. This practice is due largely to federal regu la tions ~nd s choo l 

board negotiations (in areas where public trans i t is used iflb tebd 0f 

school buses). 

Apart from these special fares, two major criteria frequentl y a re 

used for differentiating regular fares: dlstance tra ve led a nd time of 

use. Although most translt systems have flat fares that mak e no di f

ferentiation, many larger systems (except New York ) base fa r t s on dis te~c e . 
1/ 

A recent survey- found that 48 of 112 systems responding i ndl cbt ec us ~ 

of some type of distance-based fares, and about two-thirds of the syste ,_~· 

1/ U.S. Conference of Mayors, The Transit Financing Agenja f or t he 
1980s~ Status Report and Views of the Nation's Mayors, (Prepare d f or t he 
UMTA, U.S. Department of Transportation, April 1982) , Table 8. 
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with urban populations over 1 aillion (which repr~sent moat transit 

use) reported using such fares (see Table 2-18). In the past, 1Dany 

transit systems changed from distance-based fares to flat fares, but the 

recent record suggests a shift back toward distance-based fares as transit 

revenues have become more scarce. 

Some transit systems, including about one-third of those with 

populations over one million, also practice some form of peak pricing 

( see Appendix G, Table G-13). These systems charge higher fares during 

t i mes of greatest use, and reduce fares during timea of lower use. Thi s 

practice commonly results in higher fares during weekday commuting hours, 

&~d lower prices during the other hours on weekdays as well as on week

e nds and holidays. Peak pricing is generally justified on the basis 

that (1) services are most expensive to produce during times of peak 

demand and (2) riders during th•? peak hours generally have higher incomes 

than riders during off-peak hours. Peak pricing is intended to encourage 

a shift of ridership to non-peak hours and to bring in greater revenues. 

The effects of peak pricing are difficult to gauge, however. An 

i ncrease in peak hour fares may decrease or have no effect upon ridershi p 

levels, resulting in either decreased or increased total farebox revenues, 

de pending upon the local situation and the availability of alternative 

modes of travel. A decrease in off-peak fares also may have unpre

dictable results, either increasing or having no effect upon ridership 
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relations are an important facet of promotion, constituting a two-way 

process of meeting the public, keeping it informed of transit plans and 

activities, and receiving feedback from it on transit operations and 

services. Handled properly, promotion can help to change consumers' 

image of the transit system, thereby making it easier for the system 

to meet consumer demand. 

Strategy for Using the Market Mix. Standard marketing theory suggests 

that a transit system has three options in responding to the aarket structure 

and the associated opportunities revealed by the marketing opportunity 

analysis: undifferentiated marketing, in which the system produces one 

product and attempts to appeal to the entire market with one marketing 

program; differentiated marketing, in which the system continues to appeal 

to the entire market but with different marketing programs for different 

segments of the market; and concentrated marketing in which the system 

does not appeal to the entire market but appeals to one or a few segments 

with different marketing programs. Transit's limited resources suggest a 

concentrated marketing strategy. So does the fact that the market for 

transit services is not homogeneous. Although the vast majority of the 

potential riding public are commuters to work and school and shoppers, 

other important segments are those who need transit for recreational and 

social purposes. Nor are the transit techniques homogeneous, consisting 

variously of express and local buses, special services such as subscription 

buses, dial-a-bus, charters, and various other types of paratransit. 

• 
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Marketing specialists suggest that transit systems take a number of 
1/ 

steps in applying their concentrated marketing strategy. The strategy 

should appeal first to the most accessible or easily reached potential

user segment, using a psychological, status-upgrading theme, or promoting 

specific destinations (such as shopping centers or senior citizen centers) 

and the use of transit to reach them. It should then concentrate on retaining 

this first segment's patronage by sustaining and enhancing the quality of 

service -- dependability, convenience, comfort, access, and flexibility. 

Then the transit system should go after the next best segment and repeat 

the process, counting on word-of-mouth advertising from satisfied consumers 

to make outreach to additional segments easier. This process should be 

repeated until the cost of covering a new segment effectively is beyond 

the system's financial and service capabilities. Each step should be 

followed up with research on those who actually use the service and why. 

An effort also should be made to identify and classify those who are not 

using the service and their reasons for not using it. 

External Factors. "~lling" transit service most effectively requires that 

transit management control as many as possible of the various elements that go 

1/ Smerk, Mass Transit Management, p. 381. 
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into the production of the transit product. One important element usually 

is not under management's direct control: the right-of-way and general 

environment in which transit operates. That is the responsibility of the 

local government(a) governing the territory of the transit system and 

the traffic within it. If the transit system is to operate effectively 

and deliver the desired service, it must have the close cooperation of 

responsible local officials 

engineers, most essentially 

council members, planners, traffic 

to assure that reserved lanes for high-

occupancy-vehicles, no-parking at bus stop zones, bus-only lanes and 

streets, and other controls over the environment are secured. 

One question in ACIR's 1983 survey touched on this issue. Addressees 

were asked how much difficulty their metropolitan areas were likely to 

encounter (in adapting transit services to changing conditions) because 

of inadequate street and highway capacity or maintenance. About 36% felt 

the difficulty would be "serious but manageable" or even "intractable." 

(Appendix Table B-6.) The problem was seen as notably greater in the larger 

metropolitan areas. Among the interests represented, 46% of the labor 

representatives saw streets and highways as serious or intractable problems, 

but, at the other extreme, on .y 2~% of the transit agency respondents 

viewed them so. Presumably the labor spokesmen reflected the experience 

of vehicle operation and maintenance personnel in having to cope daily and 

directly with deficiencies in streets and highways. 

• 

• 
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~eorienting the Transit Perspective: The Essential but Difficult Step 

The logic of the marketing approach and its dominance in nontransit 

sectors of the economy would seem to make an overwhelming case for 

adoption of that approach by transit systems. Yet the transit industry 

by no means has shown that it is "sold" on this philosophy and is eager 

to embrace the policies and techniques outlined in the preceding pages. 

AB evidence of this fact, Couture cites the results of a recent survey 

of 26 emall to medium sized operations (65 to 473 buses). It showed 

that only 2% to 4% of sales (farebox) revenues were spent on aarketing 
1/ 

activities, compared with 10% to 20% for manufacturing firms.-

Couture traces this difference to transit's traditional e■phasis 

on operations and on the practice of adjusting to changing conditions 

first of all by cutting costs, that is, emphasizing a supply-side rather 
2/ 

than a demand-side approach.- Smerk sees the problem stemming from a 

related source: transit's self-image: 

If a firm sees itself in the public transit business, 
it generally enjoys a monopoly and therefore faces no com
petition. If, on the other hand, a transit firm sees itself 
in the transportation business (moving people for hire), 
it very definitely faces competition. 

1/ Couture, .2£_• cit. 

I/ Ibid. 
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If transit firms are to be effective in their marketing 
efforts, they must see themselves in the transportation 
business, with the private automobile as the major competitor. 
As is well known, the automobile appeals to aany aspects of 
human need and desire apart from the need for transportation. 
This fact is a clue to the kind of creative marketing program 
transit must develop._!./ 

A.H. Savage, manager of the Toronto Transit Company (TTC), links tranait's 

cool attitude toward marketing to three myths: first (agreeing with Smerk), 

transit is a monopoly, so there is no need to worry about competition; 

second, transit is a social benefit and hence there is no need to prot110te 

it; and third, marketing does not affect ridership, so that spending 

money on promotional activities is a waste. He attacks each of these 

myths with facts and arguments derived from his company's experience 
2/ -

since the early 1970s.-

Transit is not a monopoly, he argues, so there is need to worry 

about competition. He notes that although his system had 2,126 transit 

vehicles on Toronto's streets and subways, there were about one million 

cars on the streets every day. He estimates that General Motors spent 

about $8 million yearly in promoting its cars in Toronto, and that 

about 50% of nontransit users would not use transit even if it were 

free. Finally, he points out that 68% of drivers to work or school 

said that they would drive regardless of the price of gas. 

1/ Smerk and Gerty, Mass Transit Management, p. 381. 

]._/ A.H. Savage, "Another Myth Falls: Marketing Really Does Affect 
Transit Ridership Levels,• Passenger Transport, April 2, 1982, PP• 4-5. 

• 
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Savage concedes that transit benefits aociety but contend• that 

it cannot be characterized solely as a service for the poor and unfor

tunate. It benefits all segments of the community and is used by 

people from all socioeconomic groupings. Benefits of transit 

to business are obvious, aa exemplified by the concentrations of 

development around subway stations and active negotiations with TTC 

for air rights, direct subway connections, and transit-related 

parking facilities. 

Finally, to counter the belief that marketing does not affect 

ridership, Savage describes TTC's experience in 1976 when it adopted 

a new marketing strategy in response to a steep decline in ridership. 

First, it fixed the transit product, extending services, implementing 

new experimental transit lanes, and providing greater priority for 

transit vehicles on roads. Then it followed up with advertising and 

publicity, increasing the promotion budget from $200,000 in the aid-1970s 

to $2 million in 1982. Savage reports that the results were positive: 

over 70% of the residents were aware of TTC advertising and found it 

highly believable. 

1983 Survey Responses on Mar~.eting Concerns 

Almost 75% of the respondents to ACIR's transit survey said that 

transit services in their metropolitan areas were currently improving 

their marketing efforts (Nbetter information for riders, advertising, 

promotional campaigns, etc.") The labor respondents reported the least 

activity (50%) and the transit agencies the 1110st (84%). Over 87% overall 

• 
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said that such efforts would be definitely or probably needed in the future, 

with the labor group again on the low end of the acale (74%) and MPO 

respondents at the top (98%). (See Appendix Tables B-1 and B-2.) 

The belief that greater urketing effort would be needed in the 

future, even though considerable activity already exists, ties in to 

the answer to another question: To what extent is inadequate general 

public support a transit problem? Over half (52%) said it was serious. 

In contrast, only 34% viewed inadequate media support as a serious 

problem. 

From the high level of marketing effort that is reported to exist, 

one can conclude that the leading transit interests in these 56 aetro

politan areas are more tuned in to the importance of 11&rketing than 

appears from the statements of the authorities cited earlier. Perhaps 

the difference has something to do with the fact that the questionnaire 

used a more limited meaning of marketing, essentially equating it with 

only the "promotion" part of the product-price-pro~otion definition 

enunciated by the marketing special~sts. 

In regard to this broader definition, the questionnaire elicited 

a number of responses relative to the quality of the transit product. 

0 Forty-eight percent of the respondents said that public 
transit agencies in their areas were currently working 
to increase regularly ■ cheduled bus, rapid transit, or 
commuter rail services. Small percentages of the provider 
and labor representatives reported such current improve
ments. But over 84% said that these ■ervice enhancements 
are needed in the future, with the lowest percentage so 
indicating being the MPO representatives. 

• 
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Almost 67% said that transit agencies in their areas were 
trying to improve the quality of existing bus and/or rail 
service (cleaner, more on-time, more courteous personnel, 
easier fare collection, etc.). Transit agency respondents 
were the most positive in this response (81%) and labor 
respondents the least (44%). As for the future, 83% felt 
quality improvements are needed, a view shared fairly 
evenly among all the subgroups. 

In sum, the responses from the 56 metropolitan areas surveyed indicate 

considerable current, and even greater future, sensitivity to the need 

for improving the quantity and quality of services -- a central element 

of the marketing mix and essential for attracting more riders. 

Increasing Operating Speed 

A second category of opportunities for enhancing the productivity 

of the existing transit system is the opportunity to increase trip speed. 

Greater speed not only reduces operating costs, but increases the 

attractiveness of transit, potentially boosting ridership and 

revenues. Among the speed-increasing alternatives are priority 

treatment techniques, such as exclusive lanes for buses, traffic 

signal preemption devices, express bus service where warranted by 

demand, and techniques to expedite vehicle boarding, such as monthly 

flash passes. The time-saving value of express bus service and the 

use of passes is self-evident. The others require explanation. 

An example of traffic signal preemption is provided by the 

City of Concord, CA, which installed such a system to give priority to 
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transit vehicles at 12 intersections along a main arterial. The 

equipment was installed on buses traveling to shopping centers and 

the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) station in Concord. The equipment 

can be operated continually, but it is activated by the driver. After 

six months of operation, bus travel time was reduced by 10% and schedule 

reliability improved. Bus delay was reduced by 36% and the number of 

times the bus stopped in traffic decreased by 18%. The saving in bus 
1/ 

operating time was estimated at $24,000 annually.-

In early 1983, reserved bus lanes were found in the central business 

districts of some 30 American and Canadian cities. These lanes generally 

are provided along the curb and operate in the same direction as car 

traffic. Usually the lanes were occupied by buses before they were 

reserved, so that their "bus only" designation caused only a minimum 
2/ 

reduction of street capacity and hence restraint of automobile traffic.-

Some transit priority lanes do involve traffic restraint, however. 

The City of Chicago, for example, instituted contra-flow curb bus lanes 

on four east-west downtown streets, and a north-south bus-only street 

as part of a program to improve air quality and reduce vehicle-miles of 

1/ Public Technology, Inc., Transit Actions: Techniques for Improving 
Productivity and Performance, Washington, DC, October 1979, p. 96. 

2/ Herbert S. Levinson, "Travel Restraints in City Centers: The 
American Experience," Transportation Quarterly, Vol. 37, No. 2, April 
1983, PP• 278-279. 

• 
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travel. Along Madison Avenue in New York City. the first exclusive 

dual bus lanes on downtown city streets were designated in May 1981. 

The eastern two lanes of a five-lane one-way northbound street were 

restricted to buses and taxis with passengers. while automobiles 

and trucks were confined to the western three lanes. Right turns 

were prohibited over the 17 block stretch on weekdays from 2 p.m. 

to 7 p.m. It was reported that during this period some 700 buses 
1/ 

carrying 25.000 riders saved up to 20 minutes per trip:-

Transit vehicles are given preferential treatment on freeways 

as well as on city streets. usually along with other types of high 

occupancy vehicles (HOVs). such as carpools and vanpools. Altshuler 

identifies four major categories of HOV priority techniques on 

freeways: exclusive HOV lanes physically separated from the regular 

travel lanes, reserved regular travel lanes in th~ predominant flow 

direction ("withflow" lanes). reserved regular travel lanes in the 

off-peak direction ("contraflow" lanes). and preferential access within 

the context of ramp metering for all traffic. 

explanation. 

1/ Ibid •• p. 279. 

2/ 
The last needs further 

2/ Alan Altshuler. with James P. Womack and John R. Pucher. The 
Urban-Transportation System: Politics and Policy Innovation. Cambridge. 
MA. The MIT Press, 1981, P• 345. 
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Ramp metering involves the use of traffic signals on entrance ramps 

to keep vehicle input and freeway capacity in balance. When queue delays 

on these access lanes are long, HOVs sometimes can be given special lanes 

to bypass the queues, thereby of course speeding up the trip of the 

transit or other HOV. 

Introducing these and other techniques to speed up bus travel may 

be difficult if it appears to be at the expense of other users of 

streets and freeways. Special priority for HOVs at freeway access 

ramps may be such a case, part~cularly if a special ramp lane is not 

provided for the HOVs. Altshuler believes, however, that traffic 

signal systems that give priority to transit vehicles, exclusive HOV 

lanes, and wrong-way bus lanes, if properly implemented, need entail 

little or no inconvenience for other users. 

Priority signal systems have generally not impaired 
the overall traffic-carrying capacity of the streets 
affected. Wrong-way bus lanes have been implemented only 
where it has been possible to do so without causing 
significant congestion delays for those highway users 
moving in the off-peak direction. And exclusive freeway 
lanes have been developed only as features of new or 
expanded facilities._!_/ 

Using passes as a way of speeding up service creates another kind 

of possible drawback: the loss of revenue. As one observer concluded: 

1/ Altshuler, op. cit., pp. 87-88. 

• 
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The basic limitation of a pass program -- that it 
loses a significant amount of revenue -- has received 
far less attention. but many recent studies have shown 
the lost revenue factor to more than offset other 
benefits of a pass program. sometimes by a significant 
margin • .!_/ 

The other benefits cited are speedier service. convenience to the user. 

saving to the user. improved cash flow. and increased marketing opportunities. 

1983 SURVEY RESPONSES RE: HOV ACCOMMODATIONS 

ACIR's 1983 transit survey inquired about metropolitan areas' establishing 

HOV facilities and regulations "to increase peak hour commuter capacity.M 

Thirty-two percent of the respondents reported HOV facilities and regulations 

were currently used in their areas. Use was much greater in the areas 

over 200,000 population than in the smaller places. Over 61% thought that 

HOV facilities would be needed more in the future than at present. Again. 

this view was ouch stronger in the larger than in the smaller areas. 

There was little variation among the four interest groups queried -- local 

government and MPO officials. transit agencies. and labor representatives 

-- in this perception. The large areas' greater interest in special accom

modations for HOVs is understandable in light of their more severe traffic 

problems. (See Appendix Tables B-4 and B-5.) 

1/ Richard L. Oram. "Making Transit Passes Viable in the 1980s.M 
Transportation Quarterly. Vo. 37. No. 2. April 1983. p. 290. 
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Accommodating Present Transit Usage Patterns 

Fare and service policies can boost productivity. particularly when 

promoted by an imaginative. energetic marketing program. A third approach 

to increasing systemwide productivity is to find more efficient ways 

of accommodating present transit usage patterns. basically fixed-route 

scheduled service systems employing buses. light rail. rapid transit. 

and commuter trains. Such accommodations can be achieved. for example. by 

using larger capacity equipment during peak periods -- thereby reducing 

peak period labor and vehicle requirements -- when such changes can be 

made without increasing capital costs more than the savings in operating 

expenses. Two additional ways of modifying existing transit usage patterns 

are flextime for commuters to work and -- of particular note in the past 

decade -- paratransit. 

FLEXTIME 

Promoting flextime employment among employers is often urged as a 

way of relieving the strain on peak period facilities. Increased 

efficiency is not always an assured outcome. however. as one study 

found. 

If the transit system must offer increased service 
to attract patrons to the new schedule or simply to 
accommodate them and must do so with vehicles and 
personnel not currently in service. the increased 
cost to the system may pose a serious problem; the 
transit system generally will not be able to meet 
such costs without assistance. Transit systems 

• 
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that are able to use the staggered work hours plan 
to fill underutilized transit equipment during 
peak-periods generally experience both increased 
ridership and increased revenue. Clearly the situ-
ation is a very complex one and involves a number of 
coats and benefits that may be external to the individual 
transit system, planning agency, employer, or employee 
actively involved in the scheme.I/ 

Even so, this study found that of all the components of an urban trans

portation system, the transit system was the primary beneficiary of the 
2/ 

schedule changes and not the arterial or highway system. 

One city where flextime clearly contributed to more effective transit 

use is San Francisco. The San Francisco Flex-time Demonstration Project, 

sponsored in 1978 by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 

and managed by the Institute of Transportation Studies, introduced flexible 

scheduling on a city-wide scale. The project orchestrated a campaign 

to involve large private companies, eventually including 6,000 employees 

in the program. Among the 6,000, those who were transit riders reported 

a significant improvement in the ~uality of the commute. They reported 

saving six minutes per trip o~ th~ average. Fifty-nine percent found 

1/ Sandra Rosenbloom,, "Peak-Period Traffic Congestion: 
A State-of-the-Art Analysis and Evaluation of Effective Solutions," 
Urban Transportation, Perspective and Prospects, ed. Herbert S. 
Levinson and Robert A. Weant, Westport, CT, Eno Foundation for 
Transportation, Inc., 1982, P• 159. 
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less crowded conditions, 47% said they were leas •anxious,• and 42% 

said they could find a seat more often. Theae improvements reflected 

the fact that the workers chose commute schedules that conforaed to 

those needed to alleviate peak-hour crowding on IIABB transit. 

The impact of the flextime demonstration project on transit was 

notable in the Golden Gate Corridor which connects downtown San 

Francisco with suburban Marin County via the Golden Gate Bridge. The 

project added 5% more early morning bus riders in the corridor, 

permitting Golden Gate Transit to reschedule service to aake more 

effective use of its fleet. Buses that previously were used only once 

during the peak of the morning rush hour were rescheduled on a second 

run. 

Rescheduling allowed Golden Gate to increase its peak 
period capacity by about 10 percent without additional 
capital investment. Peak hour operations were reduced in 
order to increase service in the early and late "shoulders" 
of the peak period. A five percent increase in patronage 
was absorbed during the period of service adjustment and 
the number of standees actually declined. Thus, changes 
in bus scheduling that improved the use of the fleet and 
labor were implemented without discouraging ridership or 
increasing the number of standees at the peak of the peak._!/ 

!/ David W. Jones, "Flex-time: A Voluntary Approach,• The ITS Review, 
Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, February 
1983, PP• 4-5. 

• 
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Apart from directly relieving the peak-period presaure on regular 

transit aervices, flextime can also provide an indirect benefit as 

an incentive for employees to participate in vanpooling or carpooling. 
1/ 

This result was reported in a survey of 13 transit agencies.-

PARATRANSIT 

Employer-supported transit and ride sharing programs 
are increasing, and other forms of paratranait are being 
initiated in various urban areas -- often with the involve
ment of, or under the auspices of transit agencies.!/ 

In the past decade or so, those seeking more efficient vays of 

accommodating conventional transit usage patterns have focused a major 

share of their attention on paratraneit. Paratraneit is a transportation 

service that falls somewhere between the private automobile and fixed

route public transportation. The word is a compound of the prefix 

"para," which means "closely r~lated to," and "transit," the conventional 
3/ 

public transportation service.- Conventional public transportation has 

1/ Jesse Glazer, David Curry, Pat Moix, and Jim Lightbody, 
Thirteen Rideeharing Programs Operated by Transit Agencies, Los 
Altos, CA, Crain & Associates, Inc., October 1983, p. 11. 

2/ Transportation Research Board, 1982 Conference Consensus 
Statement, Woode Hole, MA, September 1982 (processed draft), PP• 8-9. 

1f "An Overview of Paratraneit," in Urban Transportation, 
Perspectives and Prospects, ed. S. Levinson and Robert A. Weant, 
Westport, CT, Eno Foundation for Transportation, Inc., 1982, p. 303. 
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predetermined schedules, fixed routes and etope, and is available to the 

general public. Paratransit services lack one or more of these features. 

In its statement of paratransit policy, the Urban Mass Transportation 

Administration (UHTA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 

defines the term as 

••• a family of transportation services, generally 
provided in small vehicles, which are tailored to individual 
travel needs through flexible scheduling or routing of 
vehicles. Services include carpooling, vanpooling, dial
a-ride, shared-ride taxi, jitney, airport limousine, and 
subscription and route-deviated bus services.I/ 

2/ -
General Characteristics-

As the UHTA definition suggests, paratransit comes in a variety of 

forms, offering a wide range of services and ownership and operation 

patterns. The major types fall into two categories: demand-responsive 

transportation (ORT) and prearranged ridesharing (RS). 

Demand-responsive transportation is characterized by the flexible 

routing and scheduling of relatively small vehicles that provide door-to

door personalized transportation on demand, on a shared-ride basis and 

at a modest cost to the rider. There are three basic types of demand

responsive paratransit: dial-a-ride (or dial-a-bus), shared-ride taxi, 

1/ Federal Register, October 18, 1982, p. 46410. 

2/ This section is draw-,:1 largely from "An Overview of Paratransi t," 
~- cit. 

• 
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and jitney. Dial-a-ride 1 ■ demand-responsive in that the vehicles are 

scheduled according to the needs of the users. Instead of waiting at 

a bus atop, for example, the rider telephones a dial-a-ride dispatcher 

and arranges to be picked up either shortly after the call or at ■oae 

other specified time. Usually service is somewhat restricted during 

peak traffic hours. Also, 24-hour advance notice may be required, or 

service may be limited to emergency situations. 

Host dial-a-ride systems operate in co11J11Unities of 10,000 to 25,000 

people, use fewer than five vehicles, and serve an area of eight square 

miles. Typically, they operate 12 hours a day, with reduced service on 

weekends, and are operated by some type of public authority, whether they 

serve the general public or only special groups. Most of the patrons 

of dial-a-ride systems are people who do not own automobiles or have 

driver licenses. Women and the elderly are the most frequent users. 

In large cities, dial-a··ride systems complement conventional public 

transportation services and sometimes serve as feeders to them. Here 

they are mostly confined to a certain area of the city or serve only 

limited mobility users, such as the elderly or handicapped. Mainly, 

however, dial-a-ride systems are found in smaller cities or towns in 

which there is little or no ~onventional public transportation because 

of the sparse population. 
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Shared-ride taxi services use standard aize passenger cars to pick 

up several passengers at various times and locations and transport them 

to different destinations. Host of these services are found in aaall 

cities. serve the entire area. and have an average of six vehicles that 

carry up to 260 rides per day. A private taxi operator usually provides 

the service. receiving a subsidy or operating under contract to a public 

transit or other agency. Shared-ride taxis can act as feeders to regular 

fixed-route public transportation services and can integrate these services 

with exclusive-ride taxis. Their operating cost per passenger is lower 

than that of buses operating at low passenger levels. One variant is the 

dial-a-ride taxi which. under contract with the transit agency. is used 
1/ 

in place of regular fixed-route buses for late night or Sunday service.-

One other form of transit also may be classified as demand-responsive 

paratran11it. although sometimes it is more like a fixed-route bus. This 

is a jitney. an unscheduled fixed-route (or route deviation) service. 

operating on short but variable headways. The vehicle holds six to 18 

passengers and is owned and operated by a self-employed individual. 

At one time jitneys were ~n common use in the U.S. They were 

generally legislated out of business. however. largely as a result of 

the efforts of their then major competitors. the streetcar companies. 

Since 1930. jitneys have operated legally only in a few places. In 

1982. legal jitneys were found in Atlantic City and San Francisco and 

had recently been legalized in San Diego. Dade County. and Indianapolis. 

Illegal operations were known to exist in Chicago, Pittsburgh. Newark, 

1/ S. Flynn and J. Crain. Phoenix Transit Sunday Dial-a-Ride. 
Washington, DC. U.S. Department of Transportation. UMTA-MA-06-0049-83-7, 
August 1983. • 
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Chattanooga, and Winston-Salem. Unlike the situation in this country, 

jitneys are a major form of public transport in many foreign cities, 

especially in Latin America, Africa, and the Middle and Far East. 

San Francisco's Misson Street jitneys provide service along a 

10-mile route through the central business district. They compete 

with buses and rail transit, although their headways are shorter, 

at roughly four minutes, and can be hailed all along the route. 

In early 1982, the jitneys charged a fare of 50t -- the same as 

transit buses -- operated nearly 16 hours per day, and used 
1/ 

12-passenger vans. 

Prearranged ridesharing transportation, the second of the 

two major categories of paratransit, is characterized by services 

in which a driver and a number of travelers agree to travel together 

at specified times, on a regular basis, predominantly to their work 

place. It involves some route deviation to pick up and drop off 

individual riders. There are three types of prearranged ridesharing 

transportation services -- carpools, vanpools, and subscription buses. 

Carpool services are an 8rrangement between two or more people to 

ride together regularly (qsually to and from work) and share traveling 

1/ Hultisystems, Inc., General Community Paratransit Services 
in Urban Areas, Cambridge, MA, January 1982, pp. 18-19. Also see 
Neal R. Peirce, "Jitneys: An Ingenious Solution," Nation's Cities 
Weekly, September 13, 1982, P• 5. 
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expenses and sometimes the driving. Host carpools are of the shared-cost 

type, with fewer riders and shorter driving distances than the ahared

driver type. Carpooling programs appeal to planners and transportation 

experts because they reduce gasoline consumption, traffic congestion, 

and air and noise pollution. In addition, they do not call for massive 

public investment or a large force of public employees. They have not 

gained wider acceptance, however, because of certain disadvantages. 

Chief among these is their inflexibility for people who work irregular 

hours, often work overtime, or need a car for work-connected or other 

errands. Another is the difficulty of matching home and work locations, 

travel schedules, and, often as not, personalities. Frequently the most 

successful carpool matching programs have been arranged through employers. 

Vanpool services are arrangements through which a number of people 

share the costs of commuting to work every day by using a van that can 

carry up to 15 passengers. They are organized by employer sponsorship, 

by employee organizations, by neighborhood groups, by individuals who own 

vans, or by third party lease operations. Employers are the most frequent 

sponsors in the mutual interest of the company and its employees. The 

employer buys or leases vans and organizes and administers the program. 

The capital and operating costs are paid out of the riders' fares. A 

sizeable number of employees are needed to match potential riders with 

vans that serve feasible routes. Consequently, employer-sponsored vanpools 

• 
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usually are limited to employees of a single company. Employee organizations 

that sponsor vanpools are similar to the employer-sponsored type, except 

that the employees make their own arrangements through their organization. 

Individually owned vanpools are most like the larger, shared-cost carpools. 

The vanpool's driver and passengers negotiate an acceptable fare structure 

and decide on pickup and delivery locations. 

Third-party vanpool lease operators provide the vans, organize groups 

into vanpools, select the drivers, set the fares, and keep central records. 

Persons interested in joining the program submit an application to their 

employer or the operator. Fares are determined by distance and the number 

of persons in the van, with equal sharing in the cost. Drivers are 

responsible for maintaining and caring for the van, delivering the 

passengers, and collecting fares. In exchange, they ride free of charge 

and have limited personal use of the van for a nominal charge. 

A subscription bus, sometimes called a buspool, is a third form 

of prearranged ridesharing designed to accommodate the commuting needs 

of a specific group. It is usually organized for people who have to 

commute over long distances to work and operates along routes where 

conventional public transportation is not offered. Private groups, 

communities, or employers organize the service. Subscription buses feature 

guaranteed seating, an express ride for most of the trip, and route and 

schedule adjustments i~ response to changes in rider demand. Fares 

are usually paid in advance. 
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Subscription buses are attractive for producing less traffic con

gestion and pollution and consuming less fuel, reducing employers' 

parking facilities requirements, improving accessibility for some 

workers, requiring little or no public investment, and offering a 

profitmaking opportunity for a private operator. They obtain their 

drivers and vehicles by contracting with a private bus company or 

by purchasing their own vehicles and hiring their own drivers. Usually 

organized for a home to work commute and return, subscription bus service 

is typically a peak-hour operation. 

Origin and Recent History 

Elements of paratransit have existed for many years, but the concept 

of a "family" of transportation services between private auto and fixed 

route transit formally emerged in the early 1970s. The term and the concept 

were popularized in a seminal study by the Urban Institute for the U.S. 
1/ 

Urban Hass Transportation Administration in 1975.-

Also in 1975, paratransit received a significant boost when the 

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Urban Mass Transportation 

Administration (UMTA) jointly issued a new planning regulation mandating 

that urban transportation plans thereafter deal with short-term as well as 

1/ Ronald F. Kirby, Kiran U. Bhatt, Michael A. Kemp, Robert G. 
HcGillivray, Martin Wohl, Para-Transit, Neglected Options for Urban 
Mobility, Washington, DC, The Urban Institute, 1975. 

• 
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long-term, and with operational as well as capital improvement alternatives. 

The plans were required as a condition for the receipt of federal capital 

or operating assistance. Two short-term plan elements were specified: the 

transportation improvement program (TIP), a staged three-to-five year 

capital improvement plan; and a transportation system management (TSM) 

plan, designed to bring about more effective use of the existing transportation 
1/ 

capital stock, private and public.- The TSM portion included an extensive 

list of actions to be considered, including: 

(B) Actions to reduce vehicle use in congested areas 
through encouragement of ~arpooling and other forms 
of ride-sharing ••• 

(C) Actions to improve transit service through provision 
of better ••• · services (including route-deviation 
and demand responsive services) within low density 
areas, ••• encouragement of jitneys and other 
flexible paratransit services and their integration 
in the metropolitan public transportation system • •• '];_/ 

The 1981 revision of the urban transportation planning regulations 

states that 

A range of tactics (actions) is available to solve 
State and local transportation problems. Examples are: . . . 

-- Ridesharing 

-- Innovative transit and paratransit services 
••• 3/ 

1/ Altshuler et al,~• cit., p. 51. 

!/ 46 FR 5702, 1/19/81. 

3/ 23 CFR 450, Subpart A .. Appendix A. 
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The federal government's encouragement of paratransit came not only 

through transportation planning regulations, but also through subsidies and 

other activities of UMTA and FHWA and through efforts of the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA), the Federal Energy Administration and its successor, 

the Department of Energy (DOE), the Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS, formerly HEW), and the Veterans Administration (VA). UHTA has supported 

development of ORT services and funded vanpool demonstration projects, 

made grants to nonprofit organizations to purchase buses to provide special 

ORT services for the elderly and handicapped, and since 1976 permitted 

urban areas to use their transit formula assistance funds for ORT as well 

as fixed route transit purpos1?s. EPA promoted private ridesharing in 

administering the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, which required 

achieving certain air quality standards by 1977. Under the Emergency 

Highway Conservation Act of 1974, the FHWA authorized states to use 

highway aid funds for carpool demonstration projects. In 1978 Congress 

authorized the use of federal aid primary, secondary, and urban funds for 

carpool and vanpool projects, Rnd in 1982 allowed 100% federal participation 

for carpool/vanpool projects funded through these three programs. FHWA's 

Rural Highway Public Transportation Demonstration Program since 1973 provides 

grants for DRT in rural areas. In promoting energy conservation under 

pressure of the 1973 oil embargo, the Federal Energy Administration worked 

with major employers in metropolitan areas to promote ridesharing. DOE 

continues to administer grants for state energy conservation activities, 

which include promoting ridesharing. HHS and VA fund transpor la tion services 

• 
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in connection with their social service and medical care prograas, 

generally for the transportation handicapped (TH). Using this 

federal money. human service agencies increasingly contract with 

ORT service providers or themselves provide such services directly, 

often with volunteer drivers or drivers performing nontransportation 
1/ 

duties as well.-

The most recent expression of federal policy on paratransit 
2/ 

was UMTA•s "Statement of Paratransit Policy."- The statement stresses 

UMTA's belief that the strength of our transportation system lies in 

its diversity. Paratransit fits in well with this emphasis, because 

"paratransit readily lends itself to flexible routing and demand 

responsive scheduling ••• " 

In rural America, in small towns, and in suburban 
communities. paratransit is usually the most economical 
form of transportation. In many communities. large and 
small, paratransit will best meet the travel needs of 
the elderly. very young, physically handicapped. or 
persons lacking cars or without convenient access to 
line-haul transit. 

Proper coordination of paratransit with conventional 
transit will increase the effectiveness and efficiency of 
an area's total transportation system.1_/ 

1/ Altshuler et al,~• cit., PP• 56-58. 

']._/ Federal Register, October 18, 1982, pp. 46410-46411. 

1/ Ibid., p. 46411. 
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The statement of policy identifies financial assistance available 

under the Urban Mass Transportation Act for planning and developing 

paratransit services and related activities, for ahared-ride equipment 

and facilities, for capital and administrative coats associated with 

transportation brokerage and coordination, and to support research and 

development of innovative approaches to paratranait aervice. 

Paratransit and Improved Transit Effectiveness 

Paratransit was given impetus in the early 1970s by concerns over 

fuel shortages, escalating fuel prices, environmental pollution, and 

mounting traffic congestion. More recent emphasis -- as in UMTA's 

"Statement of Paratransit Policy" -- is on increasing the effectiveness 

and efficiency of the total transportation system. That emphasis brings 

this discussion back to its central concern: adjusting transit services 

to accommodate to the fiscal and other constraints that impinge upon 

public transit. How can paratransit help in this adjustment? From the 

standpoint of the private employer, how can it help him to get a good 

workforce to arrive on time with reasonable ease? 

An overall indication of the possible answer to this question is 

suggested in Table 2-1. The "Potential Paratransit Role" column 

indicates the situations in which paratransit is expected to increase 

the coat-effectiveness of the conventional transit system as vell as 

achieve other goals. To judge whether increased cost-effectiveness 

really is likely to result requires an evaluation of experience with 

various types of paratransit. A recent series of reports by Hultisystems, 

• 
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Table 2-1 

POTENTIAL PARATRANSIT ROLES 

Situation 

A aperH hed-rovte bu1 or rail 1y1tem ••· 
1111 with I perceived need for le.def ... 
vice 

A fe lrty denM bed-route 1y1tem ealat1. but 
11 radially oriented end doe• not 1erv1 
croH·town trlp1 which er• not redial. 

A bid-route 1y1tem e1ti1t1 but conteilll • 
number ot very lightly ueed rovte1. 

A bed-route 11y1tem eai1t1 but doe1 noc pro
vide equitable coverage to the entire po61t 
icel juriadlction paying the tranalt blh . AJ
tt10119h pootlce l torcH m1y be demanding 
" trenel1 equity," eap1nalon of IM bed
rovt• 1y1tem 11 not perceived H betnQ 
COlt ·etflCllve. 

There 11 a perceived need tor HtVlce In ar· 
111 ••~Id to provide lairty low trip deft· 
litiel. 

There ii • perceived need to provide tranMt 
aervice to etement1 of the population auch 
H the lld-,t)' and th• hand,capped who 

either hive no alternative IOffll °' tranepor
tetaon or who would ~11 from dooMo
door MMCfl. 

Heavy commuting cauH1 peak tra•c .;~ 
geetion Of air pollution , Of I aoelll ~, ... 

i1t1 to reduce wlhlele mllH travliecl 
(VMT). 

Many peretranalt aervlcH ire operated In M 

YRCOOfdWletld teahion by eoclal MMOe 

a~ 

No tranllt e11lat1 In an are, of lalrty high pop
ulatlofl den11ty where I high potential 6e
mal"d 11 perc.lved, •It~ there La Mt"9 
kl\OWledge o( p,omlatn.J tren11t pattlfM. 

Paratranalt IMY pnMde i..._ .-vicl. 

Paratranalt IMY be IIMd to ,-p6ece ~ 
uMd bid rovtN Of to det- p,oaie
'"9 pattern• tor I modlled la~ 119-

P1ratranalt may be uMd to illcrMM ..,. .. 
CO'IW8gl In I MOte coet..e.c:trve lalhioft. 

Paratranalt may ptO'tl to be ,_. coet-.hc
thte than c~loftll traMII . 

P111traneit may be I coet...-.ctiVI - ol 
PfO'liding ta,oet martlll .-vice to apecilll 
population groupe, 

&blcription MrVice IMY be illtT'oduced U I 

compolleffl °' the ••lltillo W'vice to,. 
ducll PHIi~ c:otlOMfioll . 

Paratr&RMI may be uMCI to COA.alidlte ... 
wate Ml'VtcM, Of I broae,aoe ayetea 
IMY be lfttrodllced to coordinate uilnlQ 
CMffilftda. 

Peratranalt INY be YMd lo teet the traMil 
martiet. pemape. 11 e pro6ogul to• luf
l'Ollte 1y1tlftl or a11 Integrated IYM ... c:oa
poMd o( boCtl conw•.CloAII •"'1 paratfallll 
NMOM. 

SOURCE: J.W. Billheimer, et al., Paratransit Handbook, A Guide to 
Paratransit Implementation, 2 volumes, Systan, Inc., prepared 
for U.S. Department of Transportation, Transportation Systems 
Cen ter, Cambridge, MA , January 1979. 
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Inc., for UMTA assessed paratransit experience, based on case atudies 

and an examination of other research on the current and possible future 
1/ 

use of paratransit.- These reports are the central source of much of 

the following discussion. 

For its analysis, Hultisystems, Inc., classified paratransit on 

the basis of the market for service rather than the individual service 

type. This approach still permits a general distinction between the two 

major categories of service modes, however, because each of the three 

identified markets is predominantly if not exclusively linked to either 

demand-responsive transit (ORT) or prearranged ridesharing (RS). 

Specifically, the two dominant service markets -- service for the trans

portation handicapped (TH) and service for the work trip -- focus, 

respectively, on DRT and RS. The third sector encompasses the remainder 

of the market and is served by "general community paratransit." "General 

community paratransit" or general market paratransit is defined to 

include the entire range of paratransit services which are accessible 

to all users and attempt to serve a broad cross-section of co111D1unity 

travel needs, but in practice it is largely restricted to demand

responsive service types. 

l_/ Hultisystems, Inc., Paratransit: Options for the Future, Cambridge, 
MA, 1982. Four of the six reports in the series were of particular relevance 
to this study: An Overview (December 1982), General Community Paratransit 
Services in Urban Areas (Januar y 1982), Paratransit for the Work Trip: 
Commuter Ridesharing (January 1982), and Paratransit Services for the 
Transportation Handicapped (April 1982). 

• 
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General Community Demand-Responsive Paratransit Services 

The key findings in Hultisystems, lnc.'s analysis of general 
1/ 

community paratransit- were drawn from 10 case studies representing 

a variety of institutional settings, operating/contractual arrangements, 

and service types in Merrill, WI, the State of Michigan, Westport, CT, 

Santa Clara County, CA, Ann Arbor, HI, Orange County, CA, Peterborough, 

Ontario, Madison, WI, San Francisco, CA, and St. Louis, HO. The case 

studies examined the manner in which service had been developed, the 

general operating experience, the nature of integration with the 

transit system, and reasons for apparent success or failure. Some of 

the systems were implemented in small cities, some in suburban communities, 

and some in urban neighborhoods. Some were operated exclusively by the 

private sector, some by the public sector, and some by a combination of 

the two. Some used only two or three vehicles, whereas some used 50 or 

more; some were integrated with fixed route services, other were not. 

Viable Hostly in Smaller Urban Areas. The analysis found that 

the general community paratransit services have proven to be viable 

transportation alternatives in selected applications, but basically 

in smaller urban areas. In some of these communities they have been 

1/ Multisystems, Inc., General Community Paratransit Services in 
Urban Areas, Cambridge, MA, January 1982. 

•• 
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in operation for seven or aore years and although they do not carry a 

great many passengers, they do satisfy a local transportation need. 

Smaller urban areas have less existing transit aervice, and thus a 

greater need for service and less potential for displacing riders of 

conventional transit. In addition, the smaller areas have fewer 

institutional constraints imposed by traditional transit authorities 

and by transit labor resistant to services they fear will compete 

with fixed routes. Lower wage rates in smaller communities help 

hold down the costs of low productivity paratransit services. 

Finally, funding specifically targeted to paratransit has been made 

available to smaller communities. 

Paratransit/Transit Integration. Of particular interest for 

existing transit systems concerned about serving their area's growing 

needs in a most cost-effective manner is the po&sibility of integrating 

paratransit with transit operations. In an integrated system, flexible 

paratransit services provide feeder/circulation services in low density 

parts of metropolitan areas, while fixed route service runs along high 

density corridors. The case studies yielded mixed results on integration, 

from rather clear failure in Santa Clara County to an unqualified success 

in Peterborough, Ontario. The conclusion, on the basis of admittedly 

limited experimentation: integration can work and be relatively cost

effective if properly designed. It "could see greater use over the coming 

• 
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years, as reduced funding forces transit operators to seek new, lower cost 
1/ 

service arrangements ... -

Limited Use in Metropolitan Areas. Among the reasons that relatively 

few general community paratransit systems have been implemented in aetro

politan areas are the following: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Most metropolitan areas have fixed-route systems; imple
menting a paratransit system as an additional service is 
a luxury transit authorities may be reluctant to provide. 
Also, redesigning service to include paratransit might 
require changes in the fixed routes, which might not be 
politically expedient. 

Paratransit services provided by transit authorities 
face high wage rates and stringent work rules, generally 
making them too costly. 

Organizational inertia and the potential effect on labor 
contract negotiations dampen transit authorities' enthu
siasms for innovative paratransit services. Also, labor 
may oppose such services if they are to be operated 
by some other agency. 

It is politically diff~cult for transit authorities to 
implement paratransit in some sections of a metropolitan 
area and not others; yet implementation areawide may be 
economically infeasible. 

Past experience has not demonstrated that paratransit 
is truly successful as a feeder/local circulator service 
in metropolitan areas. 

Paratransit must "compete" with fixed route service for 
available UMTA Section 5 operating assistance. 
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Unlike the case of specialized mark.et service (such as for the work 

trip and the transportation handicapped), therefore, general coamunity 

paratransit has not seen widespread implementation in aetropolitan areas. 

Organizational Option&. General community paratransit services 

have typically been developed, implemented, and operated by local 

government bodies, transit agencies, or private transportation companies. 

The first two have been the most common type of operator, but the private 

sector (chiefly the taxi industry) is becoming increasingly involved, 

both on its own initiative in introducing shared-ride service and in 

response to solicitation of service contracts by public agencies. 

Participation of private operators has led to lower operating costs 

and is therefore gaining in popularity. 

Early in its development, paratransit was considered another form 

of transit service to be operated by the public. Taxis were not 

regarded as potential providers because they were not generally viewed 

as a form of public transportation. The taxi industry did not aind, 

generally wanting nothing to do with the public sector. This situation 

changed by 1973, when many taxi companies realized that public paratransit 

could adversely affect their business. At first the companies tried to 

stop paratransit systems from being implemented, but then sought to 

operate the services themselves. The public sector, initially reluctant 

to involve the taxi industry, began to change its attitude when recognizing 

• 
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that dial-a-ride was little more than shared-ride taxi; contracts could be 

controlled to assure proper service standards; and cost could be decreased 

via private sector operation. As a result, the majority of general 

community paratransit systems implemented in the U.S. over the past few 

years have involved the private sector, mainly through the taxi industry. 

Barriers and Aids. Perhaps the most common and frustrating 

barriers to successful implementation of general community paratransit 

services have been those associated with labor and competition. 

Opposition from local transit labor typically is based on Section 13(c) 

of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, which requires that 

the position of existing workers "not be diminished" through projects 

initiated with UMTA funds. The main 13(c) problem arises when existing 

transit labor units demand that they operate any new paratransit service, 

even in cases there only new jobs are at stake. The possible results are 

that: (1) service ends up being operated by transit labor, which is 

more expensive than alternative courses of action; (2) the service 

is not implemented; or (3) a compromise is reached which increases 

costs, e.g., maintenance is performed by union labor. It should 

be noted, however, that Section 13(c) was not a problem in any of the 

10 cases studied, although it was reported as a problem in other 

cases researched by Multisystems for its report. 

• 
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Difficulties with claims of competition with taxi coapaniea occurred 

in four of the sites studied. In three, taxi COlllpanies brought ■uit 

baaed on local statutes. The fourth suit waa based on Section 3(e) of the 

Urban Kass Transportation Act, which prohibits cOlllpetition with private 

transportation companies. The court ruled in favor of the transit 

agency in three of the four cases. This experience suggests that 

opposition can be expected from taxi companies if they are not offered 

the opportunity to participate in paratransit service. 

Factors that helped general community paratransit succeed were: 

0 Adequate funding. The states that 
of paratransit development to date 
funds for paratransit operations: 
and California. 

have been the bulk 
are those that provide 
Michigan, Minnesota, 

0 Demonstration projects. These are important to generate 
community support and allow the operator to gain operational 
experience. Community support also depends on the presence 
of an enthusiastic and effective lead agency or individual 
and the availability of staff with entrepreneurial skills 
and motivation to unage and operate the service. 

0 An effective marketing campaign. 

0 Once the system is operational, reliable performance and 
ease of use. 

Service Types Used. A variety of demand-responsive paratransit 

services were used in the ten cases studied, from pure door-to-door 

dial-a-ride service in many of the sites to the scheduled point deviation 

service in Merrill and the fixed route jitney in San Francisco. This 

• 
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record reflects the evolution of the concept of general community para

transit from the original notion of a large acale, publicly-run dial-a

ride aystem, to recognition of a family of services often aaall in 

scale, which aay be operated by a variety of groups. llut the industry 

is still on a "learning curve" in terms of developing and operating 

paratransit services. 

Dial-a-ride often is considered the service beet suited for low 

density areas not having well-defined travel corridors. Yet it has 

several inherent disadvantages in this setting: 

0 

0 

0 

It has a limited achievable productivity level, measured 
in passengers per vehicle hour, which means high cost per 
passenger. 

It has an inherent unreliability, given the fluctuation 
of demand from hour to hour and day to day, creating 
uncertainty about wait and ride times. 

Many people do not like to "plan" for service (via a 
telephone call) and then have the associated uncertainty 
regarding pick-up tim~. 

Despite its limitations, dial-a-ride service continues to be used 

in many smaller communities where lower public sector wage rates or use 

of the private sector keep costs down. Hybrid type, of dial-a-ride 

service, on the other hand, have displayed evidence of being attractive 

to passengers, reducing unreliability, and achieving productivities higher 

than door-to-door services. Hybrid options include route deviation, 

point deviation, checkpoint, and cycled service. Deviation services 
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offer passengers a choice between accessing a vehicle along a route 

or at a checkpoint or being picked up and dropped off at their doors. 

Checkpoint services limit stops to designated locations, otherwise 

operating basically as dial-a-ride services. Cycled service schedules 

vehicles to arrive and leave a major activity center on a regular 

basis. Despite the appeal of these hybrid services, however, very 

few have gone into effect in this country, because of insufficient 

publicity and the fact that they are more complicated to implement 

than pure demand-responsive or fixed route alternatives. 

Possible Future Scenarios: Budgetary and Other Forces. Jotiltisystems, 

Inc., sees the ambivalence of transit authorities toward paratransit as 

the central factor in the future of general community demand-responsive 

paratransit in metropolitan areas. Yet it believes that this situation 

may be changing as suburban communities demand improved service from 

regional authorities in return for the funds they contribute. In addition, 

some transit authorities see suburban paratransit as a aechanism for 

expanding their constituency in a more cost-effective unner than in 

extending fixed-route, fixed-schedule service. Finally, some transit 

authorities view paratransit bRsically as a means for discharging their 

obligations to meet the needs of the handicapped, avoiding the more 

costly alternative of modifying line-haul equipment and service to 

serve that group. 

• 
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Weighing against the likelihood of transit authorities being aore 

sympathetic to general community paratransit in the suburbs ia the 

utter of funding. according to Hultisystems. Inc. In an era of 

contracting resources. newer, low productivity suburban services aay 

be the first to be cut, even though the suburbs are where the need 

for transit has grown the most in recent years. In addition. labor 

could insist on the transit authority itself operating demonstration 

projects in the suburbs instead of private contractors, claiming 

that the award of contracts violates the 13(c) provision. This 

happened in Boston. 

Projecting the future from a broader perspective, the Hultisystems, Inc. 

report identifies four key factors as having possible influence on developing 

general community paratransit services: energy availability and cost, 

reductions in transit subsidies, migratory and development patterns, and 

technological advances. 

Of particular interest to this report, Multisysteas, Inc. concludes 

that the proposed cutback in federal aid will force most transit agencies 

to overhaul their operations, reducing expenditures while maintaining 

acceptable levels of service. 

Paratransit options -- generally less expensive to 
operate than transit -- can potentially play a role in 
meeting this need, both by replacing leas productive 
transit routes and by supplementing transit during peak 
periods so as to reduce the inefficiencies caused by 
unbalanced peak to off-peak service ratios.!_/ 

1/ Ibid., p. 47. 
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In both cases, the transit authority might employ a private 

contractor to provide paratransit aervice to aeet the local needs. 

The contractor might be able to reduce operating expenses by the 

lower wage rates of the private sector or the use of part-ti■e labor 

where possible, and the use of smaller vehicles to meet lower demand 

levels. In that situation, the agency must be careful to assure that 

the change in service does not cause a drop in revenue greater than 

the reduction in costs. 

Paratransit offers the flexibility necessary to adapt service 

to specific demand patterns and user needs • 

• • • community-based services can be operated as fixed 
route collectors/feeders interfacing with line haul or express 
transit routes during peak commuting periods; then, during 
the off-peak, these community uervices can be operated on 
a demand-responsive (or route-point deviation) so as to 
accommodate the needs of non-commuters (e.g., the elderly 
or non-workers making shopping tripe). The level of service 
can be adjusted to meet the level of demand so as to avoid 
providing much more service than is necessary, as is often 
the case for transit during the off-peak times. Furthet'110re, 
the individual communittes (both suburban and central city) 
are more likely to take responsibility for funding such 
services than for contributing greater aums to the regional 
transit operation which may provide only minimal intra-community 
service. The development of a regional network of community
based services, linked by mass transit serving major corridors, 
would improve the efficiency of the overall system. The 
transit agency could continue to operate regional service 
and function, in effect, as a regional "broker."!/ 

1/ Ibid., P• 48. 

• 
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Thus, the report foresees that 

••• the transit cost spiral and the planned cutback 
in federal operating subsidies will likely dictate a new 
approach to the provision of public transportation. In 
efforts to improve the efficiency of transit operations, 
paratransit options -- especially those operated through 
the private sector -- will likely see increasing application 
over the coming years._!_/ 

In short, recent and current developments suggest to Hultisystems, Inc. 

a future scenario in which the transit agency directly operates line-haul 

routes within major travel corridors, and the remainder of the service 

in the region is provided by private operators, under contract to the 

transit agency. To minimize operating costs, those services that are 

implemented as local circulators/feeders are likely to be variations on 

fixed route/fixed schedule service (e.g., "hybrid" services such as 

route or point deviation), rather than the completely demand-responsive 

"dial-a-ride" type. The latter has been shown to be considerably more 

expensive to operate than less flexible options; consequently, pure 

demand-responsive arrangements are likely to be reserved primarily 

for services targeted to the transportation handicapped. 
2/ 

Demand-Responsive Paratransit and the TransportE.tion Handicapped (TH)-

The transportation handicapped (TH) constitute another major market 

segment serviced by paratransit. These are persons whose physical or mental 

1/ Ibid., P• 49. 

2/ This discussion draws substantially on Multisystems, Inc., Paratransit 
Services for the T~ansportation Handicapped, Camb~idge, MA, April 1982 • 

• 
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conditions make it difficult for them to use conventional transit, 

essentially the elderly and handicapped (E and H). Over 13 aillion 

Americans are estimated to be in this group. They represent a large 

part of the market for demand-responsive paratransit services. Moreover, 

because of certain requirements attached to federal financial assistance, 

they constitute a special responsibility of transit agencies in metro

politan areas. How their transportation needs are met can have an 

important effect on transit agencies' ability to control the cost of 

future operations. 

Origin and Recent Development. Many TH paratransit services were 

initiated by public and private nonprofit social service agencies, 

which realized that transportation was an a·Jxiliary service needed by 

their clients if they were to benefit from the primary social service 

programs. The agencies also saw paratransit as enabling their clients to 

attend to their own basic needs without having to depend on others to 

chauffeur them. These agencies exist in virtually every fair-sized locality 

in the country. Although most continue to operate their own services, 

many have joined together in some form of coordinated arrangement, mainly 

to increase efficiency and avoid duplication of effort. Coordination 

extends to other transportation providers, clients of other agencies, 

or non-affiliated individuals. 

• 

• 
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Specialized TH services by social service agencies have been funded 

largely through a variety of federally aided programs authorized by 

such legislation as the Older Americans Act of 1965. the Social Security 

Act of 1935. the Public Health Service Act of 1944. and the Community 

Services Act of 1974. All told. over 100 different federal programs 

most of which are administered by the Department of Health and Human 

Services (HHS) -- provide funds for TH services in an estimated 5.300 
1/ 

local social service programs. 

Although social service agencies continue to dominate the field. 

regular transit operators and other governmental agencies increasingly 

are involved in specialized TH services. Transit's involvement began 

in 1970 with amendments to th~ Urjan Mass Transportation Act of 1964 

which declared it to be national policy that the elderly and handicapped 

have the same right as others to use mass transportation facilities 

and service. Along with reduced fare programs on fixed-route service. 

paratransit became a common response to the needs of the elderly and 

handicapped. with transit agencies beginning to provide door-to-door 

services to supplement their fixed route operations. Paratransit 

activities intensified when the National Maes Transportation Assistance 

Act of 1974 initiated federal operating subsidies and required "special 

1/ AASHTO 1982 estimate. See Table 4-1. Chapter 4 below. 
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efforts" to meet the needs of the elderly and handicapped. Unlike HHS

funded programs, these initiatives were aimed at all people with trans-
I 

portation problems, rather than travel needs associated only with 

social service agency programs. 

State and local governments have also entered the TH paratransit 

field, providing specialized funding -- as in Wisconsin's Elderly and 

Handicapped Transportation Assistance Program -- coordinating social 

service programs, directly providing transportation services, or 

contracting for service from nonprofit social service agencies or 

(less frequently) from for-profit operators. 

The Section 504 Controversy. The single recent development 

that potentially can have the greatest impact on paratransit for the 

TH is the DOT regulation implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 

Act of 1973. Section 504 prohibits discrimination against any handicapped 

individual by any program or activity receiving federal financial assistance. 

The 1978 guideline issued by the Department of Health, Education, and 

Welfare (now HHS) interpreted this clause to mean that any federally 

funded program or activity must be readily accessible to, and usable 

by, handicapped persons. The implications for public transit were 

revealed when DOT issued its implementing rules in 1979. In general, 

these mandated "accessible public transit" as the legally required 

long-term solution to urban public transportation for handicapped 

• 
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individuals. For federally funded bus systems the rules required, 

among other provisions, that: buses purchased after July 2, 1979 be 

accessible to handicapped persons, including wheelchair users, which 

meant equipping buses with power lifts; fixed route bus systems achieve 

program accessibility as soon as practicable, but within three years; 

and where service could not be made accessible within three years, some 

form of interim accessible service be offered. The regulations also 

permitted operators of existing rapid rail systems to provide handi

capped persons with some mode of bus or taxi service instead of adapting 

the rail system, if local handicapped persons and DOT agreed with the 

alternative. 

Although these regulations aimed to guarantee the handicapped their 

civil rights, many observers questioned whether they would really improve 

mobility of the handicapped. It was argued, moreover, that solutions 

involving combinations of paratransit and conventional transit would 

be less costly and would reach more potential users. 

Studies by the National Research Council (NRC) and the Congressional 

Budget Office (CBO) explored the cost and mobility implications of full 

accessibility under various alternatives. Their studies were based, in 

part, on the experience of cities such as San Diego and St. Louis that 

had implemented accessible bus service, providing lift-equipped buses 

to accommodate wheelchairs. NRC and CBO concluded that modifying 
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existing transit systems to make them accessible in accord with the 

1979 DOT regulations would cost the most and benefit the fewest people. 

Offering handicapped individuals financial assistance to buy apecially 

equipped autos or offering them direct user-side subsidies to buy any 

type of transportation service probably would meet the needs of the 

greatest number but would be very expensive. Specially tailored door

to-door paratransit services would serve three to four times the 

number of handicapped people that would be served by converting 

conventional transit and would cost substantially less. 

In light of these findings, the 504 requirements generated considerable 

opposition. The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia upheld 

their legality in 1980 in a suit brought by the American Public Transit 

Association (APTA). Transit authorities reacted to the regulations 

and the Court decision in different ways. Some proceeded to implement 

full accessibility before the 1982 deadline, some moved slowly to comply 

but hoped for modifications in the regulations to afford increased 

flexibility in meeting accessibility guidelines, and others indicated 

that they would not make their fleets fully accessible. 

The widespread controversy, particularly concern over the enormous 

costs involved, spurred a move in Congress in 1980 to modify the rules 

to allow more local discretion, but the session took no action. In 

1981, however, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 

• 
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reversed the District Court's decision, holding that DOT's regulation 

required extensive and costly affirmative action efforts to 110dify 

existing systems and, therefore, exceeded the department's authority 

under the statute. 

While the court decision was pending, the Reagan Administration's 

Presidential Task Force on Regulatory Relief directed DOT to give the 

regulation priority review. As a result of its review, DOT issued a 

policy statement declaring that recipients of federal aid for 1!1BSS 

transit must provide transportation that handicapped persons can use 

but that local communities have the major responsibility for deciding 
2/ 

how this transportation should be provided. In July 1981, DOT issued 

an interim final rule deleting the mass transit requirements of the 

original regulation and substituting a new section. The new section 

required recipients to certify that special efforts were being made 

in their service area to provide transportation that handicapped 

persons could use. This temporary measure was succeeded by a 

proposed final rule issued on September 8, 1983. 

This proposal offers three alternative ways that recipients can meet 

their obligation to provide transportation services for handicapped persons: 

1/ American Public Transit Association v. Lewis, 556 F. 2d 1927 
(D.C.-Cir., 1981). 

2/ Federal Register, September 8, 1983, p. 40684. 

• 
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(1) Make SO% of their fixed route bus ■ ervice accessible. 
To meet this requirement, the recipient has to enaure 
that half of the buses it has on the atreet during 
peak and non-peak periods are lift-equipped or other
wise accessible to wheelchair user• and semi-ambulatory 
persons. 

(2) Establish a paratraneit or special services system to 
provide transportation for handicapped and elderly 
persons. Such a system must provide demand-respon
sive service by means such as accessible vane 
operated by the recipient or subsidized tax vouchers. 

(3) Choose a mix of fixed-route accessibility and special 
service paratransit._!/ 

Under the proposed rule, no recipient is required, in order to meet 

the above requirements, to spend in any fiscal year an amount exceeding 

either (a) 7.1% of the average annual amount of federal aid for aass 

transportation it expects to receive over the current year and has 

received over the past two years, or (b) 3.0% of the recipient's average 

operating budgets for the same three year period. 

It is too soon, of course, to judge how these regulations are apt 

to influence transit agencies' future use of paratransit. Clearly, 

however, they make it much more likely than the original regulations 

that transit agencies will resort to paratransit services for the 

transportation handicapped. The impact may be less than expected, 

however. As Multieystems, Inc., observed concerning the modifications 

effected by the July 1981 interim final rules: 

1/ Ibid., P• 40693. 

• 
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••• although 1ome transit agencies will certainly 
follow the paratraneit route, many agencies will choose the 
transit accessibility option. The presence of 80% federal 
capital assistance, coupled with the proposed phase-out 
of federal operating assistance, will, in aost instances, 
aake fleet accessibility leas costly on the local level 
(i.e., providing a 20% match) than implementing and 
operating a new paratranait service. On the other hand, 
most areas have TH paratraneit services in existence -
sponsored by transit authorities and/or by aocial service 
agencies. Hence, many of those transit authorities 
electing the paratraneit option will likely sake use of 
existing service, rather than implement a new service._!/ 

On balance, Multisysteme, Inc., concludes that the Section 504 

controversy created a better environment for the initiation of all 

paratransit options by focusing public attention on the ability of 

paratraneit to serve the TH. 

Experience with Paratraneit for the TH. ~ltieysteme, Inc., exaained 

the handling of paratransit for the TH in nine urban areas, ae well as the 

results of other related research. The nine cases represent a variety 

of service delivery mechanisms and a range of institutional arrangeaents, 

from social service agency-sponsored and operated to transit-agency 

operated and sponsored services. The nine are: Spokane Area Special 

Transportation Agency, Spokane, WA; Neighborhood Transportation Service, 

Chicago, IL; Office of Human Development Services (then part of HEW), 

five locations; the LIFT, Portland, OR; Community Responsive Transit, 

1/ Multieystems, Inc.,~• cit., p. 73. 
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Cuyahoga County, OH; Metro Mobility, Minneapolis/St. Paul, KN; ACCESS, 

Allegheny County, PA; DAST, State of Delaware; and TRADE, Mercer County, 

NJ. 

Four of the systems were initiated, operated, or both by transit 

agencies. In Portland, the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation 

District (Tri-Het) began operating LIFT -- demand-responsive aervice 

for the TH -- in 1976, upon receipt of a three-year UMTA demonstration 

grant. It provided service to clients of contracting public and 

nonprofit agencies as well as the non-affiliated TH. Private taxi and 

chair-carrier companies provided supplementary transportation for long 

distance low demand trips which the bus system could not service 

efficiently. Because of the high cost of the transit-operated service, 

LIFT was discontinued in mid-1980. Tri-Met subuequently contracted with 

three nonprofit agencies and a taxi company to provide the service. 

The Cleveland Regional Transit Authority operates two separate 

demand-responsive services -- one for the elderly and more mobile handi

capped and one for wheelchair users commuting to work -- and contracts 

out a portion of the former to a taxi operator. The service is targeted 

solely at unaffiliated individuals. A 24-hour advance notice is 

required for service. Travel is free within each of 18 service zones, 

but no transportation is provided between zones. The comparatively 

low operating cost of the transit-o?erated portion is due to a labor 

• 
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agreement that stipulates a job classification different from that of 

regular transit authority drivers. 

Metro Mobility, a coordinated TH system in the Twin Cities, was 

developed jointly by the Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC), the 

state DOT, and the Metropolitan Council. Metro Mobility rune a 

wheelchair service and non-wheelchair services are operated by three 

local taxi companies and two private nonprofit organizations. All 

service requests are received by the MTC-operated Metro Mobility 

Transportation Center and then assigned to the appropriate carrier. 

Requests need to be received only two hours in advance. 

ACCESS, initiated by the Port Authority of Allegheny County 

(PAT) as an UMTA demonstration project in 1978, is a TH "brokerage" 

system. ACCESS, a private company, is the central broker under 

contract to PAT, and subcontracts for service with a number of 

private providers. Eight forprofit (taxi) and nonprofits were 

under contract as of 1981, providing service for social service 

agencies and for unaffiliated elderly and handicapped individuals. 

Requests for service are made directly to the carrier or through 

the ACCESS office. 

Reviewing the record of the nine case studies and supplementary 

research in the Multisystems, Inc., report, a number of major 

findings seem most pertinent: 
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• Though specialized aervices (paratransit) for TH have been relatively 

expensive to operate compared to service for the general public, they have 

proven to be the most cost-effective way to improve the mobility of individuals 

who do not have other transportation options • 

• Specialized services for the TH have developed a modest sized 

market but there is still room for greater market penetration. 

0 Costs, although quite high, can be kept under control by: restricting 

trip length through a zone system; offering different levels of service/ 

assistance according to minimum needs; using prtvate operators, particularly 

in low density areas; including productivity incentives in private 

operator contracts; setting advance request times that permit efficient 

scheduling, but are short enough to minimize the likelihood of no-

shows and cancellations; and promoting higher productivity subscription 

(and other fixed schedule) service. 

0 The transit agency is not the most cost-effective setting for 

managing and providing the specialized transportation services required 

by the TH. Rather, private operations -- taxi companies and nonprofit 

providers -- generally offer much less expensive services, primarily 

because of their lower wage rates. Privately operated service, 

moreover, has been found to be quite acceptable to the riders. 

0 The proliferation of TH services and service providers in many 

areas raises questions of efficiency, particularly in a time of budgetary 

• 
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restraint. Better coordination is the usual remedy offered. Analyses 

of various efforts at coordination, however, indicate mixed result• of 

thoae efforts. Many agencies keep costs relatively low by uaing volunteer 

drivers and staff and donated vehicles and office space. These costs 

aay increase in a coordinated system with, for example, a formal 

purchasing structure. Also, any coordination effort involves considerable 

front-end costs (e.g., planning and administration), which aay never 

be offset by slightly greater efficiency in actual operations. 

0 User-side subsidies are an alternative to creating and subsidizing 

a new paratransit service. They enable a segment of the population to 

use existing transportation facilities like buses and taxis and there

fore the problem is one of cost rather than supply. The advantages 

of user-side subsidies are that they can be varied for persons with 

different needs, require a minimum amount of overhead, do not require 

the purchase and operation of vehicles, and are attractive to private 

operators. Among their drawbacks: a significant number of the 110re 

severely handicapped cannot use existing carriers, except some that are 

very expensive, and lack of controls over carriers may jeopardize quality 

of service. 

Commuter Ridesharing (RS): Paratransit for the Work Trip 

The third general market for paratransit service is that of the 

commuter to work, for which the most appropriate form of paratransit is 
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prearranged ridesharing (RS). Hultisystems, Inc.'• evaluation of this 

paratransit group again was based on a series of case studies supplemented 
1/ 

by reports of other research.-

Development; Types of Sponsor. Commuter ridesharing has existed 

since the advent of the automobile but formal promotion of the arrangement 

did not begin until the early 1970s when the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 

Company (3M) introduced the first vanpool program in an effort to reduce 

the need for employee parking at its main headquarters. furing the 1972 

oil embargo, other employers followed the 3M example, and a number of 

programs aimed at commuters in general were initiated by chambers of commerce 

and radio stations. The federal government became involved fiscally as a 

consequence of the oil embargo, when the Emergency Highway Energy 

Conservation Act of 1974 authorized federal highway funds to finance 

90% of the cost of carpool demonstration projects. Funding through 

this mechanism was made permanent in 1978 and supplemented with 

money through the Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1974 and the 

UMTA Services and Methods Demonstration program. 

Concurrent with federal action, state and local programs in the 

19708 promoted ridesharing, primarily through large employers. California 

and Massachusetts were among the first to set up programs to promote 

1/ Multisystems, Inc., Paratransit for the Work Trip: Commuter 
Ridesharing, Cambridge, MA, January 1982. 

• 
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both carpooling and vanpooling ■ tatewide. The gas ■hortage ati■ulated aany 

localities to launch carpool aatching progr .... 

The nu■br of employer-aponeored prograu grev draaatically after 

3M'• initial vanpool program in 1973, until by 1981 there were over 
1/ 

500.- These operated nearly 10,000 vanpools at 700 different aite• 

throughout the country. Moat included carpool-S1ttching and coaauter 
];/ 

bua arrangements aa well. 

Governaent-■ ponsored areawide carpooling pr01raaa generally were 

spawned by the 1973 energy crisis and most wre funded, at least in part, 

by the Federal Highway Adainiatration. 'ft\e !aergency Highway Energy 

Conaervation Act of 1974, previously cited, generated over 100 carpool 

demonstration projects in 34 states and 96 urbanised areas. 'lbirty-five 

of these were still active in early 1978, of which 26 were conaidered 

continuing and comprehensive. These prograae initially were directed 

at the public at large, but when they failed to generate enough public 

deaand, they were refocused on employer-based aatching and proaotion. 

The focus haa continued on the major employer• in each local area. 

1/ AASHT0'a 1982 survey reported 754 c011pani•• with vanpoola. See 
Table-4-1, Chapter 4 below. 

];_/ The National Association of Vanpool Operators predict• u aany 
a• 100,000 vanpoola by 1985. Paula R. Valente, ·Public Tran■ portation 
in the 19808: An Era of Change," Public Man&geaent, July 1982, P• 7. 
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The latest stage in the evolution of ridesharing was developaent 

of the "third party" arrangement. In this arrangement, an frganization 

established through either government, private aector, or joint public/ 

private efforts organizes vanpools and carpools, and often provides 

(or arranges for) vans. The first such efforts were nonprofit organi

zations, as in the establishment of Commuter Computer of Los Angeles 

in 1976. Nonprofit corporations were chosen to avoid certain institu

tional burdens that existing public agencies hesitated to face in 

establishing vanpooling programs. These burdens included the financial 

and legal liability associated with organizing and providing vans and 

the administrative requirements of such a program. A positive aspect of 

nonprofit corporation involvement is that for-profit private corporations 

may be willing to make "donations" to the nonprofit group, although they 

would not make them to a public agency/program for ridesharing. 

Commuter Computer in Los Angeles is the largest third-party 

ridesharing program in the country. With over 80 employees and a 

budget of about $2 million, it works with an estiaated 1,000 co■panies, 

aaintains a data base of 470,000 commuters, and estimated that, as 

of mid-1980, it had been responsible for placing nearly 60,000 persons 

into carpools and forming 95 vanpools. The program is funded almost 

entirely by the California Department of Transportation, which funds 

ridesharing programs throughout the state. 

Other outstanding examples of third-party programs are the Knoxville 

Transportation Brokerage Service (KTBS) which acts as a broker in 

identifying and matching individual traveler needs with a range of existing 

• 

• 
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and new transportation aervices; RIDES for Bay Area Comauters, Inc., of 

San Francisco, which provides vans and matching aervices for a ten-county 

area with a total population of five million; and the program of the 

Tidewater Transportation District Commission in Virginia. The last-naaed, 

initiated in 1976 to eerve Navy Employees but now serving non-Navy 

personnel as well, owns and operates 95 vanpools and leases 13 

40-passenger buses. Finally, many taxi companies contract to provide 

prearranged shared-ride services for various groups including company 

l/ 
and government employees. 

Factors Influencing Program Initiation and Succeaa. The 11 

case studies and supplemental research pinpointed factors that affected 

the success or failure of ridesharing programs. F.mployers were 

motivated by poor transit aervice, rising gasoline prices, parking 

problems, employees' excessive commuting time, traffic congestion, 

and such other factors ae intraplant transportation needs, energy 

conservation, and public relations. Poor transit service was 

associated with employment in suburban areas having no direct transit 

service or in cities with limited fixed-route transit aervice, such 

as Houston and Knoxville. Reduction in employee parking demand 110st 

1/ See Ronald F. Kirby, "Innovations in the Regulation and Operation 
of Taxicabs,• Taxicab Innovations: Services and Regulations, proceedings 
of the National Conference on Taxicab Innovations, Hay 5-6, 1980, PP• 5-7. 
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often motivated employers located in downtown areas who subsidized 

employee parking. Ridesharing cut down costs for both employers 

and employees. 

Government-sponsored ridesharing programs were influenced by 

the same factors but to a less significant degree. Their major 

motivations were energy conservation and air pollution control. 

Presumably reducing the demand on high-cost, peak-hour public 

transit service -- sometimes cited as a way to make public 

transit more cost-effective -- was not a motivating factor for 

pu~lic or transit agency sponsorship of ridesharing plans. 
I 

Barriers to Program Initiation. Institutional and regulatory 

barriers hinder the initiation and expansion of ridesharing programs. 

Varying among locations, programs, and type of sponsor, they fall into 

two categories: (1) those that limit developing and providing actual 

ridesharing services, and (2) those that impede promoting and expanding 

programs. 

First among the former are state (and sometimes local and federal) 
1/ 

regulations governing forms of public and private transportation.-

1/ For a description of the local problems involved in establishing 
and operating a vanpool under various types of sponsorship, see Frank W. 
Davis, Jr., David A. Burkhalter II, and Steve A. LeMay, "Developing Ride
sharing Law: A First Step to Privatizing Transportation,w Ridesharing 
1981, Transportation Research Record 876, Washington, DC, National 
Research Council, Transportation Research Board, 1981, pp. 9-17. 

• 
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Practically all states regulate passenger transportation, and vanpools 

traditionally have been included under carrier regulations. Such 

regulations have posed problems for third party operations in aany 

states. Non-employer based programs, such as the Knoxville Trans

portation Brokerage Service and the R.eston (VA) Commuter Bue, have 

had to seek special administrative rulings or legislative changes. 

On the other hand, employer-sponsored services and carpools in 

most states have been exempted from restrictive legislation and 

some states have passed laws encouraging vanpooling. 

A second obstacle is transit workers' opposition to ridesharing 

programs based on Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act 

of 1964. Section 13(c), as noted earlier, requires the Secretary 

of Labor to sign off on any transportation project that may "worsen 

the status" of transit workers in the location of a proposed project. 

Other barriers to successful employer-sponsored rideeharing 

programs are internal to the employers and include: a shortage of 

potential poolers, which can be attacked to some degree by aggressive 

marketing, by providing a matching service, and by using ridesharing 

incentives; the cost of the program; the perception of difficulties 

associated with program administration; and the lack of interest on 

the part of upper level management. Areawide third-party sponsored 
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ridesharing programs are inhibited by the fragmentation of public trans

portation reaponsibility, the lack of a aingle agency to play the lead 

role or competition among agencies for that role, overreliance on iaper

aonal matching aethods, inadequacy of ataffing and budget, a weak aarlt.eting 

effort, and poor working relations with the private sector. 

Impact of Incentives. High energy costa, liaited parking, and 

other factors may not be aufficient motivations for initiating a rideaharing 

program, so certain other positive incentives may be neceasary. Aaong 

those that employers can offer are: 

0 Subsidies for both ridesharing and transit use, to 
offset the subsidy given single-occupant auto users 
in the form of free parking. 

0 A well planned, continuous agenda of internal promotional 
efforts and a responsive mechanism for helping to match 
employees with rides. 

0 

0 

Preferential parking for poolers. 

Flexitime for ridesharers. 

Government can encourage employers to develop rideaharing prograas 

by aiding in developing promotional and utching aaterials, offering tax 

advantages for providing certain types of programs or achieving certain 

ridesharing goals, and passing legislation to clarify the insurance 

and regulatory atatus of vanpooling and buspooling arrangements. A 

negative governmental incentive is to require employers to initiate 

specific rideaharing program elatents to help carry out the jurisdiction's 

Air Quality Transportation Control Plans. 

• 
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Governmental agencies encourage commuters to use ridesharing through 

such incentives as use of government vehicle• for car- or vanpooling. 

preferential and reduced-fee parking at public lots and garages. pre

ferential roadway lanes for high-occupancy vehicles (HOVs). and lower 

tolls for HOVs. Governments also can help individuals form commuting 

ridesharing arrangements by providing matching informational services. 

They can discourage commuters from driving alone through parking sur

charges and increased tolls. or outright exclusion from peak period 

u~e of certain street or traffic lanes. 

Impact of Ridesharing on Transit Use. Although in recent years 

existing traditional transit agencies have had a variety of postures 

via-a-vis rideaharing programs. 110st commonly it has been one of benign 

neglect. according to Multisystems, Inc •• growing out of a fear that 

aggressive promotion of ridesharing will hurt peak period transit 

ridership. This fear aeelllS unjustified. however. since a number of 

studies show that commuters vho join carpools or vanpools are ■uch 

more likely to come from those who were driving a car than from 

former transit riders. Moreover, the attitude reported by ~ltisysteas, 

Inc •• is not universal and indeed may not even be dominant. as indicated 

by the reaulta of a recent acrvey by a task force of the American Public 

Transit Association reported ,below. 

Future Directions for Ridesharing. Rideaharing is a practical. 

relatively inexpensive commuting alternative that provides solutions for 

energy shortage-induced crises and for site-specific problems, auch 
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as inadequate employee parking. For example, ridesharing is report to be 

quite important now in San Francisco where 18% of all em ployees entering the 

central city come by that mode (compared t0 16% by public transit) and at 

the Sony headquarters in Los Angeles where 64% of the workers arriving during 
l / 

the pea k commuting hour are ridesharing. lts potential is not boundless, 

yet it f s clear that the num her of single-c,ccupant auto commutes is much 

higher than wo rk requirements actually dictate. A full h5% of all commuters 

in a ty i, ical area drive alone to work. Thf·ir number is bound to go down 

as the costs of auto commuting climb and fuel supplies remain uncertain. 

To r- most important forces affecting tlie future of ridesharing are 

expecte,! to be those related to energy availability and costs, 

accordi ng to Multisystems, Inc. Another is the nature of development 

and settlement patterns and land use planning. If gasoline does not 

run int " short supply, the dominant suburbanization trend of the post

World W.i r II years can be expected to continue, spurring further resort 

to ride ~haring . On the other hand, certain public actions affecting 

land us ,· planning and zoning can have a de c ided influence on ride

sharing activities, such as zoning restrictions on the number of 

parking spaces allowed for new development in high density areas, 

limits on on-street parking, requirements for minimum numbers of 

parking space s for new devel~pments, and taxing employer parking spaces. 

Actions to raise or lower the barriers of excessive regulation, insurance 

1/ Ridesharing panel at Seattle Confe rence of American Planning 
Association, 1983. • 
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and liability ambiguities. and tax treatment inequities will alao affect 

ridesharing development. 

Continued growth of the role of third parties in encouraging eaployers 

to initiate ridesharing programe and in helping to administer thea will 

hinge on the availability of funding and improved coordination by local 

agencies involved in ridesharing. Key parties who aust work together in 

metropolitan areas are the metropolitan planning organization and transit 

agencies. the state DOT. and regional UMTA and FHWA representatives. 

The role of the transit agency may be pivotal. Hultisysteas. Inc •• says. 

It needs to recognize that ridesharing efforts can expand its constituency 

base to suburbanites and others who use private vehicles rather than 

transit. The danger in having the transit authority act as the lead 

agency. however. is that it may tend to favor conventional transit at 

the expense of other modes. Also. the objections of transit labor groups 

and the 13(c) issue may stall transit agencies' inclination to be aore 

active in ridesharing. as the industry may not want to introduce another 

issue to be resolved through long negotiations. 

U.S. DOT's model legislation is a significant atep toward removing 

legal and regulatory barriers to ridesharing development. Another 

important step for the federal government is removal of economic 

barriers. such as the inequitable tax treatment of eaployer expenditures 

in parking and ridesharing. 

Of all the factors that will influence the future of ridesharing. 

two have the most significant potential impact. according to Hultisysteas. 

Inc.: The price and availability of fuel. and the role of the employer. 
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If employers accept a greater responsibility for employee transportation, 

as they aay if energy prices soar or energy becomes more scarce, then 

ridesharing participation ie likely to increase substantially. Govern-

ment policies and actions must continue to recognize the key role of employers, 

and continue to focus on generating employer activity in ridesharing. 

Recent developments suggest other factors tending to enhance the role 

of ridesharing. Real estate developers, for example, are becoming increasingly 

involved in sponsoring and operating transportation management programs in 

large suburban developments not readily accessible by public transit. Some 

offer a wide range of transportation actions, including ridesharing, shuttle 

buses to rail stations, and commuter club buses. Examples of such programs 

are found at El Segundo, City Post Oak, and The Woodlands near Houston, 
1/ 

University Circle in Cleveland, and the Longwood area of Boston.-

Ridesharing Programs Operated by Transit Agencies: The APTA Study 

The Multisystems, Inc., report found that transit agencies generally 

have taken an attitude of benign neglect toward commuter ridesharing, but 

concluded that their role in the future may be pivotal if they are 

prepared to broaden their constituency beyond those using fixed-route 

transit. A report by a special task force of the American Public Transit 

Association (APTA) in 1981 explores the issue of transit agencies' interest 

in commuter ridesharing in more depth, addressing the broad question of 

whether a ridesharing program conducted by an agency operating conventional 
2/ 

fixed-route services could improve the agency's overall efficiency.-

1/ C. Kenneth Orsk.1, "Private Initiatives Spark Reforms in Public 
Transportation," TR News, November-December 1983, P• 18. 

2/ Jesse Glazer, David Curry, Pat Hoix, Jim Lightbody, Thirteen 
Ridesharing Programs Operated by Transit Agencies, Venice, CA, Crain 
and Associates, Inc., October 1983. 

• 
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The task force probed the experiences of 13 transit agencies vho were 

(1) acting as an information broker (by providing infor-.ation on available 

carpools, vanpools, and transit services), (2) acting as a provider (by 

operating a vanpool/buspool fleet, for example), or (3) acting as both 

broker and provider. The 13 were: Mase Transit Administration, Baltimore, 

MD; Regional Transportation Authority, Chicago, IL; Peninsula Transportation 

District, Hampton, VA; Houston Metro, Houston, TX; Capital Area Transit 

Authority, Lansing, Ml; Metropolitan Transit Authority, Nashville, TN; 

Tidewater Regional Transit, Norfolk, VA; Orange County Transit District, 

Garden Grove, CA; Tri-Met, Portland, OR; Santa Clara County Transit 

District, San Jose, CA; Metropolitan Transportation Commission, St. Paul, 

MN; Pierce Transit, Tacoma, WA; and Winston-Salem Transit Authority, 

Winston-Salem, NC. 

Summary of Findings. The initiation of most of the 13 ridesharing 

programs was associated with the years of gas shortages. Yet the most 

common reason given for starting the program vas the desire to create 

a full-service transportation system, and the aost common stated goals 

were to supplement or complement the fixed-route aystem and to provide 

multiple transportation options. About half the programs were adminis

tered by the marketing department of the transit agency. Also, in about 

half the cases, another ridesharing program existed in the area before 

the current program began operation. 
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There was little conaistency a110ng the 13 agencies in regard to 

the service area or the transit services offered. Host employee 

parking within the central business district• (CBDs) was paid by 

employees themselves, but outside the CBD it was almost all free. 

Formal policies permitting flexible workhoura were not common. 

Areawide commuter trip lengths and transit's share of those trips 

showed no unusual patterns. There was nothing about the nature of 

the transit services offered that would indicate a predisposition 

toward an in-house ridesharing program. 

Eleven of the 13 programs offered computerized services for 

matching riders and vehicles. All but two actively promoted vanpools, 

and most promoted buspools, too. Usually the promotion was directed 

at employers, urging them to set up a fleet of company-owned vanpools. 

In other cases it was targeted toward individuals, encouraging Ndriver

owned" vanpools or buspools, or toward third parties. Four of the 13 

operated their own vanpool/buspool vehicles; about half promoted company

owned, driver-owned, and third-party vanpools. A few did not promote any 

ridesharing mode. Marketing activities mostly were a combination of 

employer-based and mass-media (public) efforts. About one-third 

identified their single most effective marketing strategy to be 

employer-based marketing. 

• 
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Some 1ort of public/private efforts were underway in half of the 

cities etudied, but the type and extent varied froa minor to 1ub1tantial. 

In virtually all the programs, eeveral major employers actively aupported 

the ridesharing program. Their motivations grew out of local conditions 

such as traffic congestion, the high cost of commuting, parking coats. 

facility relocations. and corporate image and social responsibility. 

Strong management support was recognized as an important ingredient for 

a successful employer-based effort. Another was the on-site presence 

of an "employee transportation coordinator" (ETC). Few of the transit 

agencies had special training or support programs for ETCs. 

The transit agencies only partially integrated the ridesharing 

activities with their conventional transit activities. Hore than 

half provided transit information along with carpool/vanpool infonution 

to those who called in. In their marketing activities. however, al110st 

all promoted the transit service along with the ridesharing service. 

In many programs the rideaharing and transit aarketing were conducted 

by the marketing unit. In about half the caaes where the transit 

agency had recent service cuts, the ridesharing staff played an active 

role in planning and implementing such service changes. Although there 

was apprehension that transit/ridesharing integration would create 

labor-relations problems. especially concerning 13(c) requirements, 

respondents to the survey ipdicated that that was possible but not likely. 
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All 13 programs had aome form of ridesharing incentives in place, 

but the type and amount varied widely. Park-and-ride lots were universally 

aentioned, but these were not always served by fixed-route transit. 

Generally 50% of their spaces were used. Promotion of the lots was 

always the responsibility of the transit ridesharing agency. In 

almost all of the cities, one or more local eaployere provided 

preferential parking for HOVs on employee parking lots, but special 

roadway facilities for HOVe were not common. Only one transit agency 

mentioned any legislative incentives, in the form of a tax incentive 

for owner-operators purchasing a van. 

More than half of the programs were budgeted between $140,000 and 

$350,000 and were manned by no more than three staff persons. Funding 

came from a range of sources, including general revenue, various sections 

of the UMTA legislation, Federal Highway Administration discretionary 

grants, interstate transfer funds, and state and local funds. 

About half the respondents said they had no aajor problems with 

their ridesharing program. Problems mentioned by the others were: 

gaining public acceptance and maintaining interest, internal competition 

for staff time or resources, funding, lack of federal policy, computer 

processing difficulties, and resistance to change by unions and private 

operators (such as the taxi companies). Anticipated changes and future 

directions for the program followed no discernable pattern, but several 

• 
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indicated a growing role for rideaharing within the transit agency•• 

funds decreased. Individual expectations included: aore aarketing. 

aore incentives. more legi1lation (especially containing incentives). 

aore benefit-baaed programs. some fee-based programs. large-scale 

transportation brokering. new parking policies. and work with developers. 

The 1110at com1110n suggestion offered to other transit operators considering 

initiating a new rideaharing program was to view it as complementary 

to transit and not necessarily competitive. nie two services should 

be integrated. especially in terms of marketing activities and 

organizational structure. 

Interpretation of Study Results. Several of the respondents aentioned 

that they expected the ridesharing program to improve efficiency of operation 

by reducing the peak-to-base ratio or by allowing them to reduce or 

eliminate some of the leas productive existing services. The task force 

held that these are reasonable arguments. because c01DI1uter rideeharing is 

almost totally oriented to peak-hour trips and serves long-distance co-uter 

transit routes that eometi■ee operate at a •ery high deficit per 

passenger. The task force found very little hard data were available 

from any of the agencies studied to prove that efficiency actually 

improved. but noted that the best evidence came from Golden Gate 

Transit. Thie evidence 
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••• demonstrated the radically lover cost of 
facilitating vanpools for commuters c011pared with 
provision of regular bus aervice. And carpools 
typically cost less per person to organize than 
van pools.!/ 

Several respondents contended that rideaharing increases the 

effectiveness of the transportation service by providing a service in 

low-density areas where conventional fixed-route or dial-a-ride service 

would be too costly. The task force reported that: 

••• the most convincing support comes from Portland 
(OR), where Tri-Met offers ridesharing services to employers 
who cannot effectively be served by transit routes. They 
report that this approach is both accepted and welcomed 
by employers, who all help support Tri-Ket through local 
taxes.y 

A final claimed benefit is improvement of the transit agency's 

image, a benefit that is tied to increased efficiency and improved 

effectiveness. The task force found that this benefit was reported 

especially by operators who cited their program goals as •supplement 

the fixed-route service,• and "provide a faaily of transportation 

services." It noted that: 

In addition to providing real benefits to commuters, 
ridesharing can provide a valid defense to criticislll8 
arising from service changes and cutbacks. The evidence 
for this benefit is testimonial rather than statistical, 
but that is persuasive enough.1_/ 

1/ Ibid., P• 28. 

!I Ibid., P• 29. 

3/ Ibid. 

• 
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Problems mentioned by the respondents were both internal and external. 

Among the former was the view of some of the existing transit ■ taff that 

the ridesharing program threatened their current position or advancement 

potential. Thia attitude was aeen as one source of the general organi

zational inertia that hampered easy assumption of the ridesharing activity. 

Two sources of external problems identified were labor unions and 

private providers, despite the fact that most of the agencies queried 

had not had significant problems from either ■ource. "Maintaining public 

interest" was another external problem mentioned. Meeting this problem 

requires recognizing that, unlike fixed-route transit operations which 

are supply-oriented, ridesharing is demand-oriented -- the mission is 

to respond to demand for matching services from employers and individual 

commuters. Public interest and awareness must be maintained or else the 

demand for these services will erode and program productivity will drop. 

In general, it seems fair to conclude from the APTA task force 

report that, rather than displaying an attitude of indifference or 

"benign neglect," the 13 transit agencies surveyed were positively involved 

in varying degrees in promoting and operating rideeharing programs. Moreover, 

these programs were having a positive effect on the overall efficiency and 

effectiveness of the agencies' transit services. Judging by the experience 

of these 13 agencies, it seems that transit agencies are prepared to play 

8 more pivotal role in ridesharing than that envisioned in the Multiaystems, 
1/ 

Inc., report.-

!/ For another positive view of ridesharing's impact on transit 
service, see Teal, Giuliano, and Brenner,~- cit., pp. 9-10. 
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Taxicabs: A Major Paratran1it Resource 

In concluding this treatment of paratran1it, a final word ia in order 

about the role of the taxicab industry. The essential attraction of 

paratransit as a tool for increasing the cost-effectiveness of public 

transit 1ystems is its flexibility. As the UMTA policy 1tatement 

definition puts it, paratransit can be "tailored to individual travel 

needs through flexible scheduling or routing of vehicles.• This 

flexibility makes paratransit useful as a lower-cost substitute or 

supplement to fixed-route, fixed-schedule bus and rail service, 

relieving the pressure on high cost, peak-hour service demands, 

avoiding the need for providing under-used bus service to sparsely 

settled areas, or offering greater accessibility for potential users vho 

for distance or other reasons have difficulty getting to bus or rail 

lines. 

Flexibility is the preeminent feature of course of the exclusive

ride taxicab. Although a less important characteri1tic of the shared

ride taxi, it is still the major attraction of thi1 paratransit .ode. 

'That fact, plus the presence of taxicabs in cities nationwide, points 

to taxicabs as a major available resource to provide paratransit 

services. Consequently, it is not surprising thftt the paratransit 

experience reviewed in the preceding pages indicates that taxicab 

companies frequently emerge as the providers of paratransit services: 

• 
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in general community paratransit, even though largely confined to aaaller 

urban areas; in demand-reaponsive transportation of the elderly and 

handicapped in auch varied places as Minneapolia-St. Paul, Portland, OR, 

and Allegheny County, PA; and to a limited extent on a prearrangement 

contract basis to transport employees to work. Indeed, it may be 

surprising that taxicabs currently are not used more widely for 

paratransit purposes. The reasons for this aituation have been 

suggested at various places in the foregoing discussion but aerit 

more concerted attention here in light of the possible importance 

of the taxi issue to the parstransit potential and, ultimately, 

improved transit systems. The reasons stem from actions and attitudes 

on the part of both government and the taxicab industry itself. 

Taxicab firms in the early days of the industry often provided 

shared-ride service. This practice was gradually ended, however, as 

localities passed ordinances prohibiting shared-riding as a way of 

protecting the monopoly position of the streetcar systems, and prescribing 
l_/ 

the use of taximeters, which are not well suited to shared-ride services. 

Such ordinances still exist in many localities, confining taxi operations to 

exclusive-ride service and excluding hail-a-ride taxis and their cousin, the 

jitney. 

1/ Gorman Gilbert and Robert E. Samuels, The Taxicab: An Urban 
Transportation Survivor, Chapel Hill, NC, The University of North Carolina 
Press, 1982, p. 125. 
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Use of on-call taxis to provide feeder aervice to existing transit 

routes -- ahort shared-ride trips from low density areas to conventional 

fixed-route, fixed-schedule transit -- aeems like it would appeal to 

transit agencies, but nevertheless often meet1 resistance. ?be agencies 

fear that, if adopted widely, this kind of change could reduce bus 
1/ 

transit's role in providing low density public transportation services.-

They are also concerned about the effect of Section 13(c) of the Urban 

Hass Transportation Act, which requires that employees be protected 

against the adverse effects from UMTA-funded projects, such as being 

laid off because of cutbacks in bus routes being replaced by the taxi 
2/ 

feeder. 

A final reason for government's failure to promote greater use of 

taxis in paratransit was the uncertainty, until recently, that taxi 

companies were eligible for UMTA financial assistance. With inclusion 

of shared-ride taxis in the definition of paratransit in UKTA's final 

regulation on paratransit policy, this element of doubt is now removed. 

For its part, the taxi industry generally hesitated to offer paratransit 

service because many taxi owners did not like to become involved in the 

l/ Ronald F. Kirby, "Innovations in the Regulation and Operation of 
Taxicabs,"~• cit., p. 13. 

1/ Ibid. 1 P• 14. 

• 
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public eector. Part of this feeling stemmed from dissatisfaction with 

goverrnental regulation and resentment of public policy favoring -•a 

transit against private taxi operators. Also aany taxi companies were 

wedded to the idea of traditional exclusive-ride taxi service and hesitant 

about trying anything different or innovative. Finally, some were genuinely 

concerned that the paperwork and other administrative coats of participation 

in publicly funded programs would more than offset any chance of aaking a 
ll 

profit from participating in paratranait. 

A number of developments have encouraged a change in attitude in 

both government and the taxi industry. On the governmental aide, federal 

legislation in 1970 requiring special efforts for the transportation 

handicapped stimulated an interest in the taxi as the most readily available 

instrument for providing that service. Then came the impact of fuel 

shortages and price rises, growing concern over the financial problems 

of mass transit, and, particularly since the advent of the Reagan Adminis

tration, accelerated emphasis on greater use of the private sector to 

provide public services. Affecting the attitude of the taxi industry was 

the stimulus of competition, as publicly funded dial-a-ride service drove 

private taxi companies out of business in a few cities an4 seriously 

affected their size and profitability in others. Social service agencies' 

operation of their own vans for the elderly and handicapped, supported by 

1/ Kirby, ££_• cit., P• 15. 

. 

t •• 
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UMTA's Section 16(b)(2) financial assistance program, was a case in point. 

On this score, as noted earlier, taxi companies someti•es eought to defend 

themselves by bringing euit under Section 3(e) of the Urban Mass Transportation 

Act, which requires "maximum feasible participation" of private transportation 

companies in UMTA funded projects. A final reason for the taxi industry's 

altered perspective regarding participating in paratransit service was 

the gradually growing example of successful operations as paratransit 

services, particularly in the State of California. 

Whether these and future changes surrounding the role of the taxi 

industry vis-a-vis public transit will result in taxicabs realizing their 

logical potential as the major paratransit resource remains to be seen. 

The outcome may depend, as transportation expert Ronald Kirby sees it, 

"primarily on the level of initiative displayed at the local level by 
1/ 

taxicab operators, public regulators, and public transportation planners.· 

1983 Survey Responses on Paratransi ~-Related Issues 

About 53% of the respondents to the ACIR transit survey said their 

metropolitan areas currently were using various forms of paratransit 

services "to substitute for uneconomic public transit services that 

exist now or might otherwise ' be needed in the future." The labor 

organization respondents saw the least evidence of such use 

(36%), the local government representatives saw the most (64%). 

1/ Kirby, .££_• cit., P• 29. 

• 
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AB to the future, 65% felt it is important that paratraneit be provided 

in their areas in the next few years. The local govermaent reepondents 

were most certain of the need (84%), labor representatives the least (only 

8%). Probably the latter reflects a fact touched on eeveral tiaes in the 

paratransit analysis -- the etrong position of organized labor in conventional 

fixed-route, fixed-schedule transit operations and its antagonism to rival 

providers who generally are less inclined to unionization of their personnel. 

(See Appendix Tables B-4 and B-5.) 

Frequently associated with the need for paratransit is the existence 

of zones of sparse population where regular linehaul transit is uneconomic. 

Fifty-nine percent of the survey respondents reported that this was a 

transit service problem in their areas (Appendix Table B-6) - a figure 

fairly close to those who saw a need for paratransit in the future (65%). 

To provide paratransit services most effectively, policyaakers need 

to be informed on all the possible alternatives, their pros and cons, 

etc. Availability of such information should not be a serious problem, 

according to the survey results. Only 24% of those replying reported that 

there is a "lack of information about alternatives to present practicesN 

(Appendix Table B-6). Presumably, the various types of paratransit are 

high among these alternatives. 

The Impact of Regulations. One concern of those promoting the use 

of paratransit is over the possible inhibiting effects of government 
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regulations, auch as those that apply to taxicabs or to the uae of federal 

funds. Survey respondents indicated that the impact ia mixed. 

On the issue of "exceasive regulation of private transit and 

paratransit companies (taxis, charter buses, etc.),• 24% saw the problem 

as •serious but manageable" or worse. This feeling was considerably 

stronger in the larger metropolitan areas than in the smaller ones. 

Perhaps a significant reflection of public transit managers' level 

of sensitivity to the problems of private paratransit providers is 

the fact that only 12% saw excessive regulation as a problem compared, 

at the other extreme, to 46% of the labor representatives. No 

explanation of this disparity comes readily to mind. 

The paratransit discussion above took note that the Section 13(c) 

provision protecting labor's benefits, and the uncertainty, until recently, 

about the availability of federal assistance for funding taxicabs as forms 

of paratransit were criticized by taxi companies and other private operators 

as deterrents to greater paratransit development. Two of the survey 

questions focused on these iss~es (Appendix Tables B-46 and B-47). 

D Fifty percent of the respondents said "excessive restrictions 
on purposes for which federal funds uy be used" were serious 
problems. The question as posed does not tell us what 
aspects of transit services were affected, but it seems 
likely that use of funds for paratransit was included in 
the minds of the respondents. The various subgroups were 
quite close together in their responses to this question. 

• 
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On the specific ia■ ue of the Section 13(c) labor require
ment, 60% aaw thie as a aerious pro_blem. It was viewed 
aa more of a problem in the larger Mtropolitan areas 
(60%) and by KPO reapondents (77%) and transit agency 
official ■ (71%), and, not aurpriaingly, a ainor problem 
(12%) by labor respondents. 

Another form of federal restrictions -- "Buy American" requirements -

was rated a serious problem by 35% of the survey participants. Again, it 

loomed larger in the minds of transit agency officials (43%) but essentially 

was insignificant among labor representatives (14%). 

Related to the issue of governmental regulation was the question of 

whether there are "too many social policies to satisfy in addition to 

transit efficiency (e.g., equal opportunity, environmental protection, 

energy conservation, growth shaping, etc.)." So far as paratransit is 

concerned, the Section 504 requirement on transportation for the handicapped 

addresses a social problem. Again it is impossible to sort out this issue 

and others specifically related to paratransit that might have been 

factors in the respondents' answers. In any case, 42% thought the aatter 

of pursuing too many social goals does raise serious problems in 

delivering transit services. Transit agency officials were particularly 

of this mind (54%). Thirty-two percent of the labor respondents - the 

lowest percentage of any of the four interest groups -- thought ao, too. 

Coordination of Transit Activities. Coordination needs came up 

directly in the discussion of provision of services for the transportation 
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handicapped by numerous social agencies, and tangentially in reference to 

transit agencies' involvement in commuter ridesharing. The aurvey found 

that the problem of coordination "among agencies with transit responsibilitiesN 

did not loom very large -- only 30% of those replying thought it vas serious. 

Again, there is no way of knowing how much paratransit activities weighed 

in this overall perception. Of the four subgroups, the labor respondents 

viewed coordinatiion difficulties with the greatest seriousness. (See 

Appendix Tables B-36 and B-37.) 

Political Environment. A final pair of questions provides 

additional insights into the setting in which paratransit operates 

in metropolitan areas. They concern respondents' views about certain 

aspects of the political environment. (Appendix Tables B-32 and B-33.) 

0 Asked to evaluate the degree of difficulty posed in their 
areas by inadequate support by private sector employers, 
52% said this is a serious problem. The four interest 
groups were fairly even in their assessment, with the 
transit officials at the bottom in their rating of 
"serious" or w:Jrse (45%). Employers' involvement is 

0 

of course vital to a vigorous ridesharing program as 
well as in such related areas as flextime policies. 

Finally, only 17% of the respondents thought "rivalries 
among transit providers" constituted a serious difficulty. 
Interestingly, it was regarded as substantially aore 
serious (25%) in the areas under 200,000 population, 
perhaps because such areas are less likely to have a 
dominant conventional public transit agency. It is 
difficult to guess what the response means regarding 
the status of paratransit. It might mean widespread 
acceptance and use of various paratransit modes, all 
operating in comparative harmony; it might mean little 
development of paratransit and therefore small basis for 
competitive frictions; or it might reflect a variety of 
other scenarios. 

• 
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Improvements Internal to the Syatem 

A final category of aethods for improving transit productivity are 

those that are "internal to the system" -- aaintenance operations. organi-
!/ 

zational structure and staffing, and procurement practices. These 

probably are the kinds of actions that come aost readily to mind at the 

aention of improving efficiency. They include auch measures as: establishing 

vork standards to improve routine maintenance task.a; using detailed vehicle 

maintenance records and regular maintenance scheduling for better vehicle 

performance; improving the lGcation and internal layout and design of 

equipment facilities; upgrading morale and efficiency through improved 

organizational structure and staffing; and achieving better quality and 

price of purchases through bidder competition and consortium buying. 

Publications in the transit industry report many cases of these 

kinds of improvements on a monthly or weekly basis. Public Technology. 

Inc., catalogued examples from throughout the country in its 1979 report. 

Transit Actions: Techniques for Improving Productivity and Performance. 

Among technological improvements, for instance. it reported that: 

The Port Authority of Allegheny County developed a special 
sandblasting stall for removing rust from buses. The 
facility paid for itself the first year. 

The Detroit Department of Transportation installed a 
computer-assisted vehicle maintenance management system 
that improved bus availability and reliability vith no 
increase in personnel. 

1/ Public Technology Inc., Transit System Productivity, P• 11. 
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The Memphis Area Transit Authority installed a computer to 
provide a daily update of inventory. 

Among examples of operational improvements: 

The North Suburban Mase Transit District of Dea Plaines, IL, 
analyzed crankcase oil after 3,000 miles instead of routinely 
changing it at that point, and found that oil changing could 
be stretched out to an average of 18,000 miles. 

The Peninsula Transportation District Commission, Hampton, VA, 
initiated a policy of turning off bus engines during layovers 
that exceed three mi,nutee and saved 20,000 gallons of fuel per 
year. 

The Detroit Department of Transportation hired senior citizens 
at a rate of $50.00 per month to keep bus shelters clean. 

The Metropolitan Suburban Bus Authority, East Meadow, NY, 
installed electric bus pre-heaters so that buses would not 
have to be kept running all night in cold weather. It 
saved about 24,000 gallons of diesel fuel ,during the winter 
of 1978-79, reduced wear and tear on bus engines, and 
decreased air pollution. 

The Chicago Transit Authority installed a random access 
microfiche system for display of information needed by 
personnel manning the telephone information service. Results : 
a large increase in operator productivity. The system has 
also enabled the CTA System Control Center to handle non
routine operation situations better, such as accidents and 
fires. 

Seattle Metro, with the agreement of the drivers union, 
initiated the use of part-time drivers at peak hours, 
producing money savings. 

Seattle Metro also instituted under its labor agreement 
a sick leave insurance and enforcement program to reduce 
absenteeism and sick leave abuse significantly. Sick 
leave was cut back from an average of 18+ days/year/employee 
to le~s than 10 days/year/employee. 

• 
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The Central Ohio Transit Authority, Columbus, OH, initiated 
mall group discussion aessions with labor union and aanage
ment members to improve communcation between labor and 
management. Management staff became aore willing to adopt 
newer management techniques. Labor vas able to interact 
with aanagement in a constructive way. 

The Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (Missouri) developed 
a performance-based training prograa for bus operator trainees. 

Seattle Metro introduced management by objectives (KBO), with 
each division having specific goals to achieve each year. 
Yearly salary increases for top and aiddle unagement are 
based on performance in achieving MBO goals. 

The Southeastern Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMTA) 
established an employee suggestion program to improve 
service, reduce cost, improve employment conditions, or 
improve safety. Ca&h awards up to $2,500 are given for 
suggestions accepted. 

Long Beach Transit established maintenance teams and 
rewarded those with the best monthly performance record 
with trading stamps. Accidents, sick leave time, and 
late reports have all been reduced substantially. 

In Mobile, AL, the Transit Authority gives employees 
one-half pay for unused sick leave as a pre-Christmas 
bonus. 

The Orange County Transit District (CA) developed a 
productivity payment schedule for its demand-responsive 
aervice contractors. Their hourly rates were increased 
or decreased based on the number of passengers carried 
per hour. The program made contracted demand-responsive 
service more efficiEnt end productive even though it 
reduced program effectiveness somewhat because of the 
disincentive to serve sole passengers. 

1983 SURVEY COMMENTS 

A number of questions in ACIR's 1983 survey sought to probe problems 

that transit systems are havi.ng in improving operating efficiency and 

steps that are being taken to overcome them (Appendix Tables B-6 and B-7). 

On specific problems: 
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Thirty-one percent of the respondents said the rundown condition of 

transit equipment and facilities created difficulties. The proble■s were 

almost exclusively in the larger metropolitan areas; only 5% of respondents 

in the smaller places reported difficulties from this source. Also, as 

might be expected, more labor representatives (42%) saw physical deterioration 

as a problem than any other subgroup. 

Greater difficulties seem to be created by high labor costs, difficult 

work rules, or labor disputes. Fifty-seven percent of the respondents 

rated these as serious or even intractable problems. The ratings by 

interest groups were: MPO officials - 75%, local government officials 

66%, transit agency officials -- 65%, and labor representatives -- 16%. 

The breakdown by metropolitan area size (above and below 200,000 population) 

was: larger -- 58%, smaller -- 40%. 

Only about one-third of the respondents (35%) thought that the lack 

of fiscal discipline creates insufficient incentive for transit organizations 

to seek productivity improvements. This response suggests that transit 

aanagement and employees do not rely to any great degree on fiscal 

stringency to mtivate them to improve productivity; conversely, it 

suggests that an assured revenue source (other than farebox) would not 

significantly erode their motivation. The MPO officials led in seeing 

this as a problem (42%); transit agency officials brought up the rear 

(25%), probably reflecting their view that as managers they strive for 

• 
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efficiency as a part of their professional credo and do not need an 

external incentive. 

Regarding transit systems' actions to iaprove efficiency (Appendix 

Tables B-4 and B-5): only about 27% of the respondents indicated that 

their systems currently are tying labor contracts to productivity iaprovements. 

There was a substantial difference of views on this issue, with 35% of the 

transit officials reporting such productivity tie-ins and only 19% of the 

MPO officials, with labor representatives in the aiddle (26%). On the 

other hand, 71% overall thought that such productivity incentives probably 

or definitely will be needed in the future. Here there was a clear 

division among the subgroups based on their interests: only 22% of the 

labor representatives saw the value of productivity tie-ins in the future 

as against over 80% of each of the other groups. 

Finally, the respondents were queried about their transit system's 

use of route-by-route cost/revenue accounting. Such accounting is 

indispensable for the transit agency to make necessary routing, 

scheduling, and management adjustments to adapt to changing patronage 

and operating performance. Fifty-five percent ■aid their systems 

already have such a control. This perception wa1 rather unifot'lll 

a1110ng all the interest groups except the labor representatives; 

only 34% of them saw that as current practice. Sizty-1ix percent 

of all respondents expressed the view that route-by-route accounting 

would be needed in the future. This view was strongest among the 

HPO officials (89%), weakest among the labor people (42%), and 

about average among the transit officials (68%). 
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS 

This chapter has examined the principal way• transit agencies can adapt 

to declines in ridership and increasing fiscal constraints by adjuating 

aervices and otherwise reducing expenditurea. Two general alternatives 

were identified: trimming services and improving the productivity of 

the present system. The main items discussed under the latter were: 

increasing ridership, speeding up services, paratransit, and internal 

"efficiency" improvements. 

Trimming Service• 

Fixed-route, fixed-schedule services of the conventional transit system 

can be trimmed in several ways: eliminating all service during a certain 

segment of time, cutting out entire routes, and modifying the amount 

of service provided during a certain period or to a certain location. 

Two basic courses can be followed in choosing the aervices to be cut: 

eliminate the most costly aervices, or make cuts that minimize the 

ridership affected. 

Service cutbacks are a highly sensitive public issue: people react 

more vigorously to service reductions than to fare increases. This high 

public sensitivity is consonant with making cuts on the basis of lrlniaizing 

the ridership affected. It is also consistent with the relatively small 

proportion of respondents in the ACIR survey of 56 metropolitan areas 

who indicated that their transit systems had cut services and would 

expect to cut even more if outside grants are reduced. 

• 
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The relative unpopularity of reducing aervicea is alao brought out 

by comparieon with transit systems' willingness to pursue the other 

aain avenue to reducing expenditures: increasing aervice productivity. 

About two-thirds of the survey respondents aaid that their transit 

agencies already are working to improve productivity of the current 

conventional transit system, and 87% said even greater efforts along 

these lines would be needed in the future to adapt to changing conditions. 

Increasing Ridership: Marketing 

A principal method of increasing a transit system's productivity is 

to increase its ridership. In general, this is more likely to be 

accomplished by improving services than by adjusting fares, although 

there are situations in which the opposite is true. But improving 

services does not by itself produce the greatest expansion of ridership. 

An effective marketing program is needed -- finding out what consumers 

want and need and then striving to satisfy those wants and needs. Such 

a program requires orienting the entire transit system -- organization. 

personnel. operations. etc. -- toward the goal of consumer satisfaction. 

It involves analyzing market opportunities, through environmental analyses 

and market segmentation analysis. and developing the right kind of 

"marketing mix." The marketing mix consists of all the product (service), 

price. and promotion (advertising, public infonnation, coamunity relations) 

factors under the control of management that may be manipulated to aeet the 

needs of the potential riding public. 
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Certain elements that go into producing the transit product are not 

under transit aanagement'• control, such as the right-of-way and general 

environment in which tran1it operates. nte tran1it agency needs the 

cloee cooperation of local governments to aaaure that these and other 

external factors contribute most effectively to transit service. 

Although the value of adequate marketing seems obvious, aany 

transit aystems give it insufficient attention. Their attitude ateas 

from a traditional preference for increasing productivity by reducing 

costs rather than increasing demand, and fr0tn viewing transit as a 

monopoly. To overcome this mindset, transit officials need to realize 

that they are in the transportation business and the private automobile 

is their major competitor. In contrast to the picture projected by the 

general transit literature, respondents to the ACIR transit survey 

indicated that transit systems in the 56 areas they represent appreciate 

the value of a sound marketirg program. 

l 
Speedier Service 

A second category of opportunities for enhancing transit productivity 

are those that increase trip speed, thereby reducing operating costs and 

boosting ridership. Among the speed-increasing alternatives are priority 

treatment techniques, such as exclusive lanes for buses and other high 

occupancy vehicles (HOVs), traffic signal preemption devices, express 

bus service where warranted by demand, and techniques to expedite vehicle 

• 
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boarding, auch as aonthly paaaes. ACIR'e transit 1urvey found that 

about one-third of the reapondents reported HOV facilitie1 and regulations 

in their areas, and about twice as many thought these would be needed 

even 110re in the future. The larger metropolitan areas aaw a greater 

need for HOV facilities than the smaller areas. 

Paratransit 

A third general approach to increased productivity is to find 110re 

efficient ways to accOlllmOdate the conventional fixed-route, fixed

schedule transit system. Two ways to accomplish this goal are to use 

larger capacity equipment during peak periods and to encourage flextime 

for commuters. But a third technique receiving the 1110st attention over 

the past decade is the use of paratransit: the range of transportation 

services that fall between the private auto110bile and fixed-route public 

transportation. 

Paratransit services are of two general types. The first is deaand

responsive transportation, which includes basically dial-a-ride (or dial

a-bue), •hared-ride taxi, and jitney services. These modes are characterized 

by the flexible routing and echeduling of relatively small vehicles that 

provide door-to-door personalized transportation on demand, on a shared-ride 

basis, and a modest cost to the rider. The 1econd general type is pre

arranged ridesharing, which consists of carpools, vanpools, and subscription 

buses. This mode is predominantly for trips to and from work. 
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Use of paratranait •ervices was stimulated by the fuel-•hortage, 

fuel-price, environaental, and traffic conge•tion concerns of the early 

and mid-1970s and was encouraged by federal financial assistance and 

regulatory programs. Currently interest is also focused on paratranait 

because of budgetary and •ervice retrenchment problems confronting 

conventional transit systems and the opportunities it offers for greater 

involvement of the private •ector in providing public services. 

Paratransit serves three basic mark.eta: the transportation 

handicapped, commuters to work, and the general community. Judging 

mainly by the recent case studies and related research by Multisystems, 

Inc., for UMTA, paratransit has varying potentials for helping conventional 

transit systems to serve each of these markets more cost-effectively. 

The evidence presented •uggests a mixed potential for general 

community paratransit. On the positive side, it shows that: 

+ Some success has been registered with general community 

paratransit in metropolitan areas, as in a taxi-based feeder service 

service to linehaul routes in Peterborough, Ontario. 

+ Integration of paratransit and linehaul service is feasible 

and cost-effective when properly designed and implemented. 

+ Use of the private sector for paratransit services, aainly 

in the form of •hared-ride taxis, has been shown to be cost-effective. 

• 
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On the other aide, however, are the negative ■igns: 

+ Succe■ s with general coamunity paratransit has been liaited 

uinly to ■aaller urban nonaetropolitan area■ , and even in eoae of 

these coeta have been high. 

+ Transit ■ystems in aetropolitan area• are handicapped by: unage

aent's negative attitude toward adding selected paratransit ■ ervices 

and integrating them with the traditional fixed-route service, the 

prevalence of high wage rates and stringent work rules, organizational 

inertia, the political problems of implementing paratransit services 

in some areas and not in others, and a lack of evidence that paratransit 

can succeed as a feeder/circulator service: 

Despite this equivocal record to date, Multiaysteas, Inc., sees a 

brighter prospect for general community paratransit in metropolitan 

areas as transit systems feel the growing pressure of inadequate funding 

and mounting demands from suburban areas for service coaaensurate with 

their contribution to the finances of the system. It believes that 

paratransit offers the flexibility necessary to adapt service to need 

aost effectively. Nevertheless, this expectation presumes the ability 

and willingness of the transit agency to involve private sector 

providers auch aore than in the past and its ability to overcome the 

serious aanageaent and political obstacles that were identified as 

the reasons why metropolitan transit agencies have not been aore 

enthusiastic users of general community paratransit heretofore. 
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Regarding demand-responsive paratraneit for the transportation handicapped, 

there seems little question about its cost-effectiveness as an alternative 

to providing transit service for this group with traditional fixed-route, 

fixed-schedule bus and rail aervice. Thie conclusion became clear from 

reactions of the transit industry to the first draft of federal regulations 

implementing the Section 504 requirements applicable to mass transit and 

the subsequent modifications enabling transit systems to use paratransit 

in fulfillment of these requirements. 

Regarding the third general market area for paratraneit - coaauter 

ridesharing, Multisyeteme, Inc., found transit agencies generally 

pursuing a policy of benign neglect. That position is not prevalent 

among all transit agencies, however, at least among those queried by a 

special task force of APTA. Those agencies had their own programs 

promoting ridesharing. On the basis of that and other experience, 

the task force concluded that rideeharing sponsored by a transit agency 

improves the system's operating efficiency, first, by reducing the 

peak-to-base usage ratio, making it possible to eliminate some leas

productive services; second, by providing a service in low-density 

areas where conventional fixed-route or dial-a-ride service would be 

too costly; and third, by enhancing the transit agency's image. 

A brighter future for paratraneit is projected by the ACIR'a 

transit survey. Over one-half of the respondents reported that their 

• 
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aetropolitan areas were using paratransit to substitute for uneconomic 

public transit; about two-thirds felt paratransit will be needed in 

their areas in the future. 

The survey respondents thought that •excessive regulation· of 

paratransit is not a serious problem. although it is more of a problem 

in the larger aetropolitan areas with regard to the Section 13(c) 

federal regulation protecting labor benefits. Less than half 

thought that problems were caused for transit syatems by having too 

many social goals to satisfy in addition to transit efficiency. About 

half thought inadequate support by employers was a handicap. 

In the demand-responsive paratransit 11arkets. taxicabs have great 

potential. They are a major available resource because of their inherent 

flexibility for meeting varying transportation needs and their presence 

in urban centers nationwide. Already they are being used for the 

transportation handicapped, for general cot1D1unity paratransit. and even 

to a limited extent for commuter ridesharing. Wider use has been deterred 

by the attitudes of the taxi industry. transit systems. and government, 

and by legislative and regulatory restrictions. Olanges in federal 

policy that make taxicabs eligible for financial assistance as paratransit. 

the financial problems of many taxi companies, and the new emphasis on 

using the private aector to provide public services point to taxicabs' 

greater potential as paratransit in the future. 
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Improvements Internal to the Syatem 

"Internal improvements" - efficiency measures -- are the aost 

obvious means to increase transit productivity. They include an 

infinite variety of actions, including technological innovations, 

operational improvements, upgrading of employee training, and programs 

to reinforce employee motivation. Transit industry literature reflects 

considerable and varied action on this front. 

According to the ACIR aurvey, labor-related problems -- costs, work 

rules, disputes -- are a major source of difficulty in making operational 

improvements, in the opinion of all those surveyed except the labor 

representatives. The lack of fiscal discipline and the rundown condition 

of transit equipment and facilities were viewed as lesser problelllS. 

• 
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CHAPTER 4. TRANSIT lNSTinJTIONS AND DECISION PROCESSES 

Thia chapter exaai.nea the institutions invol•ed in planning, deliwring, 

and financing metropolitan transit service•, and the deciaion proceaaea they 

uae. 

Aa the role of urban transit haa changed rapidly in recent decades 

throughout the nation, ao have the organi&ationa austaining theae aervicea. 

Since World War II, the urban transi t industry has ■oved rapidly froa pre

doai.nantly private profit-making ownership toward ■oatly public aubeidi&ed 

ownership, from a aultiplicity of submetropolitan aysteaa toward con

solidated regionwide ones, and fr0tn relative autonoay of transit 

decisionmaking based upon single purpose business econoa.1cs (vith aodeat 

regulatory oversight) toward the use of transit services as instruaents 

of a broad range of public policies orchestrated by Congress, the state 

legislatures, and local elected officials. 

To support these organizational transformations, an increasingly 

aophisticated urban transportation planning process evolved. Early 

public planning for transit (in the 1960&) was largely restricted 

to transit issues alone, rather than focused on broader transportation and 

urban development issues, although this transit planning was aupposed 

to be coordinated with comprehensive urban develop111!nt planning. Kuch 

of this early planning was for the design of new or extended rapid rail 

systems in a few very large urban areas or for acquisition of nuaerous 

financially ailing private bus companies all acroes the nation. Gradually, 

• 
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tranait planning became aulti110dal and concerned with •uch collateral 

goal• u aetropolitan growth aanagement, civil right ■, environaental 

protection, energy con■ervation, ■ pecial proble-■ of the elderly and 

handicapped, and ainority business opportunities. It al•o .:>ved froa 
I 

capital concerns like conatruction and acqui ■ ition to operating concern• 

like aaintenance and productivity improvements. 

Moat of the characteristics of this evolving urban transportation 

planning process were hammered out in a ■eries of conferences bringing 

together federal, state, and local officials. Then they were applied 

nationwide through incorporation into federal laws and regulations. 

Local officials acting through their metropolitan planning organizations 

gained increasing influence over the delivery of services and the location 

of construction projects. Yet, many resource allocation decieiona were 

significantly constrained by state and federal use of categorical grant 

prograu for particular purposes and by the formula distribution of funds 

to urban subareas. 

The evolution of transit organizations and decision processes con

tinues. The 1980s seem to be moving toward less federal prescription 

of organizational forms at the metropolitan level, a greater role for 

the states, less standardization in the urban transportation planning 

process, a greater variety of transit services and service providers, 

and increased participation by the private sector. 
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The remainder of thia chapter provide• an overview of current transit 

aervicea and organization•• traces the evolution of the federally required 

urban tranaportation planning proce••• and explores the current organi

zational and deciaionmaking issues facing the nation'• tranait ioduatry 

in the 1980.. 

Overview of Transit Services and Organizations 

Many different types of transit aervicea are provided by -ny dif

ferent types of organizations -- aome public and aoae private. A aingle 

urbanized area aay have more than one transit aervice provider. eapecially 

in the larger places. The ofticial "metropolitan planning organizationa• 

(MPO1). designated under federal regulations to prepare required urban 

tranaportation plans and coordinate the various transit and other 

transportation activities in the area, alao take aany fonu. aa does 

state involvement in urban transit programs. These variegated patterns 

are detailed below. 

Types of Urban Transit S~rvices 

Table 4-1 shows the number of transit eyatems in the United 

States as reported by four different sources, and then goes on to indicate 

the types of transit services provided by these aysteas and the relative 

i■portance of these differing services aa measured by their proportiom of 

the overall spending on operations. The mimber of 1y1teas reported 

varies from the 319 receiving federal financial aupport in urban areas 

to over 1,100 urban and rural systems in both public and private ownerahip 

reported by a aurvey prepared by the Aoerican Association of State Highway 

and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). 

• 
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TA.BL! 4-1 
TYPES or PUBLIC TI.AIISIT 

I 

ITypH 

Nuaber of Syet_. laportecl 

I 
Sec. 15 UKTA laport I.PTA Feet loolt Ce111u1 of Gon~'lltl 

1981 1981 1982 

1/ 
Total, all aode1 319- 110n lli. --

IHotor lu• 301 1,022 
(urban) 
(rural) 

lllapld (heavy) ldl 9 9 
I 
Street Car 7 9 

(light rail) 

Trolley lua 

l 
5 5 

Ferryboat 2 12 

C:0.-ter IAilroada 12 11 

Other 6 7 
2/ 

I Deaand luponelve- 118 -
(urban) 
(rural) 

lideaharing 
I StatH 

ICitlH/le&ione 
v/Public Effort• 

ICoapaniea w/ 
Vanpoola 

I IVanpoola (Public 
and Private) 

I IState Sponeond 

I 
C~t•r rrtna• 
Partt1111 Lou 

!/ Pil\lUI bal- do not total to 319 becauee •o- •1y■t-• an ailtiaodal. 

1/ The •0e•od 1.e ■ poneive• category 1■ not included in totala. 

!I The■• ara •huun ■anica• traneportation ■ervice■• 

I of 
O,.ntl81 ....... 

ilJKTO Surny (Sec. IS laport) 
1982 

.!.J.Q! ~ 

1,062 69.1 
(107) 
(255) 

21 27.4 

- 1.4 

- o.a 

- I 0.2 

19 -
- 0.2 

3/ 
5,305- 0.9 

(2,124) 
(2,411) 

41 (plu1 D.C.) 

256 

754 

14,527 

1,111 
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The 1982 Census of Governments counted 556 public •ystelBB in urban 

and rural areas combined, excluding privately owned aystems. The American 

Public Transit Association (APTA) counted almost 1,100 public and private 

•ysteas offering regularly scheduled aervice in urban and rural areas. 

None of these counts include paratransit services like taxis and jit

neys flagged down on the spur of the moment, social services vans operating 

by appointment, or pre-arranged ridesharing activities (like subscription 

busses, carpools and vanpools). Some of these have been counted separately, 

in the AASHTO survey, however, and they number in the thousands. The 

more than 5,000 demand responsive systems are nearly equally divided 

between urban and rural areas, whereas a large ~ajority of the fixed 

route regularly scheduled bus systems counted by AASHTO were in urban 

areas. 

Public programs designed to encourage ridesharing now operate in 48 

states and the District of Columbia, and are being pursued in 256 urban 

areas. Seven hundred fifty-four private companies sponsor vanpools for 

their employees. The total number of public and private vanpools is 

well over 14,000. These ridesharing activities are supported by well 

over 1,000 fringe parking lots built for commuters with state assistance. 

Organizationally, a 1978 survey of UMTA-sponsored ridesharing programs 

found them located in MPOs (43% of the time), city or country govern-

ments (22%), state departments of transportation or energy (17%), 

transit operating agencies (12%), and other organizations (6%) in-

cluding business or non-profit corporations, chambers of commerce, and 

• 
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1/ 
univeraities.- The 18 ridesharing prograaa apecifically identified 

in tranait agencies at the end of 1983 were Baltiaore (KD), Birainghu 

(AL), Golden Gate Bridge Corridor (CA), Hampton (VA), Bouaton (TX), 

Laru1ing (MI), Melbourn (FL), Minneapolis/St. Paul (KN), Nuhville (TN), 

Norfolk (VA), Orange County (CA), Phoenix (AZ), Portland, (OR), Santa 

Clara County (CA), Seattle (WA), Tacoma (WA), Tulsa (OK), and Winaton-
2/ 

Salem (NC).-

It can be seen from these inventories that a great deal of tranait 

service is being provided to the public throughout the nation in a variety 

of forms by a very large number of organizations. Kost high voluae 

services are provided by bus or heavy rail rapid transit, although atreet 

cars, trolley buses, ferries, commuter railroads, and other aodes of 

regularly scheduled transit also are important in soae places. Over 96% 

of transit operating expenses, however, are concentrated in the bus and 

rapid rail llk>des. 

Types of Transit Operators 

About half of all transit systems are operated by public organizations, 

rather than private. This can be inferred by comparing the total inven

tories by APTA and AASHTO (as shown in Table 4-1) with the 1982 Census 

count of 556 public systems. 

1/ Fred A. Wagner, "Evaluation of Carpool Demonstration Projects,• 
prepared for the Federal Hi;hwa, Administration, August 1978, as cited in 
David Curry and Jesse Glazer, ":t>otential for a Full-Service Transit 
Agency," a paper presented in Session 173, the 63rd Annual Meeting of 
the Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., January 1984, p. 3. 

1:../ Curry and Glazer, 2.£_. cit. 
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Among the public ayatems, Table 4-2 ahowa that about 80% of the 

aysteu and a like proportion of operating expenditures are divided 

between municipal and apecial district transit operators. The apecial 

districts represent fewer but larger transit aystems, while the aunic-

ipal systems are 110re numerous but smaller. State and county aysteas 
I 

are relatively rare, but the few state operated systems tend to be 

in fairly large areas with heavy public expenditures - Hartford, New 

Haven, Stamford, the New York metropolitan region, Wilmington, (DE), 

Jacksonville, Baltimore, and Providence, (RI). The county transit 

systems are more numerous but generally smaller. 

Regardless of who operates a given transit system, funding fre

quently comes from several sources. For the more than 300 systeu that 

receive federal assistance, Table 4-3 shows how the shares of public 

subsidy presently are divided, according to federally reported data. 

Local subsidies are the most important for meeting operating expenses 

(at 44%), while federal and state subsidies for this purpose are 

roughly equal at somewhat under 30t each. (Comparable APTA data on 

operating subsidies indicate 47t local, 22% state, and 31% federal -

excluding automated guideway transit, commuter r~ilroads, and urban 
1/ 

ferry boats.)- Capital subsidies for transit are nearly 80% federal, 

1/ American Public Transit Association, Transit Fact Book: 
1981 (Washington, D.C.: APTA, October 1981), p. 44. 

• 
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TABLE 4-2 
PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEMS IN THE U.S. -- 1982 CENSUS OF GOVERMHENTS 

Public Systems Total Tranait Expenditure• 

Type of Operator Number Percent ($ million) Percent 

State 7 1.2 $ 2,440.5 16.2 

County 85 15.3 772.6 5.2 

!illnicipal 354 63.7 4,239.5 28.2 

District or 110 19.8 7,586.2 50.4 
Authority 

TOTAL 556 100.0% $15,038.8 100.0% 

Source: 1982 Government Finance Computer Tape, U.S. Bureau of the Cenaua. 
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TABLE 4-3 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL FISCAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR 

319 FEDERALLY SUBSIDIZED PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEMS: 1981 

Type of Governmental Assistance 

Level of % Total 
Government % of Operating Assistance % Capital Assistance Asai stance 

Federal 28.9 78. 4 46.8 

State 27.1 10.1 21.0 

Local 44.0 11. 5 32.2 

TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban Kass Transportation 
Administration, National Urban Mass Transportation Statistics: 
1981 Section 15 Report (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, November 1982), pp. 1-8 and 1-12. 

• 
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with atate and local aharea cOllling in at alightly over 10% each. Coabin

ing theae two type• of aubaidies, federal aid ia aoat iaportant overall, 

accounting for nearly one-half of the total, while local governaenta 

contribute about one-third and the states one-fifth. 

Clearly as these tables ahow, each level of govern•nt ia iapor

tantly involved in transit operations and finance. 

Number of Transit Operators Per Urbanized Area: 1981 

According to UMTA's directory of regularly scheduled, fixed route local 

public transportation service in urbanized areas over 50,000 population, 

there were 696 transit operators in 1981. They were divided alaost 

evenly between private companies and public transit operators (nuabering 

338 and 358 respectively). Many of these public and private organizationa 

operated in the same urbanized area. Aa shown in Table 4-4, nearly tvo

thirds of the urbanized areas have only one transit operator or none at 

all. About one-third have between two and 20 operators, while only four 

have aore than 20. Nearly 60% of the private operators are in 10 large 

•tropolitan areas, seven in the Northeast plus Chicago, Los Angeles, 

and San Francisco. Thus, the need to coordinate 11Ultiple transit opera

tors is a significant issue in one-third of the urbanized areas, and 

there is a heavy private component to this coordination task in a nuaber 

of areas. 
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TABLE 4-4 
NUMBER OF PIXED ROlTI'E, SCHEDULED TRANSIT OPERATORS 

PER URBANIZED ARA: 1981 

Number of Operator■ Urbanized 
Per Area Number 

0 16 

1 166 

2-10 87 

11-20 6 

21+ 4 

TOTALS 279 

Areas 
Percent 

5.7 

59.5 

31.2 

2.2 

1.4 

100.0% 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban Kasa Tranaportation 
Administration, A Directory of Regularly Scheduled, Fixed 
Route, Local Public Transportation Service in Urbanized Areas 
Over 50,000 Population (Washington, DC: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, August 1981). 

• 
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Types of Metropolitan Planning Organization• (MPO.) 

In 1972, state staffed •tropolitan transportation planning organi

zations (MPOs) were the 110st numerous type in urban America, cOlling in 

juat above the number of areas where regional councils had been deaignated 

to perform the MPO function. City or county staffed MPOs were leas than 

half as numerous as these other groups, while aeparately established 

MPOs were very few. Since that early count, however, the nuraber of 

state staffed KPOs has dropped dramatically as the other types have 

increased. General purpose regional councils have been the aost nu•rous 

in all subsequent counts. They reached a peak of 75% of all MPOs in the 

aid 1970s, but fell to about 55% by 1983 as the number of urbanized 

areas increased following the 1980 census. City or county staffed MPOs 

tended to be designated most often in the new small areas, and now account 

for 25% of all MPOs. Nevertheless, the actual number of regional councils 

performing this function continued to increase during this recent period 

and now stands at 179. These trends are documented in Table 4-5. 

The significance of these various types of parent bodies for the 

aetropolitan transportation planning function is subtle. Regardless of 

which type of parent body is designated, a policy committee with repre

sentation of all affected local governments and transportation providers (in

cluding state transportation officials) formally governs the planning 

process. Yet, the day-to-day management environment is likely to reflect, 



TULE 4-5 
nPEs OF SECTION 134 METROPOLITAN (TRANSPORTATION) PLANNING ORGANIZATIONS (MPOs) 

1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 
1972- 1976- 1980- 1983-

Types of 
KPOs I % I % I % I % 

-Regional Councils 81 37.2 152 58.9 179 54.6 
i-205 82.3* 

City or County 38 17.4 44 17. l 83 25.3 -
Freestanding Trans- 7 3.2 30 12.l 54 20.9 52 15.8 
portation Study 
Organization 

I 
State I 92 42.2 14 5.6 8 3.1 14 4.3 

TOTAL 218 100.0 249 100.0 258 100.0 328 100.0 

1/ ACIR, Toward Kore Blanaced Transportation (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1974), pp. 82-83. 

2/ U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban System Study (Washington, DC: Departaent of 
Transportation, December 1976), p. 45. 

3/ U.S. Department of Transportation, Metro olitan Plannin Or anizatiol\8 and State 
Transportation Agencies: Directory, June 1980 Washington, DC: Department of Transportation, 
June 1980). 

!_/ MPO Mailing List, Supplied by U.S. Department of Transportation, September 26, 1983. 

* Regional Councils accounted for about 75% of all MPOe at their peak in the aid 1970.. See 
ACIR, Toward More Balanced Tran■portation (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1975), P• 119 • 

• 
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disproportionately, the parent bodies' own interests. In addition, vhen 

the metropolitan transportation planning is done by an organization other 

than the one performing metropolitan reviews of federal and federally 

assisted activities in the area (usually the regional council), a dupli

cate review process for projects included in the transportation plan and 

improvement program is necessary. Nevertheless, tapping the beat ataff 

capability for transportation planning in a region, or supplying that 

capability from the outside via the designation of a state staffed organi

zation where such capability is not available locally, also is an important 

consideration. In the final analysis, the governor aakes the MPO designa

tions in concert with the region's local elected officials. 

The considerable pressure applied by the U.S. Department of Trans

portation following enactment of the 1973 Highway Act to have regional 

councils designated as the MPOs has been relaxed in recent years so that 

1110re organizational options are available to suit diverse situations. 

While the number of regional councils designated has continued to rise, 

that growth has slowed in the face of rapid increases in the designation 

of city or county governments as MPO parent bodies in recent years. 

The 328 MPOs designated as of 1983 serve 367 urbanized areas (45 of 
1/ 

which are interstate).- These urbanized areas make up 335 metropolitan 

1/ U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration, "Apportionment of the Formula Funds Provided Under the 
Federal Public Transportation Act of 1982," Federal Re ster (Washington, 
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 2, 1983 • pp. 50656-50659. 

• 

j 

• 
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1/ 
•tati•tical areas (MSAa).- In 23 large urban areas, the MSAa have been 

2/ 
consolidated to recognize the continuous pattern of urbanization,- and 

thi• brings the number of separate metropolitan areas down to 280 (35 of 

which are interstate). Some MPOa, then, •erve aore than one urbanized 

area (the geographical units to which federal urban transportation aid 

is allocated); at the same time, multiple MPOs exist in some aetropolitan 

areas (especially the interstate ones where different governors are 

involved in uking the designations). While there is no officially 

published liat of these geographic relationships, a comparison of the 

1983 lists of MPOs, metropolitan areas, and urbanized areas indicates 

that there are at least eight metropolitan areas with multiple MPOs and 

seven areas in which a single MPO serves lk>re than one urbanized area 

(aee Table 4-6). As can be seen in this table, one area -- Philadelphia 

fits both categories simultaneouly. 

There are two practical implications that can be drawn from 

these geographic mismatches. First, in contiguously urbanized areas 

with aultiple MPOs, there is no organization that can overview the whole 

area -- not even the state in most cases since six of these seven areas 

cross state lines. Second, in those areas where a single MPO spans 

1/ U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Press Release OMB-83-20, 
Monday, June 27, 1983, with attached lists. 

2/ Ibid, List II. 

• 
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TABLE 4-6 
SOME METROPOLITAN AREAS IN 1983 HAVING MISMATCHED 

GEOGRAPHY AND ORGANIZATIONS 

Areas with Multiple 
MPOs 

New York CMSA NY-NJ-CT 
(9 MPOs now in place of the 
single Tri-State Regional 
Planning Commission of earlier 
years) 

Boston CMSA, MA-NH 
(5 MPOs) 

Chicago CMSA, IL-IN 
(2 MPOs)* 

Cleveland-Akron CMSA, OH 
(2 MPOs) 

Portland CMSA, OR-WA 
(2 MPOs) 

Hagerstown, MD-PA 
( 2 MPOs) 

Memphis, TN-MS 
(2 MPOs) 

Philadelphia CMSA, PA-NJ-DE-MD 
(2 MPOs) 

Source: ACIR staff compilation. 

Metropolitan Area• Where 
MPOs Serve Multiple 

Urbanized Areas 

San Francisco CMSA, CA 
(7 urbanized areas) 

Loe Angeles CMSA, CA 
(4 urbanized areas) 

Seattle CMSA, WA 
(3 urbanized areas) 

Milwaukee CMSA, WI 
(3 urbanized areas) 

Denver CMSA, CO 
(2 urbanized areas) 

Houston CMSA, TX 
(2 urbanized areas) 

Philadelphia CMSA, PA-NJ 
(2 urbanized areas) 

* The Bi-State Commission formed a decade ago to provide a bridge 
between these two MPOs lost its funding on October 1, 1983 and faces an 
uncertain future. 
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aultiple urbanized area•, planning the u•e of federal funda 1• conatrained 

becau•e federal foraulaa •ub-allocate grant funds within the region on 

the ba•i■ of. the urbanized areas. Although the tran■ fer of funda between 

and aaong such areas is an option under recently looeened federal regulationa, 

it can be difficult to achieve politically and procedurally. 

Type• and Degree of State Involvement in Transit 

A few highly urban states began to issue bonds in the late 1960& to 
1/ 

help bail out failing urban transit ayateu.- but •tate financial in"VOlve-

•nt in aass transit was not significant enough by 1970 to •how up in 

government finance tabulations maintained by the Goverruaents Division of 
Jj 

the U.S. Census Bureau. Nevertheless, the states began to get involftd 

' in transit much more heavily during the 1970s. While only two •tatea bad 

urban transit operating assistance programs in 1971, 23 states bad auch 
3/ 

progr8118 by 1978.-

State involvement in transit roughly paralleled the creation of state 

depart•nts of transportation. By 1974 there were 27 states with •uch 

1/ Fred L. Williams, States in Public Transportation, report No. 
UKTA-MA-06--0109-81-2 (Washington, DC: U.S. DOT/ UMTA, Office of Progr811 
Evaluation, 1981), p. 18. 

2/ U.S. Advisory Commiesi~n on Intergovermaental Relations, Toward 
Kore Balanced Transportation (Washington, DC: U.S. Goverruaent Printing 
Office, 1975), p. 149. 

1__/ Williams, p. 27. 

• 
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1/ 2/ 
departments.- This number grew to 37 by the fall of 1977,- and 

3/ 
reached 40 by 1981.- Kass transit (not highways ae one aight expect) 

ia the only transportation aode for which responsibility reata in all 

40 atate DOTs. 

State participation in transit has moved even aore quickly than the 

atate DOT aovement. Forty-eight states have some eort of an identifiable 

organizational unit dealing with transit, and the other two states (Alaalta 

and Maryland) have transit programs that are handled by other transporta

tion ataffs. Thus, all states now have eome transit activity. This 

total coverage derives not only from the growing significance of urban 

transit operations in the public sector, but also from the enactaent of 

a federal program for rural transit (Sec. 18) enacted in 1978 for adain

istration by the states. 

Table 4-7 summarizes the current status of various foras of 

state involvement in public transportation, and gives a limited perspective 

on the growth of this involvement. In addition to the increasing number 

of states involved in public transportation programs mentioned above, 

etate transit staffs more than doubled in aize between 1975 and 1982, as 

did state transit expenditures from their own aources. The number of 

1/ ACIR, Toward More Balanced Transportation, p. 136. 

2/ National Governors' Association, Governors' Bulletin, October 
7, 1977. 

3/ The Council of State Governments, The Book of the States: 1982-
1983 (Lexington, KY: The Council of State Governments, 1982), p. 470. 
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till.I 4-7 
l'UT! OWR IOOIC! FIMJICUL IJrvOLVINllff I■ PUILIC ftAJISPOnilICJa 

■uaber of ltatH (1111leu othanrh• aot .. ) 

Type of lute lnol,._nt 

Stet• Tranait Unit latabliahed 

State Tranait Staff 

State Tranai t lxpenditurH 
(owu 90urce fund,) 

State Financial C-1 t-nt to 
Urban Tranait (ovn aource 
fund•) 

l.ural Public Tranait 
(State Adaini1tered Federal 
Pro.graa) 

Type• of Own Source Funding: 
lu1 Aaailtance : 

Urbaniled Areas 
■on-Urbanized Area, 

I.ail l.apid Trana it 

c-iur I.ail 

ltideaharing/Paratranait 

lnurtl ty lu11 

l.eaearch and Develop-nt 

Tranait Planning 

Technical/Manage-nt 
.Aa111tance 

Dea:>natrationa 

Other Tranait Activitiea 

1/ 
H7S-

30 

442 

'931M 

33 

1/ 
lHO-

43 

1.000 

lu ,20Clf 

I -

2/ 
1H2-

3/ 
u-

4/ 
1.023-

(+11 ID DC) 

Sl ,92~ 

44(+ DC) 

48 

28(+ DC) 
22 

7(+ DC) 

10 

23(+ DC) 

5 

4 

27 

16 

5 

3 

1/ Fred L. Williaa, Stat•• in Public Tran•~ortation, l.eport ■o. 11ffA-MA-
06-0f'09-81-2 (Waahington , DC: 'D.S. OOT/'DHTA, Off ce of Piograa haluation, 
1981). pp. 3-4, 7. 

2/ Standing Comaittee on Public Tranaportation, Sur"y of State lD't'Ohe
Mnt in Public Tran1portation (Wuhington, DC: Aaerican Aaaotlation of State 
Bi&hvay and Tranaportation Officiala, June 1982). 

11 ilaalta and Maryland do not have tranait unite, but do ha-.e tramit 
progr .... 

~/ The range of ataff ai&e in the atatea ta 1-260. • 
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■ tate& putting their own money into urban transit assistance increa■ed 

during this period from 33 to 44, and 48 ■ tatea now are involved in 

adainiatering the federal aid program for rural public transit. 

Table 4-7 also ■hows the particular types of transit activity recairing 

■ tate funds. More than half the states are putting their ovn aoney into 

urban bus operations and transit planning. A little less than half the 

■ tates are aiding small community and rural bus operations and rideaharing 

or paratransit services. The number of ■tates assisting rapid tranait 

and comnuter rail is small because the number of urban areas where thoee 

systems exist is limited. Sixteen states also fund transit technical 

assistance themselves. Other transit activities are supported infre

quently. 

AJJ has been noted, the number of states involved in rural public 

transportation is larger than the number involved in urban transit. 

Table 4-8 shows that the amount of state funding provided for urban tran

■ it varies quite considerably from one state to another. Eleven atates' 

transit programs provide ten dollars or 110re per year for each urban 

resident, and another 12 states provide between one and ten dollars. 

Yet, aore than half the states provide less than a dollar, and six pro

vide nothing. 

While state involvement in public transportation 118Y not be as coa

plete as aome would wish, it has broadened and deepened very considerably 

over the past decade. 



Zero 

Arltanaas 
Kiuiuippi 
Nev Haapshire 
North Dakota 
Vers>nt 
Wyoaing 

1$ or less 

Alabama 
Colorado 
Kansas 
Missouri 
Utah 
Maine 
New Mexico 
South Dakota 
Hawaii 
Arizona 
Idaho 
Montana 
Okalahoma 
Virginia 
South Carolina 
West Virginia 
North Carolina 
Georgia 
Kentucky 
Nevada 
Tennessee 
Iowa 
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TABLE 4-8 
STATE OWN SOURCE FINANCIAL COMMITMENT TO 

URBAN TRANSIT ($per urbanized peraon): 1982 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.06 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.09 
0.12 
0.13 
0.14 
0.32 
0.48 
0.60 
o. 7 7 
0.96 

$ 1. 01 to $10. 00 

Teus 
Florida 
Ohio 
Indiana 
Nebraska 
Pennsylvania 
Delaware 
Louisiana 
Illinois 
Rhode Island 
Michigan 
Oregon 

Kore than $10.00 

Wisconsin 
Minnesota 
Washington 
Connecticut 
California 
New Jersey 
New York 
Maryland 
Alaska 
Massachusetts 
D.C. 

1.22 
1.66 
2.87 
3.57 
4.17 
6.40 
7.04 
7.55 
7.62 
7.97 
8.58 
9.74 

10.33 
10.54 
14.62 
19.18 
20.66 
20.89 
29.50 
34.37 
46.69 
47.86 

212.57 

Source: Calculated by ACIR staff from Standing Committee on Public Transpor
tation, Survey of State Involvement in Public Transportation 
(Washington, DC: American Association of State Highway and Trans
portation Officials, June 19f2), pp. 10, 12-13, 16-17. 

• 
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Evolution of Urban Tran■ portation Planning 

Urban transportation planning has been required by the federal govern

ment in all metropolitan areas ■ ince 1962 a• a condition for the continued 

receipt of federal highway and transit funding in those area• beginning 

in 1965. Even before thie requirement, federal funding for urban tran■-

portation planning had become available through the atate highway agencies 

(at etate discretion) and through the local governments and regional 

planning commissions in metropolitan areas receiving Section 701 coapre

hensive urban planning assistance under the Housing Act of 1961. 

In order to put the federally required urban transportation planning 

processes in place by 1965, a substantial portion of the state■ ' 1.5% 

planning funds was committed to urban planning; federal regulations were 

issued to establish the "JC" process for continuing, comprehensive, and 

cooperative urban transportation planning; and a aajor technical usistance 

program was launched by U.S. DOT. In 1966, the Urban Mass Transportation 

Act was amended to provide specific funding for the transit planning 

portion of the process. 

Under this federal prodding, there was a rueh in all the nation's 

urbanized areas over 50,000 population to designate an existing metro

politan planning organization or to establieh a new one to prepare the re

quired comprehensive urban transportation plans. Since the late ■ ixties, 

• 
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the urban transportation planning process has becoae increasingly expert. 

broader in scope. and .:>re sensitive to citizen inputs and local politics. 

At the aame time it became 110re complex and tiae consuaing. This ewlut

ion occurred through the interaction of outside forces. legislative 

responses. and technical adjustments. as explained below. 

Major Trends 

Five aajor outside forces have shaped the evolving urban transporta

tion planning process. These are: 

1. the metropolitanization movement; 

2. the environmental movement; 

3. the equal opportunities movement; 

4. the energy crisis and international fiscal readjustaent 
movement; and 

5. the regulatory reform and New Federalism .:,veaent. 

These forces are listed. generally, in their chronological order of 

occurence. In all cases. there have been federal legislative responses 

to these national trends, and the transportation comunity has adjusted 

effectively to the changing political conditions. In large aeasure. 

the success of technical adjustments has been due to the presence of 

well organized and adequately funded research and technology sharing 

efforts within the transportation field. These efforts have linked the 

research and training programs of the U.S. Department of Transportation 

• 
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with the networks of highway and transit officials represented through 

the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 

and the American Public Transit Association. Frequently, this link-up 

has been facilitated by the neutral meeting ground provided through the 

Transportation Research Board (TRB) of the National Acadeay of Science• 

where competent staff support and publishing services have been provided. 

TRB's extensive committee structure, its well attended annual conferences, 

and its many special conferences on timely topics have produced a steady 

flow of state-of-the-art papers and reports that have received wide cir

culation within the transportation community. Other national transporta

tion conferences with multiple sponsors also have been held when aajor 

national issues have demanded attention. At least seven such conferences 

have been held on the subject of urban transportation over the period 

from 1958 through 1982. 

Table 4-9 chronologically lists the key dates, national conference 

reports, and federal actions contributing to the evolution of the urban 

transportation planning process. These historical points are swm.arized 

briefly below in the context of the five major aovements that have shaped 

the evolution of urban transportation planning. 

The Metropolitanization Movement. The novement toward regional plan

ning in urban America was the first outside force to have a significant 

impact on urban transportation planning. Until the 1962 Highway Act 

required a metropolitanwide approach to highway planning in urban areas, 



, . ., 
104 

1944 

1961 

1962 

196) 

196• 

1966 

1966 

1969 

196' 

1969 

1970 

1970 
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TAIU: 4-9 
IVOLUTlON a, 11lt nDD4l.LY UOlllltD uu.u. ftAIISPOaTATlON PIAIINIJK; nociss I 

llL!CTtD llQILICIITS 

Pe,dorel-Aid 111lw•y 
Act of 1934 

P..teral-Ald Nl1hway 
Act of ltU 

r..ier•l-Ald Nl1hw•y 
Act of 19S6 

S•1•.,r• Conference on Nl1h
way1 and Urben Dnelop•nt 

Houol nc Act of 1961 

Jolnt leport on Urban lie•• 
Trar,aportatlon; l'TH lCMnt 
lann1d y '1 r1r1t bport to 
Con1r111 on Tur,aportatlon; 
end th• r..ieral N11nway Act 
of 1962 

Kerehey Conference on 
rr1.vay1 1n tho Urbe n 
Setting 

••~er•l retulationo 111ued 
fo r urba n tranapor t a t ion 
plannl ng 

Urban Ka11 Tranoportation 
Act of 1964 

Willlauburg Conference 

Aaend•nto to the 1964 IMT Act 

Dapart•nt of Tranoport•
tlon Act 

&eor11nl1ation Plan No. 2 

O!O Circular A-95 

PIIW4 Polley end Procffure 
flea,randu■ 2~8 and 4-ndad 
►C planlli .. 11Jld11ln1 

llational !nvtron•ntal 
Polley Act of 1969 

Clean Air Act 4-nd•nto 

Urban Me•• Tranoportatlon 
Aa1l1tenee Act of 1970 

11p1flcence 

.Ul-d atat11 to uae l.SI of tMir ~l&lwey aranto for plannlna. 

.Ul.,...d expendltur•• of fadaral hl1lwey srante for lupe71 1n vrli&n ereu. 
Spurred urban travel 1ur•e71 . 

Authorl&ed tho lnterat•t• N11lw1y ly•t-, about lot of llhlch l• 1n ■rloan 
eraee. Major urban ereu uaed the atet••• I.SI plenn1111 funda for .. jor 
luat,vay plannln1 atudt11. 

Ur1ed that urban tranoportatlOD plennil'II l,e re1lon"'1de, capl■Mnt W'Mn 
,rowth atrat1gt11, and include tra.,.lt u •11 u tu1twaya. 

hovlded flr1t federal aid to tranalt 1n the for■ ol (1) loana for capital, 
(2) , .. 11 sra nto for tunalt .. ■onatr ■ tlon projact1, and (3) 1l111bll1ty of 
•ll1•t1nc co■preh1n11,.. urban plaMin1 (S.c . 701) funcla for trenaportatlon 
plennt na . Se c. 701 v•• -nd•d 1n 1965 to Lll"" th••• planntac f•d• to 
loe u1ed by council■ of I0ftr-nu. 

!atabl11hed the r1latlon1hlp betvean h11hwey1, traoalt, and urloan •fttop
•nt; eetablla hed a requlre•nt end funding for co■pr1hen1iv1 tranaport•
tion lannin in all Mtro olitan ar•a• by 1965 to be carried out coop
arattvely by •t•t• and local flclale. 

banforced the concept• of (I) inte1retlna hlghwey and urloan •ftlop•nt 
plana , ( 2 ) ua t ng lnterdiciplinary planning ■ taffa, and (3) 1n""lTiac 
c_,,,lty partlcipatlon. 

latabliehed the · 3-c ·· procua for contlnulng 1 co■puhenaive 1 coopeutlu 
urban tranapor tation plannl n1, and launched• .. jor technical u1latanc1 
pro1r•m to aupport it. 

Authorl&ed federa l capita l 1rant1 for tran1it , requlrad that funded 
projecta b. co~al& t ent wit~- co■pnhenlive •tropolltan deHlo,-ent 
plan■, and euppo rted r••••rch and ,le-,natratlon projacta. 

i..,hul&ed the need to cona1der aoclal 1oala in avaluatln& urban 
tra,wportatlon plaNI, and to -■Ile MJtla,■ uae of axiatlns trana
portatlon facilltie1 through traffic •na1••nt and lend uae 
controla . lt Llao called for increuad lntarsoHr-ntal 
coordination and sre•t•r particlpatlori by political policy-
aak1r1. 

Authorl&ed fund• for urban trault plannin&, ••••arch, and tra.,.lt ...... e
Mnt trainln1. 

!atabllahed DOT , dravtna th• hi&hway proara■ fro■ c-rc• , lout leavl .. 
tnnalt at HUt>. 

Tranderred the tnnalt proar■- fro■ BIJD ~ and aatabli•t..d mn'A. 

ltrengthanad the federal-aid ra•iav and co-nt proce•• ••tabli•h•d under 
1966 la1l1letlon and broadened by a 1968 lav, provldlns coord1nat1on ol 
urban tranaportatlon projects with c .. puhenahe plaoa and ott..r f_.rLl
ald proj•cu. 

'-qui rad two public haarh11• before hi&lway project appr""al, OM before 
the location 11 choeen and oDI before th• daalsn la ••ttled. ~ 
part1c1pat1on va1 raquirad 1n Lll phu•• ol the 3-C proc•••· 

laqulrad an !nvtronMntal I act StateMat for Lll f•daral actiODe 
(includina tranaportation aid atirniflcantly affectlac tha an•lro-ot. 

lequirad transportation control plane (TCh) in urloan arau with urlou• 
• .,, pr oble■, . . 

hovl(ed the flrat lona- ten, fadanl fuadin1 for tran11t (12 7ean), and 
a1tabil1hed apeclal pollc1ea and fuadin& for tt.. elderly and handicapped . • 



1970 

1971 

lt71 

1913 

19 7) 

19 7. 

19H 

1976 

19 78 

19 79 

1981 

1981 

Pederal-Aid M11tway Act 
of 1970 

Ill. Pocono Cont aunce on 
Or .. nlaatlon for Cont1nu1rc 
Ur""n Tranaportation Plannl111 

lllT lnitiatlftl for 
Uni! 1 •d Tranaportat ion 
Plannl "I 

Paderal-Ald Mislway 
Act of 1973 

National Ma11 Tranaporta
tlon Aa1i1tance Act of 
19 74 

Jo1 nt Planning t11ulat1ona 

1/MTA lnv11t•nt Criteria 
for Major Pr oject• 

Sud1c1 Traneportation 
Act of 19 78 

Aapen Conference on Future 
Urba n Tr1n1portation 

A1 rile Houu Conhrence 
on Urban Tranaport1tion 
Planning for the 1980. 

Joint Plannin1 
legulat io ns 
(lnterlo levioion) 
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latabllehed the federal-aid urMn 
11lect•d coo~ratlvely 
l,y a population forwula .... dal 
tranalt could be lncludad. 

• ateo, With rOYtet to.,. 
flclalo, and fundo allecata4 
and trt111• ,. .. u .. for 

Called for a,ltla>dal tranaportation plannirc, inta1r1tM "1th ca,re
hanalw and other f..,ctlon1l plana. prepared by .. di atroepr •tro,..Utaa 
plannin1 orsaniaationa, related .,ch ac,r1 cloaely to •cttl-.1<1 .. 
proc1au1 at all hvela of 1oftr,_nt, •nl fHt od ln --•• tarw ,rosr--
ai "I of 1apleMntation actiwltlaa th.at would be ac,nltorH far ree■ ltt, 
1nd 4ravtn1 upon flexible non--dal fundin1 fr- the f••••l 1, .. 1. 

latablithad Intara>dal Plann~ Croup• (JPC.) in aadl oL , ... 10 f ... ral 
r11tona to help chann,l all planntna aa1i1tanc• to a alrcl• p1-t,. 
arsania1tion in ••ch •tropoUtan •••• and •valo, • unified planel•I 
work pro1r•• annually for aach ••••· 

"-cl• ·urban a71t1■• fund• •••iltble for tranoit capital apa1nu, 
.. thoriaed inter1tat1 ht hva fu;;a, to be t1en1ferr1d to tran1it 
projectl, allowed und1 or 1dara ly tided hi1hv1y 171t- to 
.,. u11d for bu1-ralated proj1ct1 (lncludtn1 frtn11 perk.1rc), and 
aar-ur•• d pl1nning fund, 1xclu1lv1ly for •tropolitan plannin1 
or11 nl11tion1 (MP01 ) ao they would not haw to rely upon 1harin1 
the 1tatu ' hi1hv1y plenntna fW1d1 . .Uoo author1aad a niral hi1h
• .., public tran1port1tion da.,natralioa prosraa. 

~...., federal initlatiw1 to -.haala1 aner1y conaervation 
Inurlian tranaportation, ,a,.cially pr.-.tion of carpoolln1 and 
••npool1ns. 

Initiated federa l operating uaiatanca for tranait aDd a,thorlaad 
purcha1i111 capital a,quip•nt for n.rel public tranaportation. 

IMTA and PIIWA ia1ued a alngla re&Ulation 1ovtrnin1 all Uf>!Ctl of urMn 
tra111portation plannin1 pr0Yidin1 for joiot de1i1f11tloo of th• NPO in 
aach regi on, asr•••nta between llPOa and A-95 a1encie1 llber• tMy are 
different,• un1fled plannl111 wort pro1ra■, • loac ra11• pla11, • allortar 
range transporta t io n 1y1tese -n•1••nt eleMn l (TSHt), and a a>ltiyear 
tranaportatlon tapr ove•nt pro,raa (TIP ) v1th an aonual ele-nt (ill 
anccapaaoing the flrot year f•dioa prioritiaa. 

ltatabllohed • rigorous ·11tarnatiY1 analyaio" proceaa for •jor capital 
project ■, atnuin& coat•elt1ctt ven1u and MJ<ia>a uae of u.iati• traMit 
hcil1t1u. 

Thie firot Act co■binin1 h11hv1y and tranoit pro1r•• in• ai111le piaco 
of leg t 1l 1tl on oo•what raa t ructurad the fof'9Ula sranto for traMit 
(Sec, S ) and added a nev gTant proera■ for a-11 city and rural tra111it 
(Sec. 18 ) to be adainilterod by the atatea. 

!aph~ai&ed the need for (1) 1r11t1r aaph11i1 on aoer1y policieo, (2) 
ravioed environ•ntal health 1tandarda to liait traoaportation related 
pollution on a coet-.ffecth• blah, (3) •••liatic coat-.fhctift 
tranaportation aafety pro1r- aod 11rvica1 for the aldarly and uodi
capped, (4) 1raatar flaxlblllty in federal 1nd 1tate proar- to rHpond 
to atwraa forM of local and •tropolltan or1anization, (S) Nttar 
coordi nated nationa l 1oal1 for urban tr1naport1tion ancl land daftlop
-nt ind deci1ionaaking, includi111 ,raater r1l11nc1 upon boct--..p 
participation and better iofo.-d 1ulya11 of alternatifta, •DIii (6) 
ac,re affoctiw public lnwotMnt atr1te1i11 to llait dependency on 
the autoaobile, including , .. ional tu baaH for tranait and otber 
r•wnue •••urea. 

!apha1i1td the need for (I) ac,re abort ••111• 1trate1ic tranaportation 
plannin1 tiod to iaplaMntat1on r1aliti11 •• well u ayatn •iot ... ace 
and •nageMnt, (2) conti,...tio11 of tba raaional approach but with 
leu 1na11tenca upon ccaprabanaift 10111 ranp aylteM plannina ha■1111 
dublou• i■pleMntation proapacta, alllll (3) 1re1ter flexibility 1D federal 
planning regul1tiot11 10 plaanina procHaea can be edjuated aore aaally to 
the ne1d1 of wariou1 are11 (particularly allowina 1tr1aalioed planninc ln 
urban area, under 200,000 population). 

S1apl1f1ed plannina proce11 for arau under 200,000 populatioc, and .... 
1tate1 and local 1overnant1 sreatar diacretion 111 IIM1pati"I NPOa and 
ln pur1uina pl1nni111 actiYitia1. 

• 



IU2 

ltl2 

1912 

)98) 

lloo<lo llolo Coeforonc• on 
ltr■t•11c Plann1n1 for tho 
TrenaH ln4uotry 

UlffA Policy on 
Paratr■Mlt 

Surface Tr ■Mportet ion 
Aaol ■ tonce Act of 1912 

a.vlud Orban Trenaporto
tion Planntna le1ulotiona 
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la~h•■ laed tho need for 1"4uetry-1•• plennl111 of atr•t•lao - Mt~ 
utlonally and locolly -- to ••t the critical chall■ ... at tt ... clal 
li•lta, coot control, anol prCMluctivlty lapro,,a•nt facl .. tr■-11 ... ,atan 
ln tho 1980■, lnclud1n& atrata11•• for •n•••lal, 11 ... cial, aM arpalae
tion a• wll u phyoical 1-,rOYO•nta, 

1Dcoure1ed di.,.nity, lnnofttion, aad pri•ato aactor ,art1cl,-t1- 1• 
trana 1t. 

lncroaood tho fadaral &a•olino tea and lledlcatod OM cant ol 11 to 
tranoit, laplacad the .. ,. 5 fo,-la aranto for traMit vtth a;;,, 
~rant pro1r ■• ( .. c. 9) 1ivinc tranait operator■ (ln urlieniaed 
areaa) and ■ tat ■• (in arou 1111dor 50~p,.olation) .,re '1ec:retloo 
in tho u■- of fund• end reduced red tape. lee. 9 f•d• can • ued 
for plannina H 11011 a■ for capital end operotiac upenau . 

a.ducod th• federal role 1n urban trana ortotion lann1n "7 allowtac 
sr••t•r l ■ a1b1llty ln the daaianatlon o M t ropo 1ton p anniac orpni
aatlona, ar••t•r flta1bility 1n tho content of the plannin1 proc•••• 
fe11er requlr ■•nta for plaMiDI (oapeciolly In area■ ...,..r 200,000 
populotion ) , end l••• auidance concernlna ..._at conatitutea 1ood planaJ111 
practice. Th• required tranaportatlon plan need not haY■ i•ntifllld 
lon,-rango and ahort-rana• al ■Mnta, and tho ·an1Nal el ■-nt- of tlJoe 
requlrod Tranaporta t lon laprove•nt hoar•• (TIP) UJ' lie Woan1a1 
lnatud. HJ.nor project• MY N lncluckd 1n tho TIP u cat .. orlu of 
activity rather than individual project,. Political ■Mo..-at of 
th••• planning docuMnta 11 requtr..i onlr ..._•n aianiflcant chaac•• occur. 
llo 1poc11l foraa t appliu to tho required 1a11fhd planaJ111 -rt ,roaru 
(UPWP ) for ar••• under 200, 000 population. Any Sec. t tranait ~od 
ar•nt funda u1ed for plann1QC -■ t be included 1n tho lJl'V1 •ocumnt, 
and tho tranalt operator• racelving Sac. 9 f1U1d1 -•t INt lncl..-d on 
tho ca.aittu that dtvelop1 the tJPVP. lnurepncy reoponaibilltlu 
for plonning ta1k1 are t o be worked cait in tho ONP proc••• wlt"°"t 
federal ln t ru1lon or requlre•nto for any foraal 1ntor■ .. ncy ■..r•••nt ■, 

Tho otatea end HP01, rather than the federa l aoveriaent, now certlff 
tha t the plannl ng proce11 coapllaa vi t h appllcoble federal 1-. · 
The cert1f1eot1on u y be 1 11a;,lo one oentence •t•t-nt. 

Source, : tdvard Welner, ""!volution of tJr'ba n Trenaportetlon Plannln, ,· 1D Geor1• !. Croy and l.aater 4. Boal, 
editor,, Pub lic Trana ortotlon : Plennln O t r 1 tl on1 and Ka na eM nt (Englewood Cl1ffa, NJ : ,,.■Dtice-

llall, 19 7 , pp . ; A More hlan c• rar,aporta tl on (Waahln«toD, DC : tJ , S. Cove,-nt 
PrintiD& Office, 1975 ), pp, 66-73 ; Robert Cerve ra, Inter ourDaOntal la• n11bll1t1u for Haanc1D 
Public Tr1n1 lt Strvlcoa (lerkeley, CA : Ca 1 ornla, Noveaber I , APPEND X 
updat l ~ by ACU. atoff. 
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the atatea had •i■ply allocated a minor portion of their federal planning 

aa1iatance to a few apecial 1tudies that ■ight help reduce highway and 

atreet congeation in the atatea' aajor urban area,. But with thi• Act. 

the nation began ay1tematic transportation planning in all of the nation'• 

•tropolitan areas that aimultaneously confronted the need to pro.:>te 

coaprehenaive development planning. 

Por about a decade. aetropolitan planning commissions had been fondng 

in uny urban areas to attempt land uae planning and the coordination of 

areawide facilities for auch important functions as water 1upply, aevage 

d11poaal, and transportation. Such coordination was coming to be recognised 

as an i■portant. though difficult. areawide function that needed to be 

addreaaed by the elected officials governing the local juri1dictions 

within each region. The 1962 Act substantially augmented the fledgeling 

efforts to coordinate land use and transportation planning. with the 

help of these local elected officials. That legislation vas followed in 

1965 by an act making comprehensive land use planning aaaiatance available 

to areawide councils of governments composed of local elected official•, 

and then by two additional acts (in 1966 and 1968) requiring that a c~ 

prehenaive planning body in each metropolitan area be designated to renew 

and cocment upon the relationship between the variety of federally aided 

urban development project• and the metropolitan development plana being 

prepared. The llat of federal aid program to be coordinated in thia 

aanner. of cour,e. included transportation. 

• 
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Meanwhile, a great variety of federal planning assiatance progra• 

vaa being enacted. By 1979, 39 auch programs were aupporting regional 

planning organizations in •tropolitan and non-•tropolitan Aaerica. The 

Kaas Tranaportation Act• of 1964 and 1966 helped to bring transit planning 

mre effectively into the urban transportation planning process originally 

eatabliahed by the Highway Act alone. Then, the 1973 Highway Act earaarlted 

tranaportation planning funds exclusively for use by metropolitan planning 

organizations led by local elected officials so that these organizations 

no longer would have to depend upon sharing the states' transportation 

planning funds. 

Pour national conferences on urban transportation planning strongly 

influenced the way in which the metropolitanization movement affected the 

transportation community. First, the 1958 Sagamore Conference on Bigbvaya 
1/ 

and Urban Development- urged that urban transportation planning be puraued 

on a regionwide basis as a complement to urban growth strategies, and that 

it include both transit and highway elements. Then, the Conference on 
2/ 

Freeway• in the Urban Setting held in 1962 in Hershey, Pennaylvania,-

reenforced the concept that plEns for highways and urban development 

!/ The Sagamore Conference on Highways and Urban Developaent: Guide
line• for Action (Syracuae, NY: Syracuse University, October 5-9, 1958). 

2/ Freewa a in the Urban Settin: The Herahe Conference (Washington, 
DC: Automotive Safety Foundation, June 1962. 

• 
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ahould be integrated with one another using interdisciplinary planning 
1/ 

ataffs. Third, the Williamsburg conference held in 1965- called for 

increased intergovernmental coordination and greater participation by 

political policymakers. Finally, the 1971 Conference on Organization 

for Continuing Urban Transportation Planning, held at Mt. Pocono, 
2/ 

Pennsylvania,- took these by then traditional calls for integrating 

multimodal transportation planning with comprehensive development 

plans a step further by calling for much stronger metropolitan planning 

organizations related closely to the political decisionmaking processes 

at all levels of government and by urging coordinated multi1DOdal prograaa 

of implementation activities designed to be monitored for results. 

The features suggested in these national conferences gradually becaae 

reflected in national legislation and the planning regulations issued by 

the Federal Highway Administration and the Urban Mass Transportation 

Administration. By the time these two modal administrations of the 

1,/ Highways and Urban Development, Report on the Second National 
Conference, sponsored by American Association of State Highway Officials, 
National Association of Counties, and National League of Cities (Williaasburg, 
VA, December 12-16, 1965). 

!/ Organization for Continuing Urban Transportation Planning, Report 
of a conference held by th,! Hir,hway Research Board on November 14-18, 1971 
at Mt. Pocono, Pennsylvani 1 un iler the sponsorship of the Federal Highway 
Administration, the Urban ffass ·Transportation Acministration, the Highway 
Users Federation for Safety and Mobility, and the Automotive Safety Founda
tion (Washington, DC: Highway Research Board, National Academy of Sciences, 
1973). 
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U.S. Departaent of Tranaportation i ■ aued their fir■ t joint urban tranapor

tation planning regulation• in 1975, all of theae feature■ wre incorpo

rated. 

The Environmental Moveaent. The •freeway revolt• of the 1960. ••• a 

aajor c011ponent of the broader environmental protection aoveaent that avept 

the country by the end of that decade. Thia reaction against the -....otb 

inter■ tate highway links that were forcing their way through highly de

veloped urban neighborhoods with great deatructive force alao reflected 

the realization that deadly pollution froa auto1110bile exhauats was aerioualy 

threatening many urban areas while noise and safety hazards froa burgeoning 

atrea11& of traffic were degrading the quality of life in growing nuaber■ 

of neighborhoods. 

Citizens began responding by throwing themselves in front of bulldosen 

a■ freeway construction projects were about to begin. The Ber■bey conference 

in 1962 recognized some of these growing concerns and urged greater 

opportunities for citizen participation in highway planning. Thia theae 

was reenforced by the 1965 Williamsburg conference which eaphasized the 

growing need to consider a wide range of social goals in evaluating the 

potential effects of urban transportation plans. 

By the end of the decade, Congress responded with three aajor new 

laws: The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the Unifona Reloca

tion Act of 1970, and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. All three 

• 
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act■ required a auch cloeer look at the environ•ntal iapacta of bigbvaya 

and the potential.a for aubatituting tranait or other le•• daaagiQg tram

portation alternativea. Major new proviaiona were written into the trau

portation planning regulationa requiring air quality control •a•ur••• 
environaental iapact atateaents. enhanced citizen participation, and 

adequate proviaions for relocating persona and buaineasea diaplaced l,y 

tranaportation project•. 

The Equal Opportunities Movement. Beginning with the 1964 Civil 

light• Act, a prohibition against diacriaination becaae a -■jor goal in 

adaini■ tering all federal aid program& and diatributing their benefit■ • 

Thia, of courae, applied to transportation progra. u well as -■ny 

other■• Specific civil rights and equal opportunitie1 provieiona alao 

vere enacted directly in transportation legislation. including proviaiona 

in the 1970 Urban Ka11 Tranaportation Aaaistance Act regarding apecial 

policies and funding to enhance opportunities for the elderly and handi

capped conaistent vi th the social conaciousneBS raised by the Willi ... -

burg conference in 1965. As a result of this aoveaent, the urban 

transportation planning regulations now include requireaent1 for equal 

eaployaent opportunities, accees to transit by the handicapped, apecial 

fare• for the elderly, and participation by ainority buaineaaea. 

The Energy Criai■ ar,d International Phcal Readjustment. Congreu re

acted to the 1udden cutoff of Mideaat oil and the reaulting long gasoline 

line• in the United State• with proviaiona in the 1973 Highway Act that 

expanded recipient flexibility by permitting use of highway truat fm1ds for 

• 
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tranait purpoaea. Since 1970, when the •federal aid urban ay•t-• (PAUS) 

waa created, i ta fund• had been allowed to be uaed for auch tranait-related 

purpoaea aa apecial bua lanea and finge park.1.ng for bu• rider■• However, 

the 1973 expanaion of thi1 program encOll'J)a1aed a auch broader range of 

tranait capital project•, and the proaotion of rideaharing activitie1 

becaae a aajor eaphaah. The 1979 Aapen Conference on Future Urban 
1/ 

Tranaportation- further reenforced the need for more effective energy 

conaervation policie1 in tranaportation plans and a:>re effectiw public 

inve1taent atrategie1 to limit dependency on the energy inefficient 

autoaobile. By 1982, UMTA established a foraal policy proa:>ting para

tranait of variou1 type1, including ride1haring, and the Surface Trana

portation Act of that year earmarked lt of the increased ga1oline tax 

excluaively for transit capital expenditures. 

Taking a cue in part from the energy con1cious Highway Act of 1973, 

the joint planning regulations for urban tranaportation iaaued in 1975 

initiated a aborter range type of planning known aa •tranaportation 

ayateaa aanageaent" (TSM). This planning eleaent waa de1igned apecifi

cally to get the aost benefit from exi1ting tranaportation facilitie1 in 

light of ahrinking capital budgets and reduced revenues fr011 atate and 

federal ga•oline taxea resulting from gaaoline 1hortagea and high price• 

1/ American Planning Aasociation, Tranaportation Planning Diviaion, 
Proceedin s of the Aa en Conference on Future Urban Trans ortation, a con
erence held at the A1pen Institute for Bumani•tic Stud.ie1, Aapen, Colorado, 

June 3-7, 1979 (Chicago, IL: American Planning Aa1ociation, no date) • 
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inhibiting nonessential driving. Ridesharing and the aore efficient uae 

of transit aystems were important elements in this new planning eaphasia. 

The 1982 Woods Hole Conference on Strategic Planning for the Tranait 
1/ 

Industry- continued to emphasize the need for ahort range aanageaent 

atrategies to get the most from existing ayste118 at least coat. 

The financial pressure put on the world economy by the energy price 

increases of the 1970s helped to worsen America's position in international 

trade enough to bring forth a protective reaction by Congress. As one 

saall part of this reaction, the 1982 Surface Transportation Act included 

a provision encouraging transit construction materials and rolling stock 

to be purchased in the United States. Although this "buy American" policy 

contains a number of exceptions, it complicates the cost control efforts 

of the transit industry. 

Regulatory Reform and New Federalism. As the 11any federal aid 

transportation programs evolved, their complexity increased. Frmn aulti

faceted planning requirements to detailed engineering drawings, there 

were federal regulations for every eventuality. By 1971, the Mt. Pocono 

conference began to draw attenticn to this problem. It called for flexible 

1/ Proceedings are forthcoming from the Transportation Research Board, 
Washington, DC. 
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ailtia:>dal funding from the federal level - in other words a block grant. 

Congre•• began to .:>vein thi1 direction in 1973 when, aa noted above, the 

Highway Act authorized the potential u■e of urban 1y1te■ highway funds 

for certain transit capital expenses. In addition, thi1 Act allowed 

urban aections of interstate highways not yet built to be deleted froa 

the ■y1tem with an equal amount of funds being made available for other 

federally funded highway or transit projects. Despite the1e aovea, 

the bulk of transit funding remained in separate transit programs. 

Meanwhile, the federal aid highway program became the first grant to 

incorporate the concept of certification acceptance. Under this concept, 

the federal government was authorized to find that the laws, regulation1, 

and practices in a state highway program were equivalent to federal require

aents and could be accepted in place of detailed reviews and approvals by 

federal administrators. The idea was to cut red tape, shave administrative 

expenses, and speed highway planning and construction projects by reducing 

duplication. 

Cost consciousness received further consideration in two subsequent 

national conferences. First, the 1979 Aspen conference emphasized the 

need to use coet effectiveness critera in administering environmental 

and safety programs for urban transportation. Then the 1981 Airlie 
1/ 

Bouie Conference on Urban Transportation Planning for the 1980s- called 

1/ Transportation Research Board, Urban Trans~ortation Planning in 
the i'§'80s, Special Report 196, Proceedings of a con erence held November 
9-12, 1982 at Airlie House in Warrenton, VA (Washington, DC: National 
Academy of Sciences, 1982). 
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for greater flexibility in federal regulation•• to facilitate coat effec

tive adaptation• of the planning process to the need• of particular 

urban are••• Thia approach was propoaed to avoid unifora inaiatence on 

coetly planning product• auch as comprehensive long range ayateaa plana 

where not needed. Special efforts were urged to aiaplify planning in 

aaall urban areas having leas intricate probleu. 

Many unneceaaary complexities and coats of requirement• in federal 

tranait grant programs were documented in 1982 by TllB. It ■ report pointed 

out the exceaaive number of applications and amendment& required. the 

burdensome staff commitments mandated upon transit agencies. the uneven 

adlli.niatration of programs a1110ng the various UMTA regions. and the rigiditiea 
1/ 

and delay■ involved in uaing these programs.-

The Joint Urban Transportation Planning Regulations of 1975 attaapted 

to atreaaline the planning side of these programs. but they could do little 

to aiaplify the implementation programs. Early in the Reagan Adainiatra

tion. these joint planning regulations were somewhat aiaplified. on an 

interim basis, to require less costly planning in areas under 200.000 

population and to give atate and local governaents greater diacretion in 

!/ Ellen H. Kret and Subhash Kundle. Impacts of Federal Grant 
llequire■ent1 on Transit Agencies, National Cooperative Tranait lleaearcb 
and Development Program Report 2 (Washington, DC: Transportation Reaearch 
Board. December 1982). 
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deaignating KPOs and chooeing which planning activities to eaphaeize. 

Thia vaa the beginning of a aajor effort to bring coat cutting regulatory 

relief to atate and local governments and to return greater authority to 

them. 

The Reagan Administration's New Federalism philosophy was 

carried further with the enactment of a new transit block grant in 1982 

and the 1983 revision of the urban transportation planning regulations. 

These actions allow still greater flexibility in the designation of KPOa. 

in determining the content of the planning process. in earring out the 

requ~red planning. and in using implementation funds. They are elt8llined 

in aore detail below. 

Recent Transit Program Reforms 

Since 1981. the Reagan Administration has been urging rapid 

discontinuance of operating assistance for transit and eventual ending 

of all federal capital assistance for both transit and local highways 

(those not included in the interstate and primary highway syste•). 

The Administration also withdrew the Carter Administration revision of 

the urban transportation planning regulations and substituted its own 

less intrusive version after more than two years of consultation with 

state and local transportation officials and others. 

Meanwhile. recommendations to phase out federal aid for transit aet 

opposition in Congress. After some initial cuts in funding for fiscal 

• 
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year 1982, Congre•a increased its authorizations for transit in future 

yeara and retained the operating aaaietance prograa by enacting a nev 

transit block grant to be used for capital, operating, and planning pur

po•e• at the discretion of recipients. UMTA regulations for adainiatra

tion of thia new block grant were published in June 1983, the aame aonth 

ae the new joint planning regulations became effective. Together, theae 

two federal actions very aubetantially reduced the federally iapoeed 

regulatory burden on state and local agencies involved with urban tramit 

and related highway programs. 

While these major changes have raised a number of intergovernaental 

ieeuee, there is fairly widespread agreement that these changes will be 

beneficial. Of course, the funding cute were the aost controveraial fea

tures of the Reagan proposals, but they did not aaterialize in the tranait 

progr-a to the extent that they did in a number of other fields of 

doae•tic aid. The other intergovernmental i•aues are one• that have 

been under consideration for many years, •o they are familiar to all 

concerned. Thia increaaes confidence that the broadened flexibility in 

the new federal regulations will be uaed constructively rather than 

abu•ed. 

Jlevi•ed urban transportation planning regulations. Although the 

urban transportation planning process has been federally required and 

regulated for more than 20 years, joint regulations formally integrating 

highway and transit planning into a single process are lee• than 10 years 
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1/ 
old.- These regulations have been controveraial for two reaaona: 

(1) highway programs are administered through the states while tranait 

prograaa have been run 110stly by metropolitan or local organizationa, 

and (2) these federal regulations focused the decisioruaaldng proceas in 

the KPO as a cooperative forum rather than leaving etate, local, and 

tranait agency officials as independent deciaionmakera. Thia federal 

effort to 11andate collegial activity among major actors in aetropolitan 

transportation affairs caused political and administrative stresses and 

strains fr0111 the beginning, but most actors have adjusted to the reality 

that such a process is needed at least for the bulk of routine planning 

and coordination tasks. Where major policy difference& occur in this 

process, the actors remain free to elevate them into the political arena 

,at whatever governmental level is appropriate for resolving the.. 

Between 1975 and 1983, the joint regulations were reviewed internally 

by the U.S. Department of Transportation several times -- once by Congres

sional aandate. They also were directly challenged in the courts on one 

occasion, but were sustained in both the federal district court and the 
2/ 

U.S. Court of Appeals.-

1/ Vincent F. Paparella, "An Administrative History of the Develop
ment of the FHWA/UMTA Joint Urban Transportation Planning Regulations• 
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Trans
portation Administration, Office of Planning Research and Evaluation, 
February 1982). 

1:,/ Ibid., pp. 8-9. 
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The Congressional ■ tudy 11andated in 1976 va■ prepared by the U.S. 

Depart•nt of Transportation. Its purpo■e vaa to evaluate the urban ■y■t• 

program enacted in 1970 and amended in 1973, giving ■ pecial. attention to 

the MPO planning process used in al.locating program funds aaong coapeting 
1/ 

project ■.- The ■tudy found that, despite the controversy over the relative 

roles of the KPO versus ■ tate transportation official■ and local gowrn

aent■, the MPO process was working as intended to provide a foru■ for 

cooperative decisions within the JEtropolitan areas. State repre■enta

tives were part of the process in most areas, although transit operator■ 

were rarely included at that time. The MPOs were found to be adequately 

staffed and funded in the 30 areas where case studies were carried out, 

and the level of local involvement and local interest in the urban ■y■ tea 

progra■ was found to be increasing as intended. In light of these finding■ , 

the U.S. Department of Transportation "recommended that the Congre■ s aalte 

no changes, for the present, in the legislation affecting the urban aystea 
2/ 

program and the transportation planning and prograllllling processe■."-

At that time, the joint planning regulations required that the 

governor of each state, in consultation with local officials, designate 

a single MPO in each metropolitan area for both transit and highway 

OC: 
1/ U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban s;stems Study {Washington, 
U.S. Department of Transportation, December 19 6). 

!/ Ibid., p. 11. 
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planning, and urged that thie organization be the one also designated a• 

the federally required review and comment agency under <»fB Circular 

A-95. The regulations also required that each MPO prepare annually a 

unified planning work program to indicate how and by whoa the tranait 

and highway planning funds in the region would be used to produce a 

long range transportation systems plan, ae well as a aborter range trana

portation ■yetems management element (TSME) and a aultiyear tran.aporta

tion iaproveaent program (TIP) with an annual element (Al) encoapaaaing 

the first year funding priorities within the region for both capital and 

operating expenditures. 

Proposed revisions to the joint regulations initiated in 1980 by the 

Carter Achainietration were aimed at giving the MPOs greater involveaent in 

detailed corridor planning efforts that traditionally had been under the 

direction of iaplementing agencies. The purpose was to enhance local 

elected official leadership in such projects. This proposal proved highly 

controversial, and although issued in final form on January 18, 1981, the 

Reagan Administration postponed and then withdrew these revised regula

tions. Thia ■ tronger role for the MPOs was felt by many ■tatea to be an 

unnecea ■ary federal intrusion into the negotiation of workable relationship• 

am>ng cooperating parties withi n the planning program. 

A 1981 evaluation of MPO effectiveness in carrying out the 3C proceaa, 

baaed upon the joint certification reviews performed by FHWA and UMTA, 
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•found that while there 1• iaolated controveray and aoae confuaion owr the 

KPO concept and functions aet forth and the FHWA/UMTA joint funding and 

programrlng regulations, the process ia working and proaoting aound trans-
l/ 

portation improvements."- Thia finding was corroborated by a conteaporary 

atudy prepared by the Standing Committee on Planning of the American Aaao

ciation of State Highway and Transportation Officials, a awaary of llbich 

was attached to the federal evaluation report. 

The 1983 revisions of the joint regulations sought no changes in the 

existing planning process other than to remove unnecessary federal influence 

and leave greater discretion to the state and local officials and the 

publically owned transit agencies cooperating within each aetropolitan 

area. In line with this intent, the new federal regulation.a are auch 

leas prescriptive than the former ones. 

With respect to the organizations designated to carry out the metro

politan planning process, the regulations urge that there be only one per 

urbanized area or group of contiguous urbanized areas "to the extent pos

sible,• although it has no provisions to enforce that concept. The organi

zation actually designated can be of any type agreed upon by the governor 

and the local elected officials of the metropolitan area. 'nle purpose 

1/ Federal Highway Administration, Office of Planning and Policy 
Development, Urban Planning Division, "Metropolitan Planning Organizations 
in the Urban Transportation Planning Process" (Washington, DC: U.S. 
Department of Transportation, July 1981), p. 7. 
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of the organisation 1• to aerve u the area'• •torua for cooperatift 

traneportation decilionaak.ing... Ita aeabenhip 1a not apecified. It 

asat endorae the tranaportation iaprove-nt progra (TIP) for the area. 

including an annual or biennial liat of project• for near tera federal 

funding under both the highway and traneit progr .... 

Aa to the geographic extent of the planning area, the outer 

boundariea are to be eatabliahed jointly by the governor and the elected 

local official• in the area. Federal of ficiala will not beccae in.olwd 

in that delineation. 

Aa to the content of the planning prograa, the regulationa 

require very little, although the Federal Highway Adainiatration and the 

Urban Kaaa Traneportation Administration "'intend to continue to provide 

technical aasistance to advance good planning and progruming practicea.• 

The regulationa require no special tiae borisona or apecific plalllling 

ele•nta except that (1) the TIP a.1st cowr a period of at leut three 

year• and be reasonably aatched to expected level• of funding, and (2) 

the plan aiat include an "'analyaia of tranaportation ayatea aanageaent 

atrategiea to aake 110re efficient uae of exiating tranaportation sy•t-."' 

Beyond that, the planning proceas may include whatever la agreed upon 

aaong the participating state and local officials and publically owned 

tranait agenciea in the area. Planning taak.a are to be puraued to the 

• 
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degree that thoae parties deem them to be appropriate in light of 

the aize of the area and the COlllplexity of its transportation probleu. 

At the aame time, there is a list of statutorily required coocerna that 

aiat be aet by the planning process, and the KPO and the atate auat jointly 

certify that their process meets those concerns. Thia certification 

auat be included with each TIP submitted -- either anrually or biennially 

at the discretion of the state and MPO. These statutory concerna include 

environmental iapact assessments, involvement of appropriate public 

and private transportation providers, civil rights, ainority business 

enterprise participation, special provisions for the elderly and handi

capped, and compliance with clean air standards. 

The contents of the planning process must be anrually agreed upon 

and submitted for federal approval in a unified planning work program 

(UPWP) document for each area having a population of 200,000 or acre. 

Agreement mat be reached among the MPO, the state, and publically owned 

tranait operators, and must show how the fed~ral aid funds froa different 

aources will be used in the program. For areas below 200,000 population, 

docuaentation of the planning work program aay be aupplied in any fom 

deemed aoat appropriate by the state and local officials involved. 

The regulations urge that state, MPO, and transit officials aiaplify 

their procedures for updating and amending the annual or biennial ele•nt 

• 
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of the TIP. Saall project•, aa detendned by the KPO, aay be coabined 

into broad prograa categoriea, rather than aubaitted aa indiridual pro

ject•, in order to reduce the need for aaend•nta of the annual or biennial 

In the awmer of 1983, ahortly after theae new regulationa were iaaued, 

the Rational Aaaociation of Regional Council• (repreaenting .. ay of the 

KPOa) and the American Aaaociation of State Highway and TTanaportation 

Official• held four regional conference• around the nation in cooperation 

with FRWA and UMTA. While aeveral iuuea were debated vigoroualy --

like the need for greater guidance in the aelf certification proce•• and 

clearer definitions of what ahould be included within the TIP -- there 

vaa broad concenaua in aupport of the reduced federal interftntion in 
1/ 

the planning procea ■.-

iepreaentatives from MPOa, tranait 11Uthoritiea, and atatea 
felt that in aoet caaea, they wanted no a>re federal guidance or 
criteria than the general atandarda contained in the revised planning 
regulation•. Problems that may ariae a• a reault of the new regula
tion■ can be worked out between the atate and local governaent and 
not in Waahington. Little diacuaaion vaa giftn to the ieeue of 
role• and reaponaibilitiea of atatea, KPOa and tranait agencie• 
under the new planning regulation••!/ 

1/ Cbriatina 1Cirk Stelman, et al., Pinal Report on the Regional 
Trana-ortation Meeti • Held b theNational :X.aociation of le onal 
Counci • an American of State Hi hva and Trana ortation 
Official■, draft Waahington, DC: National Aaaociation of •egional 
Councila, September 20, 1983). 

1/ Ibid., PP• 48-49. 
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Reither the federal ruleaakera nor the atate and local participants 

in the MPO proceaa expect aajor changes aa a result of theae nev regula

tiona. Neverthele••• they look forward to the potential offered for 

aiaplifying the proceaa and adapting it to conditiona under which 

funding for regional planning is becoming increaaingly acarce. 

The ia1ue of acarce regional planning funds ariaea not froa the 

tranaportation planning programs ao auch aa from the withdrawal. or 

reduction of federal funding in other regional planning progr ... that 

foraerly aupported related planning in the MPO process. A. ahovn in Table 

,4-10. the 39 federal aid programs providing assistance to regional plan

ning in 1979. had been substantially altered by fiscal year 1982: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

12 had been terminated; 

11 had auffered significant budget cuts or were being phased out; 

9 had loet their regional or areawide features; 

6 were in the process of being revised. thereby creating un
certainty about their future usefulness to regional. organization•; 
and 

only 1 was left esaentially \Dltouched. 

Of apecial significance to the urban transportation planning pro-

1r• vaa the termination of HUD'a Section 701 comprehensive planning 

uaiatance program and aajor reductions in the econOllic developaent 

adainiatration program in the Department of COlllmerce. Both of these 

progr ... had been mainatays of many MPO organizations. and the 701 pro-



• 
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gram eapecially had provi~ed much of the land uae planning upon which 

transportation planning has been baaed. 

Aa a result of these federal cutback.a in regional planning, aoet 

regional planning organizations have experienced aubstantial reductions 

in ataff and have been acrambling to increaae their funding froa other 

aourcea -- particularly from local governments. The coneequence for 

their programs has been a aajor shift from c011prehenaive plannning 

activities toward apecific services provided to local govermaenta for 

a fee. Thus, urban transportation planning is increa1ingly left to pay 

ita own way, including the expense of any necessary land use planning. 

The urban transportation planning funds m.ist foot this bill not only for 

exiating KPOs but also for the large number of new urbanized areas, created 

by the 1980 Census of Population. This double demand has absorbed the 

increased transportation funds made available by the 1982 Surface Trans

portation Act without providing any real increase in KPO resources. 

The New Section 9 Transit Block Grant. The Section 9 block grant 

for transit capital, operating, and planning purposes enacted at the end 

of 1982 went into effect beginning with fiscal year 1984. It is designed 

aa the primary federal aid program for transit purposes, but it is not 

the only one. By 1986, it will be distributing nearly three-quarters of 

all federal transit aid by formula with relatively few federal reatric

tiona. 

• 
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According to the UMTA regulations for thie program i11ued in June 

This new program offers the opportunity to 1ubstantially reduce 
the Federal Government's role in grant development and approval 
processes, while enhancing the responsibilities of etate and local 
governmental entities. State and local agencies will be able: 

a. to allocate and suballocate program resources among recipient• 
in an urbanized area without F~deral involvement; 

b. to identify and select the projects (planning, capital and/or 
operating) to be included in the program of projects; 

c. to self-certify that various statutory requirements have or 
will be met; 

d. to eliminate the need to submit individual project justifications; 

e. to submit a single grant application for a program of projects 
in lieu of many individual project applications, as has been the 
case; and 

f. to submit a program budget in lieu of project budgets, thus 
obviating the need to get Federal approval of budget revisions 
and ar:>st technical amendments. 

The overriding intent of the Act, with respect to section 9, is 
to simplify the grant application and review processes. However, 
the Act requires a recipient to have independent audits conducted 
on an annual basis and requires the U.S. Secretary of Transportation 
to conduct triennial post-grant reviews and evaluations of compli
ance with certifications and other requirements. The Federal role 
in these program 111anagement activities will, to the maximum extent 
feasible, be limited and non-intrusive. J../ 

1/ Urban Mass Transportation Administration, •section 9 Formula 
Grant-Application Instructions," Circular UMTA C 9030.1, Washington, 
OC, June 27, 1983, p. I-1. 

• 
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For urbanized area, of 200,000 or aore population, the governor, 

responsible local official,, and publicly owned transit agenclea are 

to jointly deaignate block grant recipient,. To the extent poeaible, 

there 1hould be only one recipient in each urbanized area or group of 

contiguous urbanized areas, but multiple designations are poe1ible at 

the discretion of the above named officials. In practice, llllltiple 

de1ignations do occur as indicated in Table 4-11. In the case of 

multiple block grant recipients in the same area, local officials and 

the designated recipients are to come together through the MPO forum 

for cooperative decisionmaking to determine the allocation of fomula 

funds among the designated recipients. 

For urbanized areas under 200,000 population, the governor or hie 

designee is the recipient of the formula funds. The governor aay desig

nate a single recipient, such as the State Department of Transportation, 

or multiple recipients including transit operators or MPOs in one or .:>re 

of the smaller urbanized areas. 

Designated recipients may redesignate their funds to other organiza

tions. To use its allocated funds, each designated recipient 1mst develop 

and submit for federal approval a program of projects in a total a110unt 

not exceeding the formula allocation, although a supplemental list of 

contingency projects may be appended so that they might be advanced in 

the event that projects in the main program are delayed or dropped for 

some reason. 



TABLE 4-11 
METROPOLITAN AREAS WITH MULTIPLE S!C. 9 RECIPIENTS: 1983 

(Incomplete listing of areas) 

Hartford-New Britain, Middletown CMSA, CT 

Boston CMSA, MA-NH 

New York CMSA, NY-NJ-CT 

Washin~ton, DC-MD-VA 

Baltimore, MD 

Philadelphia CHSA, PA-NJ 

State College, PA 

Charlottesville, VA 

Chicagc CHSA, IL-IN-WI 

Columbus, OH 

Cleveland CMSA, OH 

Cincinatti CMSA, OH 

Milwaukee CHSA, Wl 

Dallas-Fort Worth CHSA, TX 

Houston-Galveston CMSA, TX 

Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 

Seattle-Tacoma CMSA, WA 

Source: Incomplete mailing list of Sec. 9 designated recipients supplied 
by UMTA, December 2, 1983. 

• 
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Developing this program of projects follows the now futiliar pattern 

of ••agan Era block grants. Specifically, a designated recipient i1 re

quired to: 

• Make available, to the public, infonaation concerning the amount 
of funds available under section 9 and the program of project■ 
that the recipient proposes to undertake with such fwds; 

• Develop a proposed program of projects concerning activitiea to 
be funded in consultation with interested parties, including 
private transportation providers; 

• Publish a proposed program of projects in such a aanner as to 
afford . affected citizens. private transportation providers and, 
as appropriate, local elected officials an opportunity to exaaine 
its content and to submit comments on the proposed program of 
projects and on the performance of the recipient; 

• Afford an opportunity for a public hearing to obtain the views 
of citizens on the proposed program of projects; 

• Consider comments and views. particularly thoee of private 
transportation providers. and. if deemed appropriate, aodify 
the proposed program of projects; and 

1/ 
• Make the final program of projects available to the public.-

While this is a fairly simple and straight forvard participation 

proceas, it tends to overlap the TIP development process and the inter

govermaental consultation process under Executive Order 12372 (fonaerly 

<MB Circular A-95). Projects in the Section 9 applications must be 
2/ 

drawn from the TIP endorsed by the MPO.-

ll ~- • p. IV-1. 

2/ •urban Transportation Planning; Final Rule," Federal Register 
(Wa1hington, DC: June 30, 1983), 450.210(a). 
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As shown in Table 4-12. designated recipients for Section 9 transit 

block grant funds are overwhelmingly transit providers -- aostly cities. 

counties. or transit districts. MPOs account for only 10% of the recipi-

ents. 

Current Sources of Federal Transit Aid. Despite enactment of the 

new transit block grant, the U.S. Department of Transportation currently 

offers six sources of transit implementing funds, and four prograas _,up

porting the urban transportation planning process. These are su-.arized 

in Table 4-13. Both the implementation and planning programs draw ~pon 

the highway trust fund as well as general appropriations. Highway pro-
- . 

grams contribute significantly to meeting transit objectives by supplying 

both implementation and planning funds. 

The Section 3 discretionary transit grant program formerly supplied the 

largest part of transit assistance, but it is now becoming a supplement 

to the block grant and is limited to major capital projects of an unusual

ly capital intensive nature. The interstate substitution program serves 

a similar purpose. Transit funding from the federal aid urban system 

and other highway system funds are largely in the form of special bus 

lanes, commuter parking at transit or ridesharing pick-up points, and 

other highway related transit facilities. While the urban system funds 

may be used for such purposes as purchasing transit equipment or rehabili

tating subway systems, ·such projects are rarely funded from this source. 

On the other hand, the interstate substitution funds, though not avail

able for very many places, frequently are used for transit construction 

and acquisition. 

• 
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TABLE 4-12 
DESIGNATED RECIPIENTS: 1983 

SECTION 9 TRANSIT BLOCK GIANT 
(Incomplete Liating) 

Number 

13 
1/ 

109-

33 

113 

3 

271 

2/ 
27-

Percent 

4.8 

40.2 

12.2 

41.7 

1.1 

100.0% 

10.0% 

Source: Incomplete uiling list of Sec. 9 designated recipient• aupplied 
by UKTA, December 2, 1983. 

1/ A cc:.110n practice in Arizona, Colorado, North and South Dakota, 
Nev Mexico, New York, Texas, and Wisconsin. 

2/ A coamon practice in California, Nevada, and Texas. In Texas 
the HPO'a receiving Sec. 9 funds are those where the city ia the KPO 
except in one case. 
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Aaong the planning aasistance prograu, UMTA and FHWA each have a 

grant progr- earurked apecifically for MPO use, and both have a plan

ning aaaiatance prograa available to other recipient• who aay pa•• aoae 

of their fund• through to the MPOs. In the case of UKTA, theae indirect 

MPO planning funds come from the Section 9 block grants allocated priu

rily to tranait providers. The indirect highway planning fund• go firat 

to the atatea. The use of these four 1ources of funding for urban trana

portation planning is coordinated through the unified planning work 

prograa. Mutual agreement on the coordinated use of these funds aiat 

be worked out through the MPO cooperative decisionmaking forum and aist 

be approved by the U.S. Department of Transportation. The process by 

which the MPO endorses the TIP coordinates the use of the six sources of 

tranait iaplementation funds in a similar way. 

Future Adaptations of Transit Related 
Organizations and Planning 

Like the urban transportation planning process, aetropolitan inatitu

tiona reaponaible for providing transit services also are evolving. Thia 

portion of the chapter examines the developing trends in tranait related 

institutions and decisionmaking processes, and presents the results of 

ACIR'• aurvey research and interviewing concerning these institutional 

isaues. 
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Over the past decade, a conaiderable degree of rethinltiQ& hu 'talten 

place regarding the •tropolitan proceaa for urban tranaportation deciaion

aalting. Thia rethinking has ■oved beyond the traditional concenui with 

eatabliahing a hierarchy for deciaioruulting within the •tropolitan 

area toward a realization that authoritative hierarchies are very unliltely 

in aoet •tropolitan areas. This realization, then. direct• attention 

to non-hierarchical vaya of bringing about areawide coordination. 

The Traditional Iaaue of Instituting a Metropolitan Hierarchy for 

Deciaionaaking. The last time ACIR examined the topic of aetropolitan 

transportation, in 1974, the general concensua was that the neceaaary 

inatitutional. procedural. and managerial framework for aucceaa in coor

dinating transportation programs within metropolitan areaa included an 

authoritative aetropolitan planning organization capable of planning 

areawide tranaportation atrategies consistent with c011prehenaive growth 

unageaent policies and capable of requiring that thoae atrategiea be 

reflected in the annual programs of the diverse organizations f~ding the 

neceaaary implementation activities. Along with this regional deciaion

aalting proce••• the consensus was that an areawide transportation 

authority was needed to carry out the urban transit portions of the 

tranaportation program in accordance with the planning organization'• 

• 
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adopted plan and program. Thia transit authority. it vaa agreed. 

ehould have adequate revenue raising powers. and be authorized to pro

vide tranait aervicea itaelf or to contract with other public bodie• or 

private aervice providers to eecure the level• of aervicea apecified in 
ll 

the regional plan and program. 

While it waa recognized in the ACIR report that eatabliahing auch 

neat intergovernmental hierarchies would not be easy in aoet aetropoli

tan areas. this was the institutional goal set to be achieved through 

atate legislation and reenforced by a supportive federal role. The 

overall atrategy was to incorporate the obviously areawide transportation 

function into an areawide governance system overseen by a politically 

accountable areawide governing body responsible for regional growth 

atrategiea and all of the other regional policies of a functional nature 

neceasary to address metropolitan development issues on a coeprehenaive 

basis. 

Other research on institutional requirements for aetropolitan 

tranaporatation at that time also supported this concept. Such thinking. 

of course. was consistent with the institutional themes running through 

the conaenaus-building conferences on urban transportation planning held 

at Sagamore (1958). Williamsburg (1965) 1 and Mt. Pocono (1971). Moreover. 

1/ Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Toward More 
Balanced Trans ortation: New Inter overnmental Pro osals 1 Report A-49 

Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1975. 
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auch of that aaE thinking, had found ita way into federal legialation 

and regulations, and conditioned the thinking of federal legialaton and 

adlliniatratora. 

A aajor atudy of metropolitan transportation institutions, carried 

out in 1974 by Frank Colcord of Tufts University, examined a nullber of 

aetropolitan areas in the United States, Canada, and Europe, identified 

the types of policies needed to balance highway and transit 110bility at 

the aetropolitan level, and evaluated four types of institutional arrange

aents being used to attempt to implement such policies. Colcord found 

that authoritative arrangements based either upon a aetropolitan organi

zation or the use of state power - or a combination of the two in aoae 

cases -- were adequate to the task, while the more fragmented institu

tional relationships found in most American metropolitan areas were 
1/ 

inadequate.- Colcord'& study recommended continued encouragement of 

"110re effective metropolitan institutions and stronger, 110re c011prehe

nsive state agencies" as positive steps. Under this scheae, the metropo

litan bodies were to encompass the whole urban region, control the trans

portation programming function as well as the planning process, and 

exercise areawide powers over broad land use planning strategies. This 

increased centralization of power was to be balanced with an enhanced 

1/ Frank C. Colcord, Jr., Urban Transportation Decision-Making: . 
Sumury and Conclusions (Washington, OC: U.S. Department of Transporta
tion, Office of Transportation Economic Analysis, September 1974). 

• 
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citizen participation program working through nonul political proceaHa 

within the newly conatituted aetropolitan governaent. The report con

cluded that •requiring aetropolitan review and approval of plam and 

poaitive aetropolitan programming of funds will go a long vay to enlarg

ing the capabilitie• of aetropolitan institutions in theae policy 
1/ 

are•••.-

When Colcord returned to this topic in 1979, after obeerving •••eral 

year• of vigorous federal encouragement of a aore authoritatiw and coapre

henaive role for aetropolitan planning organizations, he found that the 
2/ 

doainant effect had been to restrict the auton011y of transit iutitutiona.-

The growing role of metropolitan planning organizations in the tranaporta

tion planning and programming process throughout the United States, and 

the etrengthened transit role of some states (added to their etrong highway 

rolea) had brought about a 1110re comprehensive view, greater inwlw•nt 

of the elected officials of general purpose local government, and enhanced 

citizen participation. Colcord concluded that: 

The continuing evolution of institutions toward a dual 
c011prehensive system -- state and metropolitan - aee118 
a prOlllising direction in which to 1110ve, completely con
eistent with the checks-and-balances tradition in the 
United States, but relieved of major roadblocks to 

!/ Ibid., P• xiii. 

2/ Frank C. Colcord, "Public Transit and Institutional Change,• in 
George!. Gray and Lester A. Hoel, editors, Public Transportation: 
Planning, Operations, and Management (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Rall, Inc., 1979), p. 595. 
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to comprehenaiveneas and responsiveness which 
have been present in our system in the past. 1/ 

Reformulation of Metropolitan Institutional Issues. Since Colcord'• 

work in the aid-seventies, most research has taken a dramatic turn toward 

evaluating techniques that might bring about •tropolitan coordination 

in apite of fragmented responsibilities. This redirection can be traced 

to the introduction in federal regulations of the transportation aystem 

management (TSM) concept that required short-term management of a wide 

array of transportation activities by many different public agencies. 

Evaluating this TSM requirement at the end of its first year of 

implementation, Jones pointed out the mismatch between the hierarchical 

concept of developing long range plans and transportation management 

strategies at the areawide level for orchestrating activities of nu•rous 

implementors from above, and the reality that very little authority for 

auch orchestration had been established at the metropolitan level. What 

Jones observed happening in 1976 was a TSM process in which most projects 

were initiated by local governments or by transit agencies that aubmitted 

lists of proposed projects to the metropolitan planning organization for 

relatively perfunctory review and approval within the limits of available 

federal funding. Those projects for which funds were unavailable in the 

1/ Ibid., pp. 595-596. 

• 
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cOlling year usually were put on a liat for future funding. Very little 
1/ 

overall atrategy was involved.-

Jones concluded that •.->st MPOs will not offer a aufficiently robuat 

political aetting to accomplish the coordination and orc:heatration objec

tive• poatulated in the TIP and TSM regulations ••• and that State and 
2/ 

city officials ahould be engaged in the process more actively.•- Under 

existing conditions of piecemeal negotiation of TSM projects, Jones aug

gested that auccessful implementation would be enhanced by redeploying 

planning aanpower from the MPOs to the operating agencies and giving tboae 

agencies financial incentives to pursue low-capital and operational iaprove-
3/ 

ments in their own transportation systems.- Jones' prescription included 

the creation of a more orderly hierarchy engaging state and local policy

aakers a:>re actively in an urban transportation program aanagement partner-
4/ 

ship at the county or metropolitan level.- While this partnership would 

diminiah the partner's individual autonomy, it would be deaigned to facili-

1/ David w. Jones, The Politics of Metropolitan Tranaportation 
Plannin and Pro rammin: lications for Trans ortation S atea Kanae-
aent Berkeley, CA: University of California at Berkeley, Institute of 
Transportation Studies, November 1976), pp. 135-145. 

2/ ~-, p. 135. 

1/ Ibid., pp. 138-140. 

4/ Ibid., pp. 146-147. 
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tate (a) purchasing tranait and paratransit aervices froa private aupplier• · 

(b) using incentives for employers to stagger work hours and proaote ride

aharing, (c) allocating project funding in accordance with operating effi

ciency criteria, (d) sizing and ataging tranait and highway inveataenta on 

the basis of systems planning, and (e) funding ameliorative activitiea to 

offset adverse iapacts or costs of projects that otherwise would alienate 

key conatituencies. 

A 1977 study of ways to coordinate urban transportation found 

that fragmentation of responsibilities was the general case, l/ and was 

unlikely to change greatly in the foreseeable future. Eight different 

110dels of institutional arrangements for coordinating urban transporta

tion systelllS were examined, but none was found universally applicable. 

Each a>del sought to concentrate greater authority for the coordination 

task in one or JDOre key actors like the state, a city or county, a aetro

politan government, a regional funding or operating agency, or a balanced 

metropolitan/state power structure. In general, cities were found to 

have been the most effective coordinators, while county government and 

a few regional transportation agencies were found to be effective 

in a few places. Regional associations of governments were found to 

have opportunities for effective coordination where they adopted 

l/ Michael Petersilia and Arlee Reno, Operating Multi-Modal Urban 
Transportation Systems, prepared by System Design Concepts, Inc. 
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Transportation, December 1977). 
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a role as foruas for joint decisionma'ldng by independent 1tate 

and local actors -- rather than as independent deci1iormalter1 in their 

own right. 

Although this 1977 1tudy spoke of the po1itive contribution that 

greater concentration of authority could provide, it laid it1 pri•ry 

1tre1s upon other factors influencing successful coordination. These 

included (a) financial and other incentives encouraging both public 

agencies and individuals to embrace more cost-effective transportation 

i■provements, (b) the development of a more closely knit veb of relation

ships and trust among key actors in the transportation coamunity, (c) 

the use of specific coordination mechanisms to strengthen relationships 

among individuals and agencies, and (d) greater involvement of interest 

groups and the public during the project development process to 1trengthen 

non-governmental support. In the final analysis, the report stressed 

that successful coordination depended upon an individual coordinator 

committed to the task and operating in a public policy environment con

ducive to coordination by one means or another. lnfonaal coordinating 

mechanisms were seen as being every bit as influential as the aore fora.al 

institutional structures and coordinating assignments provided by 

law. The specific coordinating mechanisms identified included cOallli.tteea, 

professional societies, social/professional functions, permanent ■hared 

office locations, temporary project offices, training seainara, and the 

temporary assignment of staff from one agency to another. 

• 
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A 1981 etudy elaborated upon this philosophy, eapha■ izing that there 

was no single structural approach that could ■uit all •tropolitan area• 

beat, but that there were a number of techniques for coordination that 

could enhance the integration of transportation prograas into a unified 

ayatea regardless of the particular structure developed historically in 
ll 

a given area. In all of the metropolitan areas e.xallined, the designated 

•tropolitan planning organization (MPO), state governments, city and 

county governments, one or more public transit authorities, and private 

operators were involved in the urban transportation process. S011e of 

the areas also had a regional transportation funding agency. 

'nle five structural -,dels found to fit these existing situations 

were described in terms of the degree of dominance achieved by either 

the state, a city or county government, the regional transportation 

funding agency, or a balanced power structure involving the state and a 

aetropolitan government. Areas lacking such dominance CAiie under the 

heading of the fifth model in which a regional association of governaenta 

relied principally upon negotiating coordination agreements acceptable 

to all parties. Under any of the five aodela, involveaent of all the 

1/ Jon E. Burkhardt, Mark J. Ramadell, Arlee T. Reno, Joseph R. 
Stowers, ICathleen Kelly, and Debbie Fisher, Current Institutional Arrange
aents for Urban Transportation Decisions - and Potential Changes, prepared 
by Ecosometrics, Inc., and System Design Concepts, Inc., for the Office of 
'nle Secretary, U.S, Department of Transportation (Washington, DC: National 
Technical Information Service, October 1981). 

• 
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parties vas found to be important and able to be enhanced by a nuaber 

of techniques. To the extent that formal decisiomaaking atnacturea were 

with centralized decieionmaking powers were not establiahed by atate law, 

theae coordination techniques were found to be all the aore iaportant. 

The coordination techniques identified in this 1981 atudy fell into 

three categories: formal, infonnal, and personal. The formal technique• 

included interagency agreements or memorandums of understanding eatabliah

ing procedures for (a) allocating funds among transit operators, (b) de

veloping unified grant applications for federal funding, (c) sharing 

responsibilities for planning tasks, (d) interconnecting separate trana

portation systems at convenient transfer points and coordinating transit 

fares, and (e) providing mutual assistance among transportation providers 

during emergencies. Other formal techniques included collllittees to 

penaanently oversee ongoing operations like those listed above, inter

local contracting for transportation services, and contracting-out 

the specific tasks to be performed by cooperating agencies (like plan

ning, engineering, or management analyses). These fonaal arrangeents 

were found to require political action within the metropolitan area, to 

be costly or time consuming to establish, and to be difficult to change 

once established. 
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The informal techniques of coordination included volWltary coaaitteea 

and task forces establiahed for specific purposes (often on a t-porary 

basia), regular aeetings of the area'• general managers of the various 

transit agencies or other key transportation officials (including •et

ings aaong the directors of adjacent MPOs), and designated liaiaon ataffa 

within aajor agencies apecifically charged with developing stronger 

coaaaunications channels among cooperating agencies. Usually, inform.I 

techniques such as these were found to be established administratively 

and yielded no formal minutes or decisions. Yet, they did establish a 

framework within which consensus was developed and personal relationships 
1/ 

among transportation officials were melded into a "web of trust.• 

These close personal relationships often led to staff aharing and 

staff collaboration among transportation agencies that substantially 

saoothed the operation of both formal and informal coordination arrange

aents. The report stressed the importance of these techniques, concluding 

that "Integration of decision-making can occur successfully within any 

(institutional structure], if the mechanisms used for coordination 

are effective and the personal relationships among the key decisiomaakers 
2/ 

at different agencies are highly positive.•- All the areas studied 

were uaing some such techniques. 

1/ Ibid., p. 39. 

t;/ Ibid., p. 34. 

• 
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Finally, this 1981 study recommended the reduction of federal 

program requirements that served as barriers to effective coordination 

within aetropolitan areas. Specifically, 11t1lti-1110dal transportation 

block grants and greater flexibility in planning requireaenta were re

commended as aeans of allowing major tranaporation actors in aetropol

itan areas to focus their activities upon (a) implementation oriented 

strategies, (b) early involvement of all implementation agencies, (c) 

effective and timely involvement of the general public and special inter

est groups, and (d) incentives for the various implementation agencies 

to improve their services and to coordinate their actions. 

Three recent reports prepared for the Transportation Research Board 

concerning the use of transportation system management (TSH) techniques 

and the preparation of federally required analyses of alternatives for 

major urban transit investments (UMTA's alternatives analysis requ.ire-
1/ 

aent)- have urged that each government or transportation agency with 

an ultimate implementation responsibility should be directly involved 

1_/ John J. Roark, Experiences in Transportation System Kanageaent, 
NCHRP Synthesis 1981 (Washington, DC: Transportation Research Board, 
November 1981); J. H. Batchelder, M. Golenberg, J. A. Howard, and H. S. 
Levinson, Low-Cost TSM Pro ects: Sim lified Procedures for Evaluation 
and Setting Priorities, Final Report and Users Manual Washington, DC: 
Transportation Research Board, forthcoming); and System Design Concepts, 
Inc., I rovin Decision-Makin for Ka or Urban Transit Investaents, 
NCTRP Synthesis Washington, DC: Transportation Research Board, forth
coming). 
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in the planning proce•• for the purpoae of harnessing it• governaental 

authority, political legitimacy, and ataff capabilitiea to a cooperatiw 

effort aimed at iaplementing a conaistent aet of areawide objectina. 

The two TSM report• in this group emphasized the detailed nature of thia 

operational type of planning, the limited geographic conaequencea of 

auch projects, and the need to involve transportation agenciea having 

the ability to prepare detailed project designs capable of iaple•ntation 

and to relate directly to the identifiable constituencies in the area 

who auat be satisfied before project implementation will be allowed to 

aove ahead. Among the factors leading to TSM successes were (1) coordi

nated team work among transportation organizations and (2) a creative 

peraon keenly interested in improving urban transportation and willing 
1/ 

to take a strong leadership role in the project.-

The forthcoming TRB report on TSM projects by Batchelder and othen 

includes the results of a survey of state, regional, and local tranaporta

tion agencies in 20 states. This survey probed these agencies' involft

•nt in TSM planning. Respondents included 18 MPOs, nine transit 

agencies, 17 city or county transportation or traffic departaenta, and 

38 atate DOTs. The survey found that all had been involved in at least 

aome form of TSM planning and that projects proposed by transit agencies, 

cities and counties, and state DOTs usually were implemented. On the 

other hand, many projects proposed by MPOs were not implemented. MPO 

1/ Roark, p. 1. 

• 
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involvement, however, often was quite wide ranging and uaually liaited 

to planning, whereas involvement by the other types of reapondenta vaa 

auch a:>re narrowly focused on particular types of project, and included 

iaplementation activities. The MPOs had the largest ataffa available 

for TSM work, while the transit agencies had the amallest. The MPOs 

al10 had the greatest range of data available for TSM analysis and the 

greatest computational resources. The transit agencies had acceaa to 

the fewest types of data, the most limited computational capacity, and 

the most meager policy staff resources. State DOT involvement varied 
1/ 

greatly from state to state. 

The alternatives analysis process for evaluating major transit 

investments, evaluated in the third TRB report, has a readily identifi

able and limited geographic scope, like most TSM projects, and it 

requires relatively detailed benefit cost analyses (including environ

mental protection factors) before well informed choices can be aade 

a1110ng alternative projects. This process usually was found to involve 

■any different organizations, with significant variation in organi

zational arrangements from place to place. Based upon 16 case studies, 

this TRB report found that MPOs, transit agencies, and others partcipat

ing in the analysis tended to bring different strengths to the analysis 

ao that more than one agency (and sometimes consultants as well) needed 

1/ Batchelder,!!_ al., Appendix A. 
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to be involved in the cooperative work program. Such 11Ulti-agency 

analyses were found io be most eucceesful when one of the involved 

agencies had an authoritative lead role under a clear interagency 

agreeaent. Transit eperating agencies and MPOs 110st often asauaed 

thia role, but the other types of participants also took the lead in 

soae cases. 

The alternatives analysis study also found that the responsible 

agencies have developed substantial experience with this type of activity 

in recent years and the quality of their studies has increased signifi

cantly. On the other hand, UMTA requirements were found to be so 

rigid that the resulting studies often had to include a broader range of 

alternatives and greater detail of analysis than were needed in particular 

circuutances. The study raised a number of additional issues concerning: 

• 

• 

• 

the maintenance of a better balance between long range transit 
system planning and incremental corridor planning through the 
alternatives analysis process; 

avoiding major distortions in the planning and declsiomuking 
process resulting from the categorical structure of federal 
urban transportation grant programs and from the bias toward 
highway projects resulting from much more exacting require1Ents 
for alternatives analysis for major transit investments; and 

means of converting the chosen alternative into funding agreeaents 
as soon as possible after the choice so that political commitments 
can be made before the momentum for doing so dissipates. 

Besides these specific studies of particular urban transportation 

planning techniques, more general evaluations of MPOs have been 

• 
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performed by independent evaluators during the 1982-1983 period - one 
1/ 

by the General Accounting Office,- one by a team of reaearchen fro■ 
2/ 

the Univer■ ity of Wisconsin - Milwaukee,- and one by a Univenity of 
~ 

Pennaylvania team. 

The GAO study was based on visits to 12 metropolitan area■ and 

intervie"'9 with federal, ■ tate, and local official• and KPO ataffa inwlwd 

in tranaportation planning for those areas. It concluded that there••• 

general aati■ faction with the long range planning adequacy of the MPOe, 

but there was a need to simplify the federal requirement ■ for unified 

planning work programs and transportation improvement prograu. The 

study also found some difficulties stemming from the different way■ in 

which UMTA and FHWA interact with the MPOa, and the unwillingne1■ of 

aoae state DOTa to abide by the results of the MPO planning proce•• and 

the locally endorsed TIP. 

1/ Letter report dated March 10, 1982 to Congreasaan John L. Burton 
and Ted Weiss from Henry Eschwege, Director, Community and Econoaic De
velopment Division, U.S. General Accounting Office, Washington, DC. 

2/ Robert Schmitt, Julie Weitman, and Edward Beimboru, An lzaaination 
of Method■ for Coordination of Transportation Planning Activitiea (M.1.lvaultee, 
WI: Center for Urban Transportation Studies, University of Wisconain -
Milwaukee, April 1982). 

3/ Anthony R. Tomazinis, et al., A Stud and 
Effectiveness of Metropolitan Planning rganizations ila e p ia, P 
Department of City and Regional Planning, University of Pennsylvania, 
January 1983). 

• 

• 
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The Univereity of Pennsylvania study scanned the operations of 16 

KPO■ through an analysis of their documents by telephone follow-up■, and 

exa11ined two through in-depth interviewing. While it found that alaoet 

all of the MPOs were successful in meeting federal urban transportation 

planning requirements, it also found that they varied conaiderably in 

their ability to satisfy the broader planning needs of their aetropolitan 

area■ • Those MPOs that concentrated most directly upon •eting the 

federal planning requirements and/or the needs of state DOTs were lea■ t 

■uccessful in responding to locally felt needs and building independent 

local constituencies willing to supply financial support beyond that 

required to simply meet the federal matching requirements. For thoee 

MPOs without independent sources of local funding, the programatic boundarie■ 

and regulations of federal aid programs proved quite restrictive. Thi■ 

study concluded that, to be most effective, MPOs need (1) a significant 

a110unt of local funding over and above that required to aatch federal 

aid and (2) an independently guided strategic planning process capable 

of responding to locally generated issues, investment options, and 

deaands for technical services. Only with such resources could they be 

of real service to participating governments. 

This shift in roles was seen by the Pennsylvania study as the best 

way to develop closer relationships with local political and civic leader

ship and to increase the importance of the MPO sufficiently to induce the 

• 

• 
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local •~pport neceesary to guard agani•t over-dependence upon federal aid 

or •ublllia•ion to •tate dominance. Moving away from federal and •tate 

dependence, according to the Penneylvania •tudy, require• the HPO to 

-rut it• activitie• to the local government• and to increue their under

•tanding of and appreciation for the contribution.a of regional planning to 

•olving local probleu. 

The Univereity of Wisconsin study •urveyed the 100 large•t KPO•, 

obtained usable profiles on 87, and investigated •even in greater depth 

through site viaits. It found wide differences among these MPOa in their 

atructure and operating styles, but concluded that aoat were effective. 

The typical MPO wa• found to have broader planning function.a than 

juat tranaportation, but to consider itaelf pri1111rily an adviaory agency. 

While half were purely advisory, another 34% had aoae liai ted iapleMnta- • 

tion poven and 15% had a fairly atrong airture of i■ple•ntation and 

advieory poven. Only one KPO (a city government) viewed itself priaarily 

u an i■ple•ntation agency. 

Over 90% of the MPOs had the lead role in long range planning, aa 

well u in TSM and TIP planning, while tvo-thirda had the lead role in 

the federal aid review and comment proceas under <MB Circular A-95. 

About half also had the lead role for abort range tranait planning and 

rideaharing activi tiea. Overall, about half of the KPOa handled the 

full range of planning responsibilities theuelvea while the other half 

•hared work prograa re•ponaibilitiea with other agencie• and conaultant•• 

• 
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MPO ataff aize and budget• varied cloaely with the aize of the 

regional population. Ralf the funds supplied to MPOa were uaed directly 

by th••• while the other half was ■hared with other tranaportation a•nd.e• 

in the region. 

The atudy identified four bade types of MPOa: thoae exerciaiag 

atrong leadership over the whole process. those coordinating ■hared 

reaponaibilities among the various tran.aportation agencie■• thoae that 

allowed unclear relationships to develop in the region (especially 

with reapect to the preparation of short range plans). and thoae that 

were out of touch with their region and were having their role• openly 

conteated. Moat. however, fell in the first two categoriea and were 

perforai.ng effectively. 

Thoae MPOs that were performing tm:>Bt effectively had influential 

elected officials on their governing boards, were oriented toward ae~ng 

the need■ of con.atituent loc~l governments and tran.aportation agenciu, 

delineated clear re■ ponaibilities for the variou■ planning taab in the 

work program, ude appropriate use of the unique expertiae in the •arioaa 

tran■ portation agencies, and used interagency comaitteea viaely for the 

developaent of action agendas and for the frequent exchange of inforution 

and policy vieva. Thoae MPOa that were having difficulty often auffered 

froa poll tical diacord and had a tendency to view themael ve ■ aa independent 

regional deciaionmaken rather than as providers of inforaation, policy 

• 

• 
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analysis •~rvicea, and a forum for joint deciaionmaking by others. MPOs 

in this situation also frequently experienced overlapping reaponaibilitiee 

with other1 1 turf battles and conflicts that effectively neutralized 

their roles as conflict resolution foruu, slow turnover aaong aeabera 

of their governing boards (resulting froa too 11any long tera appointee• 

rather than shorter tera elected officials in their membership), and 

resistance to changing roles. Friction among local and state agencies 

also was likely to play a debilitating role in such MPOs. 

MPO relationships with transit operators and local government• 

generally were found to be quite good, but relationships with etate DOTs 

varied a great deal depending upon the state's approach. So• states 

took an aggressive approach but respected local autonoay, while others 

sought to tell locals what to do. Some of the nonaggreasive states 

provided assistance when requested, but others were unable to ehift fr011 

their highway orientation and were much less helpful with urban tranapo=

tation probleu involving transit. 

The University of Wisconsin study concluded by stressing that MPO 

effectiveness ia not related to organizational structure nearly eo auch 

as to the MPO's own philosophy. MPOs that view theaselves as working for 

local governments, according to this report, were highly succeeaful in 

maintaining good relationships with constituent local units of governaent 

• 

• 
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and trar~it agencies and in combatting fears that they represented a 

new layer of super government. This report also observed that: 

The changing emphasis in transportation to short-range plan
ning and local decision making creates an increased need for MPOs 
to adopt a service-oriented philosophy. In such a situation the 
MPO can serve as a valuable source of technical expertise and data 
that assists local decision making. J./ 

The power of objective fact finding and diplomacy in allowing non

authoritative metropolitan planning organizations to work toward conflict 

resolution and consensus on major regional planning issues is illustrated 
2/ 

by a recent study of four major planning projects in the San Jose area.-

One of these projects concerned transit and highway options for linking 

San Jose with San Francisco while, at the same time, seeking to (1) re

lieve traffic congestion in the Silicon Valley corridor, (2) iaprove 

B>bility for those with little or no access to automobiles, and (3) 

create a better balance between the locations of homes and jobs. By 

identifying and exhibiting the positions of all the major interest 

groups concerning these issues -- and the corresponding transportation 

and land use options for the future -- through some 200 meetings held 

before any plan was drafted, the Association of Bay Area Governments 

and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission were able to bring 

al1110at all of the major parties to agreement. This effort was guided 

J./ Schmitt, et al., P• 88. 

y Donald N. Rothblatt, Planning the Metropolis: The Multiple Advo
cacy Approach (New York, NY: Praeger, 1982) • 

• 
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by a joint ~ommittee composed of local elected officials who represented 

the area affected as well as the two regionwide organizations. 

The other three cases reported in the San Jose area also tended to 

confirm the benefits of (1) thoroughly involving all the interest groups 

from the beginning of the planning process, (2) providing staff to help 

articulate and respond to these groups' points of view, and (3) involving 

the political leaders ultimately responsible for implementing agreed 

upon policies. This technique, dubbed "the multiple advocacy approach,

was found to help increase the satisfaction of diverse individuals and 

institutions and help resolve metropolitanwide conflicts despite the 

fragmented political structure in the area. 

This long series of studies dealing with the new institutional 

issues surrounding metropolitan transit ends with several reports recom-

mending strategic planning. This concept builds upon techniques of 

corporate planning in the private sector that recently have begun to be 

transferred into the public sector. 

"Strategic planning differs from other planning activities in that 
1/ 

it adopts a far broader perspective of the role of an agency."- It does 

1/ Michael D. Meyer, "Strategic Planning in Response to Environ
mental Change," Transportation Quarterly, Vol. 37, No. 2 (West Port, 
CT: Eno Foundation for Transportation, Inc., April 1983), p. 297 • 

• 

• 
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thi1 hy 1~corporating an assessment of external conditions into the 

agency'• own planning effort and by examining the organization'• own 

ability to respond to changes or to implement new progr&Jll8 better 

1uited to changing conditions. 

Both the Airlie House and Woods Hole conferences, described 

earlier, recommended strategic planning techniques as part of the 

urban transportation planning process. These two conferences identi

fied at least four major outside forces needing creative responses by 

the urban transportation planning process over and beyond those supplied 

by traditional planning for new physical facilities: 

1. Economic and fiscal forces calling for revised tax structure■ , 

fares, and other financial measures; 

2. The pent up demand created by deferred maintenance in recent 
years on much of the public physical infrastructure in urban 
areas, calling for renewed commitments to maintenance and recon
ditioning of urban transit systems (as part of the nationwide 
infrastructure problem); 

3. The revern.ie-cost squeeze calling for productivity improvement• 
in transit through such options as innovative services, diversi
fication of service delivery organizations, improved labor 
productivity, and better use of regulatory policies affecting 
traffic, parking, land use, and private transportation services; 
and 

4. Federal devolution of transportation responsibilities spurring 
related adjustments in metropolitan institutions and pro
cesses. 

Summation of the Current Institutional Issues. In a wide-ranging 

article published in 1980, Kenneth Orski summed-up many of the recent 

• 

• 
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1/ 
trends affecting urban transportation today.- He traced the rapid 

rise of highly segmented special interest groups, the diffusion of 

decisionmaking powers, and the waning public confidence in governmental 

institutions leading to much greater reliance upon the courts and a 

growing inability of metropolitan areas to achieve concensus on areawide 

transportation strategies. In his view, these developments have pushed 

the states and counties into 100re prominent roles in urban transpor

tation while holding back the development of more effective roles for 

metropolitan planning organizations. The "rising tide of sentiment 

for more grassroots initiative and local control over planning and 

service delivery", he felt, was not necessarily incompatible with effec

tive regional institutions that limit themselves to areawide issues, 

serve as a forum for conflict resolution among general purpose govern

ments, and allow decentralized service delivery of public transportation 

services except where strong benefits from economies of scale aight 

dictate otherwise. 

In 0rski's view, local community-based transportation systems .often 

may be more efficient than regionwide ones, and portions of them aay be 

1/ C. Kenneth 0rski, "Urban 
Actors," Traffic Quarterly, Vol. 
dation for Transportation, Inc., 

Transportation: The Role of Major 
34, No. 1 (West Port, CT: Eno Foun
January 1980), PP• 33-44. 

• 
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contracted out to private aervice providen to good advantage. lie cited 

exaaplea of aeveral areawide tranait dietricta that had aeparated the 

overall aanageaent of the urban tranaportation ayatea froa ayat- opera

tiona a• a aeana of facilitating the diveraification of aervice deliftry 

•chanhu. Frequently known u the brokerage concept, thia approach 

allova the areawide tranait agency itaelf to provide unified •rketing, 

fare aetting, capital inveating, and aervice coordination, while uaing 

aervice contract• to obtain the moat effective and efficient type• of 

tranait aervices in different portions of the region froa the aoet appro

priate tranait operator■• Thia allows both public and private aervice 

organizations to participate in service delivery without fragmenting 

the syatea. Oraki aeea community baaed organization.a, eaployen, and 

aocial eervice agencies all playing roles 1:0 beat advantage under the 

brokerage concept. Transportation profeaaionala in thia aetting, ac

cording to Oraki, would aatiafy aeveral of comaunitiea of interut 

rather than aoae aythical single "public intereet• that no longer ae ... 

to edat. In thia role, the profession would facilitate debate, -diate, 

and help to resolve dieputea through negotiation and bargaining. nua, 

then, 1• the direction in which metropolitan transportation inatitutiou 

aeea to be headed • 

• 

• 
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The four major institutional issues raised by these previous 

studies are: 

1. Organizing to increase transit productivity -- in light of 
the present revenue/cost squeeze in the transit industry; 

2. Improving transit planning and coordination processes -- in 
light of the fragmented, complex, often frustratingly time 
consuming intergovernmental environment in which transit 
decisions must be made; 

3. Negotiating stable transit funding in the intergovernmental 
context -- in light of tight budgets at all levels of govern
ment; and 

4. Reallocating governme~tal responsibilities for transit -- in 
light of a number of recent federal actions to devolve respon
sibility to the state and local levels. 

To help evaluate these issues, the Commission developed a question

naire with a wide range of questions on all four issues, and administered 

it in 56 metropolitan areas. These areas included the 26 largest •tro

politan areas and at least one metropolitan area in each state (except 

for Vermont and Wyoming where federal aid for urban transit, and the 

associated reporting of transit data have not been available until wry 

recently). The questionnaire was sent to 302 officials of the MPOs, 

transit authorities, transit unions, cities, and counties in these 56 

areas. Of those, 235 questionnaires were returned for an overall 
1/ 

response rate of 78%.- Many of the questions probed these four issues 

ll See Appendix C for a fuller analysis of response rates • 

• 
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to identify current approaches as well as future needs and anticipated 

difficultiea in achieving transit goals. A copy of the questionnaire ia 

reproduced in Appendix A. 

Several transit aervice questions were asked to eatabllah the aet

ting for analyzing the institutional isaues. These queations •asured 

perceptiona of needs for improved transit services aa well as iaproved 

productivity and the difficulties that might be encountered in aoving 

toward those goals. Additional questions probed: 

• needs for and difficulties in adapting KPO structures and rolea 
to meet future transit needs; 

• 

• 

• 

needs for and difficulties in adapting metropolitan transit 
organizations; 

needs for additional planning and coordination techniques and 
the difficulties being experienced or anticipated a110ng agen
cies with transit responsibilities and related policies; 

receptivity to the strategic planning and shorter-range 
TSK type planning; 

• uses of informal coordination techniques; 

• aaximum utilization of local planning capabilities; 

• potential effects of federal aid cutoffs; 

• 

• 
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• the means of increasing transit revenues locally; 

0 means of •haring transit subsidy responsibilities aaong local 
governments; 

• difficulties arising from federal requirements in the transit 
field; and 

• means of adapting, state roles to aeet metropolitan transit 
needs. 

The results of the survey on these service needs and institutional 

issues are presented next. 

Metropolitan Views on Organizational 
and Planning Adaptations for Transit 

The Transit Service Setting for Institutional Adaptations. The 

transit industry in the United States does not view itself as a dying 

industry. Eighty-four percent of 224 respondents indicated a need for 

expanding regularly scheduled transit services (see Appendix B, Table 

B-1). Only 1% saw such increases as counterproductive. Expansions 

were deemed most needed in metropolitan areas under 200,000 popula

tion and in metropolitan areas in the South (Appendix Table B-2). 

Respondents from MPOs were least inclined in this direction, but still 

gave it a 77% endorsement. 

Sixty-one percent of all respondents felt that it would be dis

advantageous to cut transit services even if state and federal aid 

dropped off (Appendix Table B-1). However, 26% felt that such service 

cuts probably would have to be made. Respondents from small metropoli

tan areas (under 200,000 population) and the South were somewhat aore 
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reluctant to cut eervices than aost others, and alaost all labor leader• 

opposed such cuts (Appendix Table B-2). 

Strong endorsement was given to improving the quality and -rketing 

of preeent transit ■ervices (Appendix Table B-1). Respondents froa the 

HPo. felt aost strongly about the need for these twin improveaente, 

while reapondents from the small metropolitan areas and the South eapha

eized iaproved marketing over service quality. Western re■ pondent■ 

thought that service quality improvements were aore necessary than addi

tional urk.eting efforts (Appendix Table B-2). Nevertheless, all re■pon

dents were positive on both points, indicating that the transit induatry 

is consumer conscious. 

The transit industry also recognizes a need to change its service 

patterns with shifts in development. As shown in Appendix Table B-1, 

60% of all respondents saw a need to orient transit services aore toward 

the auburbs. Respondents from small metropolitan areas, the South, and 

the Great Lakes/ Plains region favored this reorientation aost, while 

the transit agencies' support was weakest (47% in favor with 17% seeing 

such a aove as disadvantageous). Responses on this issue were not 

aignificantly affected by rates of metropolitan population growth or 

decline, but were most likely to occur in metropolitan areas that 

favored local options for determining the levels of service individually 

for each city and county (Appendix Tables B-3A and B-3B). 

These needs, then, for expanding and improving transit service■ 

• 
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deapite the revenue/coat aqueeze in the industry, emphasize the need 

for productivity improvements. Such iaproveaenta, in fact, were aup

ported by 87% of all respondents (Appendix Table B-4). hapondenta 

fr011 aaall aetropolitan areas, local governments, and K.POa gave even 

atronger endorsements (over 90% in each case), while union reapondenta 

were aignificantly leas unanimous (66%) as ahown in Appendix Table 1-5. 

Specific productivity improvements that received 60% or greater 

endoraement included ridesharing, high occupancy vehicle (HOV) facili

ties and regulations, labor contracts tied to productivity, and route

by-route accounting for measuring the economic efficiency of aervices 

(Appendix Table B-4). As might be expected, labor respondents gave 

very little support to the ridesharing and labor contract proposals 

(Appendix Table B-5). Labor respondents also were less enthusiastic 

than other respondents about the route-by-route accounting aechanisa. 

Their support focused on the use of HOV techniques to a auch greater 

extent than any other group of respondents. At the same time, ride

aharing drew its greatest support from small aetropolitan areas, KPOs, 

and local governments. By geographic region, the Northeast saw less 

application of ridesharing while the West and Great Lakes/Plains saw 

greater potential. Although the South was about in the middle on ride

aharing, it was very positive on the use of HOV facilities (which aerve 

ridesharing). HOV was also very popular in the West and 8110ng the 
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larger aetropolitan areas. The route-by-route accounting technique drev 

it• greatest aupport fr011 small metropolitan areas, MPO reapondenta, and 

the Weat. 

The other economic efficiency proposal advanced in the queation

naire involved subsidizing only those transit patrons who were needy, 

eaaentially the voucher concept. This proposal drew a very aixed res

ponse from most types of respondents (Appendix Table B-5). The union• 

were the only group to register more support (44%) than opposition (34%) 

to the idea. Opinion was almost equally divided in the West (41% to 

43%), but negative on balance among all other respondent groups. Over

all only about 35% of respondents favored vouchers, while 43% opposed 

(Appendix Table B-4). 

Respondents were asked about two types of difficulties they aight 

encounter in trying to improve transit productivity: (1) the need to 

aeet too aany concurrent social goals rather than being free to concen

trate on economic efficiency, and (2) the lack of information about al

ternative practices in the transit industry that might be used to iaprove 

productivity. The difficulty of concurrently achieving various aocial 

goals was aeen as a serious impediment to improved productivity by 42% 

of all respondents, while the lack of information about alternative prac

tices was called serious or intractable by only 24% (Appendix Table B-6). 

• 
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A• aight be expected aince these concurrent aocial goal.a are 

eatabliahed by the federal government, there was little difference in 

bow they were aeen according to size of aetropolitan area or region of 

the nation. However, the transit agencies as a group were auch aore 

concerned (54%) with the tension between aocial and econolllic goal• than 

were the local governments and transit union respondents (33% and 32% 

reapectively) as shown in Appendix Table B-7. 

The lack of information about innovative methods was seen as a 

serious difficulty more often by union officials (38%) and respondents 

from the Great Lakes/Plains region (33%) than by others. Those seeing 

the least problem on this score were the transit agencies (17%) and 

respondents from small metropolitan areas under 200,000 population 

(15%). 

The greatest hurdles in making productivity and service 

improvements were low density development patterns and high labor 

coats. Respondents complained of these factors in 59% and 58% of the 

cases respectively (Appendix Table B-6). The degree of concern with 

the population density problem was fairly consistent among types of 

respondents, with the exception that local governments were signifi

cantly 110re concerned (67%) while union officials and respondents frm 

the Northeast were less concerned (46% and 35% respectively) as ahovn 

in Appendix Table B-7. High labor costs also were seen as a problea 

fairly consistently by most groups, the exceptions being a heightened 
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awareneas of this problem in the Northeast (68%), leaa concern in the 

eaall aetropolitan areas (40%), and the expected lack of auch concern 

aaong union officials (16%). 

The public physical infrastructure problem did not generate aa auch 

reaponae in this survey as might have been expected froa recent national 

publicity. Only 31% of all respondent• •aw the run-down condition of 

transit equipment and facilities as a aajor obstacle, and only 36% saw 

inadequate etreets and highways as a critical obstacle to transit aervice 

(Appendix Table B-6). The most complaints about transit equipaent and 

facilities were registered by the unions (42%) and respondents froa the 

Northeast (40%), while the least came from the small metropolitan areas 

(5%) as shown in Appendix Table B-7. The greatest concern about inade

quate streets and highways was in the West (41%), while transit agenciea 

and amall metropolitan areas were least bothered (24% and 15% respective

ly). 

The last two transit service and productivity difficulties investi

gated in the survey also received serious or intractable ratings froa 

only a ainority of respondents. Low incentives for transit agency pro

ductivity improvements were viewed as major problems by only 35% of all 

respondents, while excessive regulation of private service providers 

regietered 24% (Appendix Table B-6). The greatest anxiety about lagging 

incentives for transit agencies was expressed by respondents fr011 the 

Weit (43%), from the MPOs (42%), and fro~ the unions (40%) as shown in 

Appendix Table B-7. The least was registered by the transit agencies 

• 
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(25%), the South (24%), and the amall aetropolitan areaa (15%). 

Concern about exceaaive regulation of private provider• vaa fairly con

aiatent among the aurveyed groups, except that aore union reapondenta 

were bothered by thia problem than othera {42%) while fever respondent• 

froa tranait agencies and small metropolitan areas expressed aerioua 

concern (12% and 5% respectively). 

Thus, the aurvey ahows a strong commitment to increasing transit 

aervices, substantial resistance to cutting auch services even if atate 

and federal aid ta reduced, strong support for seeking productivity 

iaprovements in a number of ways other than the use of voucher ayate• 

{which received rather lukewarm support at best), and a recognition of 

•o• serious obstacles to pursuing these goals. This, then, ta the 

aetting in which adaptations of MPOs and transit organizations, transit 

planning and coordination processes, new transit funding arrangements, 

and the allocation of responsibilities among the levels of govermaent 

need to be considered. 

Organizing to Increase Transit Productivity. The issue of adapting 

transit related organizations to meet current needs most effectively 

obviously must address the structure and roles of both the aetropolitan 

planning organizations {MPOs) and the metropolitan transit organizations. 

ACIR'a questionnaire included options for adapting both types of organi

zations, asking respondents to rate such options from •definitely needed• 
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to •definitely diaadvantageous.• The questionnaire also raised •o• pos

aible difficulties that aight be confronted in changing organiaaticm&l 

etructure• and role•, asking reapondents to rate these clifficulties 

on a acale ranging froa "intractable" to "not a aignificant problea.• 

With respect to the MPO structures and roles the tvo difficult! .. and 

three options for adaptation were: 

• The MPO interferes excessively in transit Mttera. 

• The MPO is ineffective. 

• The acope of the MPO's urban transportation plan ahould be expanded 
to encompass such elements as pricing, taxing, parking, deregulation 
of service providers, or public/private partnership atrategiea. 

• Representation on the MPO should be increased to give additional 
interests (like labor or private sector transportation aervice 
provider■) greater influence on and understanding of aajor public 
policy iaeues. 

• The MPO should be given greater authority to allocate public 
reeourcee a110ng transit service providers. 

The difficulties with existing KPO■ were not seen u aeriou• or in

tractable by large proportions of reapondents, although they were not 

unknown. About 14% of all respondents felt that the MPO in their area 

did interfere with tranait decisions excessively (Appendix Table 1-10). 

Thia feeling was aost pronounced in the Northeastern part of the nation 

and a110ng transit officials (31% and 32% reapectively). Bone of the 

aaall metropolitan or MPO respondents, however, found such a problea, 

and local goverruaent■ rarely saw this u a problem (7.5%), aa ahown in 

Appendix Table B-11. Among regions of the nation, the South generated 

• 
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the fwe•t COIIJ)laint• on thi• •core (10%). COIIJ)laint• al>out ineffectiff 

KPO• caae ao•t frequently fr011 tranait uniona (44%) and leHt frequently 

froa •aall •tropolitan area• and, not unexpectedly, froa the IIPO• 

theuelve• (10% and 6% re•pectively). 

Option■ for aodifying the •tructure■ and role• of MPO• receind Id.ad 

reactiou. About 53% of all re•pondent• agreed that the •cope of MPO 

planning •hould be expanded to •et aoae of the current financial, reau

latory, and public/private partner•hip i•1ue1 now becoaing increuiqly 

proainent, but 22% felt that euch a aove would be counterproducti-.e 

(Appendix Table B-8). Expanding respreeentation on the MPOa to gift a 

-.oice to aore of the parties directly affected by euch an expanded acope 

of activity va• favored by 37% but oppoeed by 27%. Giving greater 

authority to the MP01 was opposed by .:>re respondent, (34%) than by 

thoee approving of the idea (25%). 

Expanding the •cope of MPO planning clearly vae the adaptation at

tracting the aost po•itive interest. Seventy-five percent of the MPO re

apondent• favored thi• •ove and support al•o vae fairly aolid a.>ng local 

gowrnaent• and tranait unions (Appendix Table B-9). Transit agencie•, 

however, exhibited mre opposition than aupport for thi• idea. lbcpaneion 

va• conaiderably mre acceptable in the eaall •tropolitan areu than 

in the large ones, and in the South. In geographic ter-■, eupport va• 

ao•vhat le•• in the Northeast and Great Lakes/Plains region than in 

the South and Weet. 
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The de1ire to expand the 1cope of MPO planning va1 greateat in 

tho•• area• where the MPO currently is 1tate 1taffed (71%) or under the 

wing of a city or county governaent (67%), a• coapared with areu in 

which the KPO va• a general purpo•e regional council (59%) or a free 

atanding entity (42%) aa ahovn in Appendix Table 1-12. Bxpandiq the 

acope of MPO planning also more frequently received 1upport in tho•• 

areu facing auch challenges as having to increase ride■haring acti'f'i

tiu, to reflect c01ta and aarket value• of 1ervices ac,re fully in tran

ait farea, to encourage greater private 1ector participation in financias 

tranait, to uae apecial benefit districts that capture r~DUes for 

tranait, to deal with limits on local taxea or local debt, or to -rket 

tranait •ervicea 110re effectively (see Appendix Tables 1-13 through 1-18 

and 1-55). Theae all are activities that would be included in the ezpanclld 

acope of planning. 

Expanding repreaentation on the MPO to include labor union and pri

vate aector intere■ ta nu 1upported by 90% of the labor union reapondenta 

but by only 20% to 30% of respondents from the local govenment1, MPO■, 

and tranait unions. The idea was -.>re popular in the ■-.all •tropolitan 

area■ than in large onea and in the South rather than in other regiona 

of the nation (Appendix Table B-9). The atronger the MPO'• role in ita 

region (u rated by two other aurveys not part of this atudy), the aore 

likely reapondenta were to aupport an expanaion in its respre■entational 

1tructure (Appendix Table B-19). This expansion also vaa aore likely to 

• 
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be •ought in areas •upporting increaaed rideaharing, labor contract■ 

tied to productivity, increased private 1ector participation in fiunciQI 

tranait, and in tho1e areaa that perceived lesa •upport for tran■ it 

..,ng private eaployera (see Appendix Tablea B-20 through 1-23). 

Giving greater authority to MPOs received a aajority of •upport only 

aaong KPOs, union officials, and Southern respondents (Appendix Table 

1-9). A aajority of respondents fr011 aetropolitan areas haviQg between 

100 and 149 local governments in the area also reaponded favorably (56%) 

as abown in Appendix Table B-24. Among the various types of KP01, only 

tho1e under the wing of a city or county government received -jority 

•upport for greater authority (57%) as shown in Appendix Table B-25. 

Where reapondents judged that their MPO was ineffective to a •erious 

degree, they supported greater authority for it (72%) aa shown in Appen

dix Table B-26. Respondents also supported greater authority, however, 

where they judged excessive MPO interference to be a aajor problea (77%) 

•• •hovn in Appendix Table B-27. Thus, overall the survey •eeaa to 

indicate that aost MPOs have about the right amount of authority, but 

that there are •ome situations in which greater authority would be •up

ported. 

The present organization of transit provider organizations is not a 

aajor problem in the view of most respondents. Although about one-third 

of all respondents saw the fragmentation of responsibilities for tranait 

as being excessive, only 20% thought that the ineffectiveness of the 

• 
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tranait authority •a• a major problem, and only 17% •av rivalrie• aaon1 

transportation provider• as a basic hindrance (Appendix Table 1-30). 

lbe•e views did not vary greatly a110ng the different types of re•pondenta. 

although excessive fragmentation of responsibilities was aore troubleaoae 

to transit unions (48%) and to respondents in the Northeast (37%). and 

le•• bothersome in the small metropolitan areas (25%) as shown in Appen

dix Table B-31. Ineffectiveness of transit authorities was judged a 

problem 110st often by the transit unions (48%) and by respondent■ in the 

Great Lakes/Plains region, but hardly at all in s11all aetropolitan 

areas (5%) and, as might be expected, among transit agency respondent• 

(7%). At the same time, respondents who judged their areas to have 

excessive fragmentation of transit responsibilities, excessive rivalriH 

amng transit providers, or inadequ~te coordination BJ10ng agenciea with 

transit responsibilities more often reported ineffective transit aitbori

ties (Appendix Tables B-56 through B-58). Complaints about rivalriea 

a.>ng transit providers fell in the 10%-30% range for all types of reapon

dents and regions of the nation. 

The survey SQught responses to five proposals for strengthening aetro

politan transit organizations, including: consolidating existing organi

zations, separating the policymaking functions from the service provider 

organizations so that the latter could concentrate upon improving aervicea. 

transferring the transit function to county or state govermaent, and al

lowing individual local governments the option to set the level of tranait 

• 
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••nice• (and conaequent level.a of eubeidy) within their own juriedictiou. 

Aaon, tbeee optiona, the only one with a aajority fa•orable reepoue •aa 

the propoaal to eeparate the policy function froa operatiou. Of all 

reepondent•, 52% approved of this option, although 15% thought that it 

would be diaadvantageoua (Appendix Table B-28). A little better than 

one-third of all re1pondent1 favored the conaolidation and local option 

propoeal1, though there also va1 1ubetantial oppoaition in both caa••• 
Hardly any •upport wa1 registered for tranaferring the function to either 

a county or the etate, while very •ubetantial oppoeition vaa regi1tered. 

Senti.aent for 1eparating policy froa operations va1 1trooge1t in 

the Borthea1t and aaong transit unions, and weakest aaong re1pondent1 

froa the MP01, the Weit, and the 1aall •tropolitan area, (Appendix 

Table 1-29). Con1olidation of transit providers was .:>at 1trongly eup

ported in the Great Lakes/Plaine region, and least in the 111&1.l •tropol

itan area,. Local options for setting the level of eervicea wre aoat 

etrongly backed by MPO respondents and lea1t 1trongly by tranait uniona. 

lo etrong 1upport developed a110ng any group for tranaferring tranait 

rupouibilitie1 to either the county or the 1tate. 

Since changing the organizational •tructure or role• of IIPOa and 

traaeit qenciea depend, upon the receptivity of the political eavi.ro1a8nt 

in the •tropolitan area and at the 1tate level, ACII'a que1tionnaire 

ulted re1pondent1 to indicate where the political trouble 1pot1 aight 

, 

• 
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crop up. A aajority of all respondents,.., 1erious problea in pining 

the necessary 1upport in the state legislature (65%), aaong the general 

public (52%), and a110ng private employer• (52%) as ahovn in Appendix 

Table 1-32. There vas relatively little difference of opinion among the 

varioua types of respondents and regions of the country on these three 

queations, except that the small metropolitan areas and the South aenae 

-.sch leas support in the state legislatures (75% and 80% respectinly), 

and inadequate support by private employers is less keenly felt by tran

ait agency respondents and respondents in the West (44% and 39% reapec

tively) as ahown in Appendix Table B-33. Lack of state legislative 

aupport was reported most frequently in areas where rivalries aaong 

local govert1J1ents or transit provid~rs was highest (Appendix Table• 1-59 

and B-60), auggesting that a unified front within a aetropolitan area 

aay be .:>re likely to produce a sympathetic state reaponae. 

Inadequate media support, rivalries among local governaents, and 

rivalries aaong transit providers are considered to be serious probleas 

by far fewer respondents (34%, 39%, and 17% respectively) as shown in 

Appendix Table B-32. Again, there ia relatively little difference of 

opinion on these questions among types of respondents or regions of the 

nation, except that unions and respondents fr011 the Great Laltea/Plaina 

region felt the lack of media support most keenly (62% and 43% re1pec

tively). MPO and transit respondents, however, claimed that difficultie1 

• 
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with local governaent rivalries were .:,et troubleeoae (50% and 56% rea

pectively), and the tranait agency and Southern reepondenta found the 

leaat difficultie1 with rivalries a110ng tranait providera (12% and 10% 

reapectively) aa ahovn in Appendix Table B-33. 

Obviou1ly, there i• work to be done in the political and bureaucratic 

eavironaent in aany metropolitan areas if tranait adaptationa are to be 

aucceaeful. The aoet aerioue challenge, though, appear• to be in the 

atate legielaturea. 

laproving Traneit Planning and Coordination Proce••••• Tbe ACIR 

aurvey aeked whether the lack of four type• of coordination vaa caiaing 

aeriou• difficulties in the respondent•' aetropolitan areu. Tbeae four 

were lack of coordination with land develop.ent, parlting, and auto toll■, 

plu1 inadequate coordination aong agencie• with transit reeponaibiliti••• 

None were thought to be a aajor problem by a aajority of thoee · repl::,ing, 

although lack of coordination with parking was conaidered aerioue by 43% 

of all re1pondent• (Appendix Table B-36). Inadequate coordination with 

land uee wae a aajor factor in the view of only one-third of the reapon

denta, with inadequate coordination among traneit agencies identified 

•• a aajor difficulty by 30% of respondenta. Proble .. in uaiog auto 

tolla to feenforce tranait policiea were aeen ae a aajor hurdle by only 

16% of reapondent■• Tbeee views were fairly consiatent aaong aoat type• 

of reapondent• and regions of the nation (Appendix Table 1-37) except that: 

• 
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parking coordination was ■een u a ■uch ■ore difficult probl• 
in the Northeast (52%) and by MPOe (50%), but lea ■ frequently 
by local governments (33%); 

• land u1e coordination was 1een a■ aore of a proble■ by MPOa and 
by respondents in the South and Weit (38% each), but a1 lea■ of 

• 

• 

a challenge in small metropolitan areas (25%) and by union official■ 
(24%); 

the unions and respondents from the Great Lake ■ /Plaina region 
perceived m>re of problem with coordination aaong transit a•ncie■ 
(54% and 37% respectively) in contrast to the fewer reapoodenta 
from transit agencies and small metropolitan areas (20% and 15% 
respectively); and 

coordination with auto tolls was 1een as aore deficient in the 
Northeast (27%) and by the unions (24%), but with considerably 
less frequency in the West (12%), in small aetropolitan area■ 
(10%), and by local government respondents (6%). 

Thus, there is a substantial, though not overwhelaing need, for 

iaproved coordination affecting transit policies in ■etropolitan area■ • 

The ACIR survey asked respondents about four possible aeans of iaproving 

tranait planning and coordination: 

• Establish a strategic planning process for the area's transit 
industry to examine the nature of services that should be pro
vided as the means of meeting future needs successfully • 

• Place greater emphasis in the urban transportation plan upon 
relatively short-range transit needs (like aaintenance of equip
aent and facilities as well as operational improvements). 

• Encourage the use of informal techniques like intergovernmental 
task forces, committees, aeetinEs, or staff aharing to facilitate 
interlevel, interorganization coordination and cooperation. 

• When local government transit planning does not meet ■etropolitan 
or state objectives or standards, refer it back to the locality 
for revision. 

• 
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Of all reapondenta, 59% indicated that their MPOa already wre doin 

atrategic planning, but 83% felt that greater effort• along theae line• 

ahould be aade (Appendix Table B-34). Emphasis on abort-range planning 

vaa already taking place in their regions according to 56% of all rupon

denta, but 62% aaw the need for greater effort• of thi• type. Infonaal 

intergovernaental coordination already was being encouraged, according 

to half of all respondents, but 68% felt that greater attention •hould 

be given to this type of activity. 

In aharp contrast to the atrong aupport given the fint three 

techniques, returning deficient local transit plans for further work 

received quite aixed reaction. Only 14% of respondents indicated that 

thi• technique waa being used in their area currently; only 40% felt 

that it ahould be undertaken in the future, and 19% aaw thia refer-back 

procedure aa distinctly disadvantageous. 

Support for short-range planning was fairly conaiatent ..:>ng the 

various types of respondents and sections of the nation, although 

respondents from the MPOa and the South were aost atrongly in favor 

(Appendix Table B-35). The range of viewa also was relatively narrow on 

the question of referring transit plans back to local governaenta for 

reviaion, although transit union and Southern respondents were a>re 

•upportive than moat, while local government and Northeastern reapondenta 

vere least in favor. 
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ly contraat, there were wide •vit11• in the degree of aupport for 

atrategic planning and inforaal coordination technique• (Appendix 

Table B-35). Substantially greater aupport waa evident for atrategic 

planning in the small aetropolitan areas and the South, and a.:>ng the MPOa 

but relatively low levels of aupport were found aaong local governaent, 

union, Northeastern, and Great Lakea/Plaina reepondenta. The infot'llal 

coordination techniques were supported aoat often by reapondent• in 

aaall aetropolitan areas, the Great Lakes/Plains region, and KPOa, but 

aubetantially less often by those from transit agencies and the Weat. 

Such coordinative devices were sanctioned by 65% or aore of the reapon

dente regardless of how effective or ineffective they found their KPOe 

(Appendix Table B-61). 

The data reported here on support for ehort range planning, coabined 

with that presented earlier on support for an expanded scope of KPO 

planning, greater use o~ ridesharing and HOV techniques, iaproved aarket

ing, productivity-based , labor contract•, greater participation of the 

private sector in meeting the costs of transit, and route-by-route account

ing aethods to enhance transit productivity, taken together, add up to 

a rather eubstantial confirmation that TSM planning has taken bold quite 

firal.y within the transit community. Even greater enthuaiaea is being 

expreseed currently for the use of etrategic planning processes and 

informal intergovernmental coordination techniques, indicating that 

these two means of seeking enhanced implementation auccesa without 

• 
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greater concentration of governmental authority are aolidly recog

nized as necessary adjuncts to the 110re foraal atructurea and power• of 

existing transit related organization■• 

Negotiating Stable Transit Funding in the lntergovernaental Context. 

In this era of tight budgets at all levels of governaent and with the 

aerious squeeze between rising coats and lagging revenues in the transit 

industry, the dual questions of outside aid and interlocal •haring of 

needed transit subsidies command great attention. Both questions were 

probed by the ACIR survey. 

The survey findings clearly indicate that the presence of federal 

aid for transit is a key to respondent ■' assess2nt of future transit 

.:>bility in their metropolitan areas. Of the total, 72% were optiaistic 

about being able to 11aintain or improve their transit aervices if federal 

aid rema!ned at present levels, but only 9% were optimistic about theae 

chances without it (Appendix Table B-38). These relationships held 

fairly constant among all types of respondents and regions (Appendix 

Table B-39). 

Local government and Southern respondents were aost optiais-

tic that present levels of federal aid would allow them to iapro-ve tranait, 

while respondents from small metropolitan areas (under 200,000 population), 

the Great Lakes/Plaina region, the MPOa, and the transit unions vere 

aomewhat less optimistic than the average respondent. Presaiaisa about 

about 11aintaining present levels of service without federal aid 
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was total in the small aetropolitan areas and extensive aaong local 

governaental and union respondents. Only the MPO and Western reapondent• 

produced as many as 20% of their numbers who were optiaistic about the 

future without auch assistance. 

Current or expected loss of state or federal aid was considered to 

be a serious or intractable difficulty by over 82% of all respondent• 

(Appendix Table B-40). The seriousness of this problem was agreed to bJ 

at least 77% of all groups and regions responding (Appendix Table B-41). 

In the small metropolitan areas, the level of agreement reached 100%. 

These attitudes on the need for outsfde aid were reenforced by 

reapondents' views that the inability to raise transit fares without 

loeing riders (79%) and existing limits on the local ability to tax 

(52%) are also crucial financial problems, as shown in Appendix Table 

B-40. Views about the inability to raise fares were quite consistent 

among all types of respondents and sections of the nation (Appendix 

Table B-41). There was only slightly 110re variation in the opinions on 

local tax constraints, with the small metropolitan areas, transit unions, 

and Northeastern respondents taking this position only 40% to 50% of 

the time in contrast to respondents from the transit agencies and the 

West who were more concerned (58% and 68% respectively). 

Liaits on raising local debt were seen as a aajor proble• by less 

than one-third of all respondents (Appendix Table B-40), confiraing the 

widely held view that it is easier to raise capital funds for transit 

• 
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than to come up with the needed operating funds. Attitudes were ~uite 

consistent on this issue among all types of respondents and regions of 

the nation (Appendix Table B-41). 

Despite these fiscal anxieties, respondents indicated a strong need 

to increase revenues at the local level. Drawing greatest interest was 

the possibility of encouraging private sector participation in financing 

transit (81%), followed closely by the need to establish or increase 

dedicated taxes for transit (78%) as shown in Appendix Table B-42. 

Private sector participation was felt most keenly to be a priae source 

of new revenue by local government, MPO, transit agency, and Northeastern 

respondents (Appendix Table B-43). The unions indicated least faith in 

this source (46% favoring it but 32% opposing it). Support for dedicated 

taxes was quite strong among all types of respondents and sections of 

the nation, and was particularly vigorous among transit agency, North

eastern, and Southern respondents. 

Two additional measures receiving positive aupport were raising 

fares to Dlre adequately reflect costs and the value of services, and 

using special benefit districts to provide transit revenues. Support 

for these measures was more marginal, however, than the two previously 

aentioned revenue sources. The idea of raising fares drew 62% support 

a110ng all respondents, compared with 13% opposed (Appendix Table B-42). 

Benefit districts drew a 60% positive responses and 12% negative. nie 

ratio of supporters to detractors was positive among all types of 

respondents and all sections of the nation for both of these sources of 
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fund1. Craate1t aupport for theae two propoeal• ca• froa the trauit 

qanci•• and froa Northeaaternera. 

Th••• revenue aource• all are aiaed toward direct or indirect 

benefit capture, and contraat aharply with the decidedly neptiw raapoma 

to relying principally upon local general revenuea. While 32% of all 

reapondenta favored reliance on general taxe• (like the property ta), 

47% oppoaed (Appendix Table B-42). The unreliable and politically painful 

nature of funding trauit year-to-year fro■ the local general fund 11 

reflected in thia reaction. Net positive aupport for uaing the local 

pneral fund occurred only aa>ng respondent• fro■ the Great Laltea/Plaina 

region (Appendix Table B-43). 

In uny ■etropolitan areas, tranait is funded by an areawide dedi

cated tax (uaually the aales tax), by atate and local aid, or by an 

individual local government auch as the ujor city or county. Bovever, 

47% of the reapondents aurveyed indicated that tranait ■ubeidiea in their 

areu are ahared aaong a variety of local governaenta by a variety of 

•thoda (Appendix Table B-44). The interlocal aharing ■ethoda aried 

according to the type of transit service (bus, rapid tranait, and caaa:iter 

railroad), aa well•• by the aize of the ■etropolitan area and ■ection 

of the nation (Appendix Tables B-44 and B-45). Since all of the aetropol

ltan areu aurveyed had bu• aervice, while only 9% and 10% respectively 

had rapid tranait or commuter railroad aervice, a auch larger proportion 

of reapondents reported on ways of sharing bu• subeidies. Appendix 

• 
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Table B-45 adju1t1 for that discrepancy ao that the present practicu in 

thil regard can be directly compared aaong aode1 of tranait. 

Locally negotiated formulae are the aoet coaaon •ana of •haring 

local aubaidy re1ponaibilitiea for all three type• of tranait. Por bu1 

1yateu. the aecond aoet frequently reported aethod vaa the negotiation 

of local dollar 1harea. A combination of local fonrulaa and dollar 

aharea vae in second place for rapid tran.ai t • and local dollar negot'ia

tiona tied for aecond place with 1tate legislative deteraination of local 

aharea in 1upporting c01111Uter railroad,. 

Eight reapondenta reported interlocal 1ubaidy aharing aethoda not 

aentioned in the questionnaire. These additional aethoda included (1) a 

local option dedicated aalea tax, (2) a c011bination of atate legialated 

formulae and local negotiation, (3) local governaent purchase of 1ervice1 

from the areawide transit authority. (4) a foraula utabliabed by the 

regional tranait authority (negotiated through local repreeentation on 

the authority's governing board), and (5) joint enactaent of dedicated 

taxes by 111Ultiple localities (aa agreed through negotiation.a). While 

aoat of these other methods are simply variations on the ad hoc 

dollar negotiation or formula techniquer-. the local option •alee tax and 

purchase of aervices techniques allow for independent local choice• 

outaide a aingle areawide _agreement • 
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The aaaller •tropolitan areas used only negotiation of local dollar 

ab&r•• or local foraulaa, with the fonaer being reported aoaewhat aore 

frequently. Thia applied only to bus systems, since the aaaller areas 

bad neither rapid transit nor commuter rail. The larger •tropolitan 

areas uaed the full range of techniques for all three aodes. 

With the exception of the South, where no commuter rail and ftry 

little rapid transit was reported, there was relatively little variation 

aaong the aeana of interlocal subsidy aharing for transit among the aajor 

regiona of t~e nation. With respect to rapid transit in the South, all 

caaea reported used a combination of negotiated local dollar shares and 

local foraulas. For commuter railroads, the Northeast placed aore reli

ance upon atate enactment of local shares; the Great Lakes/Plains 

focuaaed aore heavily on locally negotiated formulas (40%), and the 

West leaned 110st heavily toward locally negotiated dollar shares (50%). 

For rapid transit, the state legislatures most commonly (40%) set the 

local aharea. 

These figures lead to the conclusion that aany local govertn1ents in 

aetropolitan America are willing to consider increasing local re-..enues 

for transit and aharing transit subsidy responsibilities among theaselfts 

rather than depending on outside sources of funding alone. 

Reallocating Governmental Responsibilities for Transit. With recent 

• 
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federal actions to aove the largest share of federal transit usietance 

into a fairly flexible block grant. to loosen the federal urban transpor

tation planning regulations. and to continue a fair degree of flexibility 

in using highway funds for transit related purposes. declsiomulting reepon

eibilities are flowing increasingly toward the state and local levels. 

The ACIR survey produced limited evidence on the restrictivenese of 

federal transit programs and the degree to which such restrictions have 

caused serious or intractable problems at the metropolitan level. 

NJ shown in Appendix Table B-46. the aost troublesome federal re

striction has been the one concerning the protection of transit labor 

rights and benefits. Sixty-percent of all respondents felt significant

ly restrained by this provision. Additionally. 50% felt excessively 

restricted in the use of federal funds for transit by the categorical 

structure of such programs. Smaller proportions of respondents also 

felt excessively shackled by the wide range of collateral social poli

cies accompanying federal transit aid (42%). and the •buy-American• 

policy applying to the purchase of transit equipment and construction 

aa terials ( 35%). 

NJ indicated earlier in this chapter. the excessive restrictions on 

the use of federal funds for transit planning. construction. and opera

tions are being reduced currently by the new block grant and by the relaxed 

planning requirements that went into effect in 1983. Through the certi-
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fication acceptance proviaiona in both the block grant and the new plan

ning regulations, •ome of the collateral aocial regulationa al•o aay 1>e 

rendered eaaier to aeet. The labor and buy-American policie•, bovewr, 

reaain unchanged. 

Labor union reapondenta felt there vaa leaa difficulty v:lth the 

labor, buy-American, and other social policies proaoted by federal regu

lationa than did any other group of respondents. The labor and buy

Aaerican requirements also were felt lesa keenly in aaall aetropolitan 

In tens of groups and regions, the West felt aost contrained by 

reatrictions on the use of federal funds and by the labor requireaenta. 

The South vaa bothered m>re than other areas by the restrictions on 

uaing federal funds, while the Great Lakes/Plains region reported mre 

than average difficulty with the labor restrictions. Transit agency 

reapondenta indicated more than typical trouble with the labor require

aenta, buy-American provisions, and concurrent social policies, although 

they were typical in their reactions to categorical restrictions on the 

uae of federal funds. MPOs were proportionally aost critical of the 

labor requirements (77% compared to the 71% registered by transit agen

cie•>• 

In light of these survey findings, efforts to looeen the federal 

reina on transit programs could be expected to receive substantial •up

port at the metropolitan level. 

• 
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The looeening of the federal role. of courae. leave• rooa for the 

•JEPauion of atate and local rolea. I.a indicated earlier in thia chapter 

with reapect to developing aore atable tranaportation funding. both local 

IOTernaenta and the atatea are involved in thia atablisation tuk. 

Metropolitan reapondent•• however. feel that w,re aupport ia needed fro■ 

the atate legialaturee. According to ACIR'• aurvey. 65% of all the 

reapondente felt that the lack of atate legialative aupport wu a eerioua 

handicap to their progr ... (Table B-50). niia lack of atate eupport waa 

felt aoet keenly in the South (80%) and aa:>ng reapondenta fro■ eaal.l 

•tropolltan areas (75%) and from KPOa (73%) aa ahovn in Appendix Table 

l-51. Tranait agencies. on the other hand. wre le•• concerned than 

other reapondente (58%). Overall. negative viev1 on the state legialatin 

role were expreeeed ■ore frequently in thoae atatee contributing fewer 

dollar• to urban tranait prograu. and leis frequently in thoae contribut

ing mre dollar• (Appendix Table B-52). 

!xce11ive interference by state tramportation official• vaa felt 

to be a aerious difficulty by only 21% of all reapondenta (Appendix 

Table 1-50). hapondent1 in amall •tropolltan are••• MPOa. and the 

South felt this interference to be aeriou1 only half u often u the 

typical reepondent. Hortheaaternera and union official•• however. cited 

it auch aore frequently (40% and 32% respectively) u abovn in Appendix 

Table l-51. Thie interference was felt aore frequently in atatea proTid

ing larger aaounta of atate aid for urban transit progr ... (Appendix 

Table 1-53). 
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Alaoet no •entiaent (7%) was found among aetropolitan reapondenta 

for tranaferring tranait reaponsibilities to the •tate, and oppo•ition 

n• quite •ubatantial (69%) as shown in Appendix Table B-48. A• aight 

be expected, no local governmental respondents favored •uch a tran■ fer, 

although labor respondents saw aome need for it (with 22% in fa~r and 

only 48% oppoaed) as •hown in Appendix Table B-49. There al•o was 

aodeat aenti•nt for such a transfer among respondents in the Northeaat 

(17% in favor and 54% opposed). Sentiment for state takeovers vaa greater 

in •tatea that provided larger amounts of atate aid for urban transit 

progr .. a (AP,pendix Table B-54). 

Froa the above figures, it can be implied that officials in aetropol

itan areas want a>re state aid for their transit progralllB, and senae 

that •tates providing it deserve greater influence in metropolitan tran

ait prograaa. 

Iaplications of ACIR Field Work 

To •uppleaent the questionnaire survey, a aeries of intervieva was 

conducted in each of three metropolitan areas, leading to the preparation 

of three case atudies. The areas were Seattle, New York, and Chicago. The 

interview included MPO, central city, county (except New York), transit 

union (except New York), and business/civic association official■• The 

case •tudies are found in Appendixes D, E, and F. 

The caae studies combine the interview results with •pecial tabula

tiona of the questionnaire survey from each of the three area■ , along 

• 
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with previou1 1tudie1 of the1e three area• and official planning docu

•nt1. The purpo1e of the ca1e1 va1 to fle1h out the picture of tranait 

deci1ionaalting •• 1een 'by the variou1 actor• interacting_ with each other 

in their own political/technical environaent • 

.la lillited as thia aelection of three caaes ia, it indicate• that a 

wide nriety of circuMtances and approache1 exiat within the nation'• 

•tropolitan tranait coaaunity. All three of theae •tropolitan areaa are 

large, although Nev York and Chicago are at the extreaely large end of 

the 1cale, llbile Seattle is of a 11Uch acre aoderate aize (with a popula

tion of about 1.5 llillion). The Nev York area is croesed by atate line• 

at it• core, while Chicago enc011pas1es an Indiana appendage of about 

650,000 population attach~d to the 7 aillion Chicago core, and Seattle 

fall.a completely within a 1ingle state. 

All three areas face aignificantly different aeta of tra~it prob

leu. In Seattle, current traMit finances are aound and polic,-akers 

are focuaing upon such iuues as expediting downtown tranait through 

a tranait aall, establiahing several new high capacity high •peed trauit 

corridon for iaproved aervice, and locating needed new tranait 1torage 

yarda and •intenance facilities. The Chicago aystea ia facing 1-1.nent 

bankruptcy in its operating funds deapite aajor fare increaaes and teapo

rary bail outa 'by the city and atate. New York ia now in the aidat of a 

---,th recovery program to dig its way out of aany years of deferred 

aaintenance that haa cau1ed deteriorating aervice and loe1 of rider, • 

• :. 
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Yet, the•e three diver•e eituationa yield •o• cOIUIOn findinp 

•• well u diatinctive attributes. The MPO process in all three con

centrate• largely on the technical proceea of compiling tranait project• 

initiated by transit provider• and negotiating project prioritiea to 

fit within the constraint• of available funding, although the Seattle 

KPO 1• a partial exception in that it exerts eoae top-down influence to 

thia aoetly bottoUMJp process. All three areas have euccuabed to prea

aurea for aubregionalizing their planning and funding proceeaea, and 

they alao have largely consolidated or interconnected their tranait 

aervice aystems. The greatest variation comes in the •tate roles, which 

are very different in the three areas. These similarities and differ

ence• are explored 110re fully below. 

MPO Accent on Technical Roles. The MPO process in all three aetro

politan areas va1 accepted as a useful one by all those interviewed, but 

it was looked upon primarily as a means of compiling transit agency re

que•t• for the use of fed~ral aid dollars and setting priorities to 

bring the overall request within the limits of available federal funding. 

Por the ■oat part, regionally developed plans or policies froa the feder

ally required long-range planning process did not influence ehort-ter. 

prograaming decision■• The federally postulated process by which long

range plane are prepared first and then translated directly into five-year 

and one-year funding priorities was not the observed process. Neverthe

le••• all the affected transit agencies and local governments were in-

• 
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volved in the proce11 and they found the negotiation of project propoeal1 

within the TIP and it1 annual (or biennial) element to be a 1ati1factory 

vay of dividing up the federal transit funding. 

In Seattle. the coapilation of tranait agency reque1t1 ••• routine 

for ao1t project,. u in the two other are••• But there wu aclr.novledg

•nt that the MPO had initiated some propo1ala at the regional level 

that were influencing transit project• aignificantly in aoae ca1e1. 

Thie degree of MPO influence was not found in the other two areaa. 

Recent reductions in federal aid for other types of regional plan

ning had occurred in all three metropolitan areas. Thia vas a aignificant 

factor in the collap1e of the general purpoae regional planning organiza

tiona in the New York region. and was cited in Chicago and Seattle a• a 

aajor reason for regional planning becolling increaaingly concentrated on 

tranaportation ieeues alone. This development is reducing the aaount of 

long-range land uae and other areawide planning being done. thereby tending 

to reenforce the coapilation style of MPO operation rather than the in

dependent analysis and 1tronger regional influence 1tyle1. The diatri

bution of federal tranait aid directly to transit providers. rather than 

to the MPO for paea-through purposes. also was found to reduce MPO 

leverage and to reenforce the aore limited coapilation role. 

•• 
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The flow of federal funding into the KPO planning proce•• are ehift-

1q 1IOlf becauae of the Section 9 block ,rant. Wbereu the pri•ry IIPO plaa

niq funda in recent year• have been allocated directly to the N'.PO orpataa

tion through tlffA'• Section 8 technical etudie■ progra and the PL sraate 

froa the highway progr ... , •o• of the aajor regional planniq effort• 

in the future (eapecially for ujor new capital project ■) are aaticipat .. 

to N funded out of the Section 9 block grant. In contra1t to the forar 

practice of paHing on aoae of the Section 8 fund• froa the KPO to the 

tranait agencie1 for detailed follow-up planning within the fr....,on of 

the long-range ay1teaa plan, the tranait agency recipienu of Section 9 

funda now will be expect~d to carry out their own planning with their 

block grant fund1 H wll as to 1uppleaent the MPO planning budpt frca 

that aource. The MPO in Seattle has worked out 1uch an arrangeMnt, 

and feel• that it could very well be a aodel for the re1t of the nation. 

Moat of the planning funds co111ing to the MPO froa the trauit a•ncie• 

probably will be for Mjor corridor atudiea where tranait iaprove•nta 

lib new rail conatruction, bu1vaya, or added HOV facilltiu are cont

platad. In Seattle, auch 1tudie• are being aa1igned to the NPO, wt in 

Chicago that type of atuty recently vaa carried out under the leadenhip 

of the city Departaent ~ Pu~lic Worka, and in Nev York auch atucliea are 

not being perforaed becauae of the alaoat total concentration upon re

habilitating the exiating ayatem and bringing aervice level• up to the 

• 
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point at 1fhich loet rider■ llight be reattracted to the •y■ tea. Thu•. the 

flow of Section 9 planning funds to the MPO■ aay occur (or not occur) dif

ferently in different •tropolitan area■ • 

Policy leader■hip on ujor transit i•■ue■ in 'the three ca•e ■ tudy 

area• •aried conaiderably. In Seattle. the -jor initiati-.e• oftr the 

year■ have been taken by temporary citizen ■ tudy groups. More routine 

initiatives are taken by the transit authority. and current corridor 

■ tudie• have been assigned to COG by the collective deci ■ ion of elected 

officials in the region who ■ ought a le•• staff doainated and •uller 

governing body aore directly composed of local elected official■ u an 

alternative to the transit authority with its intiaidating •taff and it■ 

very large and aaorphous governing body composed of uny private _citizem 

u well u elected officials. In New York, aajor initiati-.es c•• froa 

the Mayor. the transit authority Chainaan. and the .Governor, •oaetiae1 

with sub■ tantial competiveness among them. In Chicago, agree•nt between 

the Mayor and the Governor is essential for aajor initiative■, but le■■er 

propo■ als are generated by the Regional Tran■ it Authority and the rela

tively new Regional Councils of Mayors now included in the MPO policy

aaking structure. Thus. the MPO is a relatively important policy leader 

in Seattle, but exerci•e• a auch aore subordinate role in the other two 

ar•••• 

Tranait union repre■entatives were not significantly iovolwd in 

MPO operations in any of the three case ■ tudy areas. even though -ny 
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auch organizationa favored productivity iaprovementa and a:>de ahift1 

that could have considerable effect upon union aeaber1. The only union 

interview that could be arranged (the one in Seattle) indicated union 

receptivity to, and 1ome initial 1teps toward, greater union involftaent 

in policy is1ues. Union in~luence, according to non-union interviewee,, 

nry largely has been limited to formal contract negotiations and lobby

ing in the atate legislature. 

Pressures to Subregionalize. All three case study areas have ex

perienced aajor pressures to deal with regional planning issues and the 

KPO process through a decentralized aechanism. In Seattle, this pres1ure 

took place several years ago along county lines. As the counties gained 

strength, they withdrew from the Council of Governments in an effort to 

exert greater control over their own affairs. The four-county COG -

covering three metropolitan areas built around three separate urbanized 

areas -- was in danger of collapsing until federal pressure to uintain an 

areawide approach for transportation planning brought about a coaproaise. 

Under that compromise, each of the four counties now has a subregional 

council that operates within the framework of the four-county Council of 

Governments. These four committee mechanisms, then, are the front line 

planning and programming groups through which transit and other transpor

tation project proposals are worked out between local governments and 

tranait providers before being brought to the four-county COG for 

• 
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official inclu•ion in the TIP. Thu•, federal pre••ure wa• u•ed to ll&in

taln an areawide approach while accoam:>datlng local pre••ure• to aub

reglonali&e. 

In Chicago, •eparate regional planning groups were e•tabll•hed long 

ago under •tate legi•lation for the Illlnoi• and Indiana portions of the 

conaolidated aetropolitan area. In 1972, however, federal pre••ure va• 

brought to bear to create an areawide •chanism to overview the whole 

bi-atate c011a1ting region. The c011proai•e reached after a long •truggle 

va• the foTIUtion of the Illinoie-Indiana Bi-State Coaaiesion vhoae pur

po•e 1• to establish c011-.inicatione between the two regional planning 

group• previou•ly establi•hed in the tvo •tatee and to facilitate any 

coordination needed between two interlocking areas. That arrangeaent 

was wry eubetantlally weakened in the fall of 1983 vhen the Bi-State 

COlllllieeion loet its •taff as a consequence of the city of Chicago with

drawing it• large ehare of the aatching funds that had been ueed to 

attract federal dollars into the Commis•lon'• budget. Whether the Bi

State Comm.lesion will continue to function is an open question at this 

time. The looeened federal planning regulationa no longer require that 

KPO• be areawide, •o the outcome appears to rest upon etate and local 

diacretion. 

In Bev York, nine new MPOs now have replaced the eingle MPO that 

exieted in the greater Nev York region for Mny years. lift are in 

• 
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Connecticut, three are in New York, and one ii in Bw Jeney. One of 

the three Raw York KPOa (the one including on Nev York City itMlf) iD 

tum ta aubregionalized into three tranaportation coordinatiq coam.ttNa 

(TCC.) -- one for the city itaelf, one for Long Ialand, and one for tha 

two counti•• juat north of Hew York City. Theae aubregional TCC. and 

the other eight MPOa are the front line coapilen of tranaportation pro

ject• for the TIP. In the case of the MPO for the Hew York City-Long 

Ialand-llorthern countiu area, the three TCCa reaolve aa aany iaauea u 

they can aaong the local government• and tranaportation providen (aub

allocating the 10 Section 9 block grants within their reapective areu) 

before bringing the projects forth to the executive comdttee of the 

MPO where remaining iaauec are worked out. In theory, then, aoat 

iaauu will have been reaolved before the full MPO goftrning board ia 

aaked to adopt the TIP. 

ill nine MPOa in the New York. region are atructured within the bound

ari•• of a aingle atate to facilitate direct relationahipa betwen atate 

and local official•. Theae new KPOa are coapoaed priurily of local 

1owrnaent repreaentation, although atate repreaentation and aecretariat 

aervice• are provided. Mi Hing, however, 1• any foraal aechanin for 

intentate coordination of plans and program. Although a aerie• of aer

-n.ce contract,, an interstate compact for railroad aervice to Connecticut, 

and the lillited transit operations of the Port Authority provide tranait 

• 
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eervice linkage•, policy coordination and data •haring are now taking place 

only on a very liaited ba•i• through inforaal contact• aaong the new MPO•. 
It 1• clear fro■ the•e ca•es that federal actiona can ha-.e a •ipiifi

cant bearing upon the areawidenese or frag■entation of traoaportation plan

ning for a region. The recent loosening of KPO planning require■ent• ha• 

allowed the areawide interstate aechani ■aa fonaerly ioai•ted upon to be 

abandoned in the Chicago and New York areas. If thie had been the federal 

etance in the early 1970. when the eubregionalization pu•h caae in Seattle, 

the areawide body there al■o probably would have been d.i••olved. 

The pressures to •ubregionalize are particularly •trong where •tate 

boundaries cut aero•• a ■etropolitan region, as in New York and Chicago. 

State action ie eeeential to solving ■etropolitan traoaportation probl ... , 

but lacking positive federal incentives to cross theae state line•, the 

natural tendency is for the local governments to rely upon their ovn 

•tate directly rather than on an interstate body. Conver•ely, a 

etate ie aost likely to relate to its own local government• directly 

rather than choosing to go through an interstate body. Ieenforcing 

these natural tendenciea are federal practices oriented to the •tate•, 

lilte the highway program and the new traoait block grant for ■etropolltan 

area• under 200,000 population which may be administered by the governors 

if they •o choo•e. 

Another fragmenting influence from the federal government 1• its 

• 
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legialatively baaed practice of allocating urban highway and tramit 

fund• on the ba•1• of •urbanized are•••• Tbeae area• of continuoua 

urban develop•nt are defined by the Cenaua Bureau but are not coabined 

•••n where aetropoli tan area• have grown together and been couolidated. 

Thua, when the•e federal tranaportation funda are allocated, they aay 

atrongly aubdivide a aingle region under the juriaidiction of a ai11gle 

MPO. 

In addition to theae federal forcea, the tenaiona between central 

citiu and auburbe alao exert pressure to ■ubregionalize the tranaporta

tion planning and funding process. The proliferation of MPOa within the 

Rev York region clearly reflects this divi■ ion of intere■ ts, and the 

re■ tructuring of the Regional Transportation Authority in Chicago 1• 

baaed on the ■a. tenaion. In Chicago, the ltTA vae evenly ■plit with 

aix city and ■ ix ■uburban representative■ for its fint decade. llov•••r, 

the 1980 Cenaus shifted the balance to ■even suburban ■eat■ and fiw city 

on••• Thi■ gave ri■e to the restructuring that divided ltTA'• opera

tion.■ into three divi■ ione separately goftrned and ■eparately funded by 

foraula -- city transit, ■uburban tranait, and ccaaiter railroad. 

Much of thi■ central city versus ■uburban conflict rewl.a around 

unequal tranait aervice level■ between the city and the auburbe. The 

difference in density of development in tbe■e tvo types of area■ aaba 

it euier and a:>re econoeically feasible to provide high level• of 
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tranait aervice in the central city, but very difficult to do ao in out

lying area• with atandard bus or rapid transit aervicea. Thua, auburban 

aervicea generally have be~n provided at a lower level, even though an 

areawide tax .. y be imposed equally throughout the region. 

Thie equity i1aue was raised by interviewees in all three case atudy 

areas. It baa not been addressed explicitly in the Seattle area, although 

that area does have a aajor ridesharing program that partially goes to 

the issue. The issue is a live one in the New York region, and 11 currently 

under study. Chicago has addressed this imbalance, as already aentioned, 

by separately funding, on a formula basis, transit serving it1 three 

aajor .. rltets. It also has begun promoting innovative means of providing 

services in outlying areas through local government cooperation with 

RTA, and a sales tax supporting RTA is levied at the rate of two cents 

in the city of Chicago, one-cent in suburban Cook County, and only one

quarter cent in the outlying counties. 

Thus, it may be concluded that citizen support for transit aay be 

difficult to aaintain in any region not sensitive to the need for equitable 

treatment of transit benefits and costs in its diverse sections. It also 

aay be difficult to maintain areawide planning and policymaking in coaplex 

•tropolitan areas (especially the interstate ones) where federal funding 

and planning requirements allow or promote fragmentation. In fact, such 

fragmentation exists in at least eight metropolitan areas, as noted earlier 

in thi1 chapter (see previous Table 4-6). 
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Con•olidated and Interconnected Service Sy•teu. All three caae atudy 

area• are aerved principally by large public tranait authoritie•• altboup 

not by aingle operator■• In the Seattle region. the Seattle and Taltoaa 

•tropolitan area, each have their own large public tranait ay■t-■, and 

they are perceived to be adequately interconnected with each other. The 

The two ... 11er countie■ al10 have tranait ■ervice. though of lea ■ coapre

benaive coverage. In one of tho1e countie■• tvo ■oaevhat owrlapping 

city and county ■y1teas have been epoken of as candidates for conaolida

tion. but that va1 the only 1uggestion for change in the exieting arrange

aent of aervice providers. 

In New York, about 90% ~fall tranait eervice ie provided by the 

Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) or it• subeidiarie1. Newrthele••• 

the Port Authority and the New Jersey Tranait Corporation both provide 

additional aervice1, and New Jersey Tranait alao contract■ for aervicea 

by private provider,. MrA's New York city aub1idiary alao bu franchiaed 

a number of subscription bus services for co.iuten that are uaentially 

aelf aupporting. None of those interviewed in the Hew York region recoa

•nded any re■ tructuring of the preaent operator,. 

In Chicago, all transit in the Illinois part of the region coaea 

under the uabrella of the Regional Tranait Authority (RTA). Public 

funding for the city transit system, the suburban bus and rideshariog 

activities, and the c011B.1ter railroads all go through RTA. Although 

the RTA reorganization mentioned earlier would guarantee proportion.ate 
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funding for all three categoriee of eervice provider•, the eerrlce pro

'rider• theaeelve• would reaain in their preeent fora. llone of tboae 

interviewed in the region recomaended any reetructuring of pre•ent eer

'rice provider•• 

Thu•, there •eeae to be general ••tiefaction in all three regione 

with the vay tranait •ervice provider■ are preeently organized. 

Varying State Rolea. The etatea involftd in each of the three caee 

etudie• took widely differing approache• to aetropolitan tranait. In 

Seattle, the •tate role in transit 1• aini .. l but •upportive. The legi■-

lature 1• •ympathetic t~vard transit, and baa provided an adequate local 

tax baae for it in the aetropolitan area. The atate ferry ayatm provide■ 

a aajor traneit link aero•• Puget Sound and ia rea•onably well coordinated 

with bu■ ay•teaa. State highway funda are u•ed cooperatively for euch 

traneit related facilities as fringe parking lota and BOV lane■• T'be 

initiatives for theee •tate projects, however, coae froa the local level. 

In the Nev York region, of courae, three atatea are involved. State 

eupport for tran.eit fr011 New York include• RY DOT aeabenhip on and •upport 

for the MPO■, atate aeaberahip in M'l'A, legialatiw authorization of local 

tuea, the u•e of •tate bonding authority, and a long tera •tate eervice 

contract with MTA that h~lp• to underwrite long-tera borrowing by MIA. 

MTA feel• that the legi•!ature has been reaponaive to it• need•. Although 

MTA 1• legally a ■ tate agency for •o• purpo•e•, a aajority of it■ 
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aeabera are local and it conaidera itaelf to be a local agency. The atate 

DOT ha• •ery little control over it. 

By contra1t, the Mew Jer1ey Traneit Corporation i1 a 1tate qenc:y. 

Yet, it goe1 out of it• way to avoid dominating it1 KPO to the high 

degree that MTA dominate, thoae on the Nev York 1ide of the ri•er. 

Long 1tanding effort• by the 1tate1 of Nev York and Nev Jer1ey to 

iu.olve the Port Authority more directly in transit have achieved that 

goal, l,ut not without conaiderable difficulty. Thie allow 1urplua Port 

Authority revenues to be channeled into tranait prograaa. 

In Connecticut, there is no large atate or regional traneit authority 

for that atate'• portion of the New York region. In1tead, the Connecticut 

Departaent of Transportation provides as1iatance through 1ervice contract,. 

'nle Chicago region presents a rather stark contra1t to the 1upportin 

1tate roles found in the Seattle and Nev York regiona. The iapending 

bankruptcy of tranait operations within the Chicago region at the tiae of 

ACll's interviewing, and the lack of ■ tate operating aa1iatance in that 

part of the 1tate (in contrast to auch uaiatance for all other part• of 

the 1tate) brought conaiderable criticin of the atate in the Chicago 

region. Lack of support in the atate legislature was the nuaber one 

•intractable• difficulty cited in the questionnaire survey re1ponaes 

fro■ Chicago, and was 11entioned in 1everal of the peraonal interviev"B in 

the Chicago region. Thia hot political iaeue over1hadoved the poeitiw 

contributions the 1tate had ude over the years, including: 
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eatabli1hing the RTA umbrella for transit operator■; 

authorizing dedicated taxes in the region for tranait; 

providing 100% of the required match for federal funding of 
transit capital projects in past years. although thi1 has 
dropped now to 50%; 

• providing part of the match for federal transit planning funds; 

• 

• 

providing revenue anticipation payments and loans to RTA in 
its present financial crisis; and 

agreeing to the massive interstate transfer of funds froa the 
Cross Town Freeway largely for the benefit of transit project ■• 

While the dollar amounts may not always have been adequate for the 

above purposes. the only obvious gap in 9tate support for the Chicago 

region's transit activities has been the lack of operating subsidies. 

although that was part of the agreement with the legislature when RTA 

was established and given its own taxing authority. At the tine of the 

interviewing. it appeared that this gap would be filled before the end 

of 1983 in a significant. if not fully adequate. way. Indeed. that did 

occur on November 9, 1983. 

It is clear from these three cases that state action is essential 

for aeeting transit needs in major metropolitan areas. Such actions 

include establishing transit authorities. authorizing local taxes for 

transit. providing state aid, and participating in the urban transporta

tion planning and programming process. 
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Findings and Conclusions 

Thia chapter has ■hown that the desire for greater leader~hip in 

transportation issues within metropolitan areas remains strong, but that 

there is little desire for further centralization of authority in regional 

organizations. To the contrary, pressures to decentralize the urban 

transportation decisionmaking process appear quite strong. Reliance on 

intergovernmental cooperation, then, is the preferred option for solving 

urban transportation problems. These central themes, emerging from the 

Commission's research, are summarized briefly below. 

Desire for Greater Areawide Leadership 

About 53% of all respondents in the ACIR survey supported expanding 

the scope of MPO planning to encompass such elements as pricing, taxing, 

parking, deregulation of service providers, or public/private partnership 

strategies. These topics would place the MPO squarely in the center of 

current issues in the effort to improve urban transportation. 

About 83% of all respondents felt that MPOs should be doing more 

than at present to establish a strategic planning process for the area's 

transit industry in order ~o help it examine the nature of services that 

•hould be provided as the means of meeting future needs successfully. The 

recently held Airlie House and Woods Hole conferences reached consensus 

that ■uch strategic planning, encompassing a broadened scope of topics 

like that described above, is needed if current urban transportation 
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challengea are to be •t aucceaafully. The federal planning require

-nt• atill reflect the concept that long-range areawide tranaportation 

planning, coordinated with land uae policie• and growth unage•nt atrat

egie1, abould lead to areawide programd.ng of aajor capital ime•t•nt1 

u well a• ahorter-tera aystea unage•nt activitiu to •et owrall 

tranaportation neede. 'l'be ACIR aurvey backed up the need for aborter

range (u well a• longer-range) eleaent1 in the planning proceaa, with 

an approval rate of 62%. Thue, MPO orcheatration of the whole proceaa, 

and the activitiee of the numerous acton taking part in providing urban 

tranaportation aervice• and facilities 1till appears to be the goal that 

.,.t participant• aee before them. 

Little Deeire for Further Centralization 

Thie goal, however, 1e not aatched by any etrong aupport for atruc

tural change• in either the MPOa or the traneit agenciea. Overall, .:,re 

reapondente opposed increaeed authority for KPOs than aupported it (34% 

to 25%). Support for expanding repreeentation on the KPO to bring in 

the union and private aector officiale, vho aight bold the keys to uny 

needed innovative aervice and financing adaptationa, was aupported by a 

few mre reapondent• than thoee oppoeing it (37% to 27%). 'l'bie balance 

of force• would appear to leave MPO• atructured pretty wuch u they are 

today. In aoet caeea, they are likely to reuin very largely in 
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the role of compilers of other's transportation projects and ·aediators 

of priorities needed to constrain investment strategies within available 

resources, rather than be aoved into the role of initiators or iapleaen-

· tors of urban transportation strategies. 

Transit aervice providers, as presently constituted, also see. 

satisfactory to officials in the metropolitan areas surveyed. Only 20% 

of all respondents felt that transit agencies in their areas vere ineffec

tive to a aignificant extent, and even fewer (17%) felt that there were 

rivalries among transit agencies that were damaging to the region. 

Almost no respondents approved of transferring transit services to 

either the county or the state. The only change in transit agency struc

tures that was favored by a majority was the concept of separating 

policymaking from the management of operations. Fifty-two percent of 

respondents approved, while 15% believed that such a separation would be 

disadvantageous. This practice, often referred to as "the brokerage 

concept," is much like the situation in Chicago where the Regional Trans

portation Authority is primarily responsible for financing and contract

ing for services, with the bulk of services actually provided by other 

transit authorities in the region. 

Thus, it appears that mout respondents in the ACIR survey prefer 

the existing MPO and transit agency structures to stronger or m>re con

solidated areawide organizations • 
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Pre••ur•• to Decentralize 

ACIR'• ca•e •tudie• documented •everal forces preeently fueling the 

pre••ure• to •ubregionalize urban transportation planning: central city 

ver•u• •uburban tensions, atate ver•u• local tensions, and the looeening 

of federal requirements for an areawide approach. Suburban area• fre

quently feel that they pay for W>re transit •ervice than they get. State• 

and local goverruaenta often prefer working directly with each other. rather 

than working through interstate organizations in interstate are••• And 

federal fund• frequently come into a aetropolitan area already •uballo

cated aaong a number of different transit agencies and urbanized areas. 

'nle MPO •eldom has auch leverage over such disparate funds. In Loa 

Angeles and San Francisco. •tate authorized sales taxes dedicated to 

urban transportation also are subdivided, by formula, among the countiee 

in those metropolitan areas, leaving little. if any, discretion to the 

MPO. 

About 47% of all respondents in the ACIR survey indicated that 

reeponaibility for transit subsidies in their areas are shared aa>ng 

the various local governments. Locally negotiated formulas were the 

aoet c01a1110n means of accomplishing this, and the second aost frequently 

reported method was the negotiatton of local dollar shares. Other 

aethoda included a combination of the first two and a determination 

of local shares by the state legislature. In addition to those 
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ca..>nly u■ ed •thod■, write-ins on the ACIR que■tionnaire indicated that 

a fev place• u■e a local option ■ale■ tu and local purchue of ••nice■ 

froa tran■ it providen to enhance local autonoay rather than to leaw all 

juri ■dictione locked into a eingle are•ide agreeaent. 

About one-third of all ■ urvey reapondenta appro•ed the idea that 

individual local juri■dictiona ahould be allowed to eatabli ■h the 

levela of ■ervice they deeire vi.thin their border■ by providing aoae 

■enice■ theaeelvea or contracting vi.th regional, private, or other tran

eit ■ervice providers. Seelting eaployer participation in providing or 

financing traneit eervices received approval froa 81% of all reepondent■, 

while 65% felt that a:>re needed to be done vi.th variou■ type■ of ride

■haring. Thu■, increa■ ing local choice and breaking out of the tradition 

of a ■ ingle a:>nolithic transit ■yatem appear to generate conaiderable 

■upport. 

A. indicated in the 'three ca•e 1tudie■, the■e decentralizing pre■-

■ure1 have led to •ultiple or 1ubregionalized MPOe and greater 

diver■ ity of ■ervice providers. 

Reliance Upon Intergovernmental Cooperation 

With rejection of proposals to centralize urban tranaportation plan

ning and transit ■ervice delivery ■tructure■, attention ■vinp to non

■ tructural propo■ ala for coordinating urban tranaportation. 'lbe■e in

clude ■ tate aid influence, informal coordination technique■, the KPO'• 

coapilation and aediation roles, the u■e of noraal political channel■ , 

and technology ■haring programa • Each ■ee• to play an iaportant role. 
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Although 65% of all respondents find aerious difficulties in 

gaining adequate ■upport in their ■ tate legislatures. the aurvey re■ults 

can be read as indicating that officials in aetropolitan areu want aore 

atate aid for their tranait programs and believe that states providing 

it de■erve greater influence in metropolitan transit programs. What 

little ■entiment there was for state takeovers of transit was found 

chiefly in those atates that provided larger amounts of urban transit 

aid. In addition. it was clear from the three case studies that atate 

action was essential for meeting transit needs in those metropolitan 

areas. Such actions include establishing transit authorities. authoriz

ing local taxes for transit. providing state aid. and participating 

constructively in the urban transportation planning and programaing 

process. In all such actions. the state influence could be supportive 

of areawide coordination and cooperation. 

Informal coordination techniques - like sharing staff and using 

informal intergovernmental coordination task forces. committees. and 

meetings -- were reported to be in use by 50% of all respondents in the 

ACIR survey. Their expanded use was urged by 68% of these respondents. 

l.ecent research performed for U.S. DOT has identified a number of auch 

techniques that have been used successfully in a variety of aetropolitan 

areas. 

Deepite the fact that ACIR's case studies found KPOs to be largely 
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concerned with compiling transportation projects initiated by other■ 

and mediating funding priorities within the region. rather than with 

initiating and aanaging a program designed to aggressively achieve area

wide goals. only 22% o! all aurvey respondents found any aerious probleu 

with the effectiveness of their MPOs. This and other survey findings 

seem to indicate that 110st respondents feel the MPOs have about the 

right a110unt of authority, although there are some situations in which 

greater authority would be supported. None of the coordination proble• 

that were postulated in the survey -- with land development. parking. 

auto tolls. or excessively fragmented transit responsibilities -- were 

thought to be a aajor problem by a majority of survey respondents. 

ACIR's interviewing turned up the unanimous belief that the current 

MPO process was an accepted and useful one. From this finding comes 

the conclusion that the present MPO process is about what is desired by 

officials in most metropolitan areas. 

The MPOs generally are not the source of policy leadership. however. 

That leadership in the three case study areas co.es priaarily froa other 

sources -- citizen 110vements in Seattle; a combination of the governor, 

aayor, and MTA chairman in New York; and agreement between the aayor and 

governor in Chicago. along with the RTA board and the recently establish

ed Councils of Mayors representing suburban areas in a subsidiary role. 

The lesson seems to be that normal political channels. rather than the 
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aore technically oriented MPO process, define the locus of urban 

tranaportation leader■hip in metropolitan areas. This case ■ tudy find

ing 1 ■ bol■ tered by ■ urvey data ■bowing that the only MPOs for which 
I 

a aajority of respondents ■upported greater authority (57%) were tho■e 

■ taffed by city or county governments. This association with general 

purpose local government ■eems to supply the necessary political legiti

ucy needed to underpin concentrated governmental authority. The iapli

cation is that MPOs desiring to take a stronger leadership role in their 

region would have to become considerably aore political. tili ■ .. y pro

duce a dilemma, since a more politicized role might very easily conflict 

with the a>re neutral role of compiler and mediator under which the 

MPOs have become a c01D1110n meeting ground for all parties. Thus, the 

deci■ ion to exercise greater leadership, or attempt to do ■o, aay be 

incoapatible with current useful roles. 

Finally, the research into virtually all aspects of urban transpor

tation technology and policymaking, sponsored by U.S. DOT, the Trans

portation Research Board, and the various related public interest group■ , 

has been a l)<)Werful influence over the years in developing the urban 

tranaportation planning process and in spreading urban transportation 

innovations throughout the nation. One indication of the success of 

thi■ re■earch and information sharing effort is that the ACIR ■urvey 

found only 24% of respQndepts who believed that lack of infonution 
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about the alternative• to preaent urban tranaportation practice• waa a 
1/ 

aignificant problem. Thia effort ia likely to continue- and can be 

expected to aerve the intergovernaental cooperation proc••• well tn the 

future. 

1/ !rnat, Whinney in aasociation with •obert J. Baraon 
and Aaaociatea, Technology and Planning Aaaiatance Reed• of State 
and Local Transportation Agencies, final rep~rt prepared for U.S. 
Departaent of Tranaportation, OOT-1-83-27 (Waahington, D.C.: U.S. 
Govercaent Printing Office, April 1983). 
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